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INTRODUCTION 
The teaching of reading vocabulary has a necessary and 
important place in the reac11ng program or grade two . The 
vocabularies ot the basal reading bookB at this level consist 
or words which are in the spealq.ng vocabulary of children or 
. 
this age gro~. Howe~ert the recognition of thea& words in 
pr.int becomes a problem ot major concern. The child must be 
able to reco~n!ze the word and attach meaning to it tn order 
to make senee in the read:tng s1 tuation. 
There are many techniques tor providing practice and the 
1 teacher must plan ror their use as chil~ren need several 
repetitions ot the words ~ mean1ngfu1 situations to mako the 
word meaning response automatic . Prepared materials f'or 
mean1ngru1 practice appear to be an et.teotive means ot meeting 
this problem. The teacher who is aware of the individual 
differences ~ her classroom is concerned with providing 
materials which the children can use independently. 
This study is an attempt to construct and evaluate 
D& teriala which could be used to supplement any basal reading 
series to give practice 1n reading voeabular.y. The materials 
may be used in two ways: (l) by the class aa a whole under 
the teacher's direction, and (2) by the children work~ng 1n 
pairs us~ self-checking devicea. 
1 
CHAPl'ER I 
SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
The purpose of this study was to eva~uate the effectiveness 
ot teaching materials for a planned program of word practice on 
reading achievement in Grade Two. The materials were used in 
two ways: (1) The class participating as a unit under the 
teacher's direction; (2) The olasa working ~ pa1ra, with self-
checking devices. 
The research will be concerned with; 
1 . Reading achievement including word meaning, recogn1 tion 
and analysis. 
2. Vocabulary of primary grade reading books . 
3. Methods of effective practice. 
4. Children' a attitudes toward reading. 
RESEARCH IN RELATION '1'0 READING ACHIEVEMENT 
Ke~ng and Recognition 
Word recognition is a vl l part of the 1~ading process and 
may be defined as the ability to ~cognize, pronounce and under-
stand the meaning of a word. Reviewing the changes which have y 
taken place in the reading program Gray say a, 
y in 
2 
"Between 1900 and 1910 the recognition ot word 
forma assumed so much significance that the develop-
ment of accuracy and independence in word recognition 
became an end in itself rather than an aid in effi-
cient reading. Two radically different methods were 
used in developing needed competence. These were the 
so- called 1 word method 1 and the ' phonics method. 1 
About 1915 •story methods' were adopted which made wse 
ot selections ot real interest to children. Howeyer 
effective these methods may have been they were_qot 
greatly developed or extended tor many yeara." Y 
Many techniques are ot value to children in the early 
1
stages of reading and the ability to use these techniques cannot 
lbe taught incidentally, but thet r uae must be systematically y 
planned tor in the classroom. In 193.1f., Cunningh&ll reported 
that the child who reads well and widely learns with little help 
troa the teacher, but the average child needa a planned program 
ot instruction in order to acquire a rich vocabulary . 
.3/ The following year Donnelly investigated the individual 
ditterences in the development of word recognition skills in 
grade one. Her tincU.nss show that with the 389 children in the 
study the differences increased atter the tourth month and girls 
were superior to boys. She concludes that, "A child's compre-
hension and rate in reading in first grade are dete~ned largely 
by his skill in accurate word reoo~tion." 
y 
y 
it 
Gray, op. cit., p. 117. 
Cunni~aa, Ruth A. • "Vooabul&l"Y' Growth 1n the Intermediate 
Grades," Elementary !ngliah Review, 11:130-32, May, 1934. 
Donnelly. Helen E.~ "The Growth ot Word Recogrdtlon Skill& 
in Grade One~" Educati on, 56:40-43, September, 1935, p. 43 . 
y 
ft1ckard'a etudy b 
eaae or recognition J.a: "Frequency of o%'&1 use. the greater t e 
oral tam.t11ar1ty the better the obancea ot visual recognition.'' y 
Hildreth introduced the idea that meaning provoc! to be more 
potent tban •re perception 1D word leamJ.rc. Eaae or d1tt1-
oulty ot learntng cannot explatned aolely on the baa1a ot 
pero ptual rae tors . anings. ooncepte. aound aaaoo1at1ona and 
emotional cOJanOJtatlona appeer to H more potent ll'l word leam-
inS than 1e the cont1CUJ'at1on ot a word or eoma ch&l'aoter1at1o 
feature alcme . PreYious experience or uaoo1at1cm w1 th an 
obJect oz- an experience that the wol'd Npreaenta intluencea 
eaae or d1t1'1o\ll ty ot 1earn1na. " 'l'he oonolua1cma we:re that no 
one taotor appeand to ba re•pona1,le tor the eaae or cU.:tti-
oulty ot learnin& &IU' word . 'lbe raoton att'eottns word-
J/ learn1ng are ooasplu and varied. Aooord1ng to IIebe, "Word 
recoSftltion without well-deyeloped ccnoepta or meanings. like 
speed ot reacU.ng. has no value by itaelt . " He states thatt 
"Pr1ntecJ a)'JIIbola do not give Maning to the reader . 'l'hey merel.7 
at111Ulate him to recall the conoepta or mean1nsa represented . 
Y Riokii'd Garfttt B., 11'1'he RecOfP\1t1on Vooabul.ar,y ot lrimar.v Pup~la,A 3ournal at Bducat1onal Reaearch, 29a2Bl-29l, 
Decellber, 1935, p . ~90 . 
!I Hildreth, OertJ'ucle, "An 1Ddiv1dul Study 1n Word Reoogn1t1on" El ... nt&£Y School Journal, 3516o6-619, April, 1935, p . 617 ~ 
McX.e, Paul "Certain Mattera ot Ilaportanoe 1n the Teaching 
ot Read1nc, 1 Elemen~ Egsl1ah Review. 14:115-118, Ap~11. 
1937, p 117. 
4 
Then, the reader, by recalling, manipulating and combining 
11 
these concepts makes meaning in his mind." El1v1an concludes 
that children generally tail to recognize words they do not y 
comprehend. Croaecup, using reading exercises with twenty 
children or varying ages, attempted to st~ulatc turtber 
experimentation with materials dealing with determination and 
discrimination or word meaning trom context, and exercises 
dealing with interpret ti ve understanding or reading. "The 
underl~ assumption of exercises of this ~nd is that vocabu-
lary has three inter-related aspects: 
(1) 
(2 ) 
(3) 
Increasing the nwnber or words to which meaning 
is attached. 
Increasing the number ot divergent meanings known 
tor a given word. 
Increasing sensitivity to the way 1n which the 
meaning of words is conditioned by context. 
It is assumed that we learn the meaning ot a word, the 
meanings of a word, the shades or meaning of a word used 1n 
various ways in speech and in writing." 
:v Durrell says reading vocabulary is a major problem in 
grades tour through six. Vocabulary troubles are the basis or 
all reading difficulties in the middle grades. Attention must 
y 111vian, Jeanette, "Word Perception and Word Meaning in 
Silent Reading 1n the Elementary Grades," Unpublished 
Master ' s Thesis, Boston University, 1938. 
Crosse up, Richard B., "Experimental Exercises in Learning 
to Interpret Reading," Education. 59:20-30, September, 
1938, p . 20. 
Durrell, Donald D., "Basic Abilities in Intermediate Grade 
Reading,'' Education, 59•45-50, September, 1938. 
5 
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interested :1.n vocabulary study. An experimental study tried 
in grade five had listed in its concluding statements: 
observations show that children are lalenly interested in word y 
atudy which need not be uninteresting." According to Addy, 
'Who was concerned with the development of a meaning vocabUlary 
for fifth grade, 11Teachers are not using one or a few techni-
ques :tn teaching the meaning of new words, but many techniques . " 
The techniques which were rated as being the most effective by 
seventy-five per cent or more of the teacher groups were, 
"relating the word to former experiences, and studying the 
content in which the word appears and the environment surround-
ing it. 11 y 
Baker indicates that attention muat be given to mUltiple 
meanings ot words . u In teaching children to read, the teacher 
must recognize the need tor developing versatility in the use 
of common words . In the field ot semantics, the metaphor is an 
exUJPle ot veraa1#1lity. It is this mUltiple meaning or words 
that aids comprehension and enriches reading activ:tties. 
Definite attention must be given to the multiple meaning of the 
COJDDlOn WOrds." 
y Addy, Martha L,, "Develoftment of a Meaning Vocabulary in 
the Intermediate Gracles, 1 Elementary English Review, 
January, 1941, 18:26 . 
Y Baker, Norma, "Confusion 1n Word Recognition," Elementary 
School Journal, 45:575-577, June, 1945, p . 577. 
A good reader instantly recognizes and associates meaning 
with words in a selection. The habits ot word perception when 
well formed require few clues in discriminating one word from 
another . y 
Durrell states that, 11Reading is a process of interpretins 
symbols . The reader must create his own images and understand-
ings from the words of the writer. Word problems are encounter-
ed at all stages of reading." _Understanding the author's ~ deas 
ia an obstacle to the reader when he has difficulty with the 
vocabulary. y 
Klindt saya, "Reac11ng for meaning can be fun when the 
child's instinct tor dramatic play is involved. Imagination, 
a blackboard and the child's vocabUlary are the tools in pre-
paring practices in recognition and meaning. 11 
Without an understanding ot word meaning there would be 
.v little success in reading . Dolch etatea that, "The under-
standing of words 1s basic because without understanding word 
meanings there can be no reading. Reading matter ia made up of 
words, and without word meaning there would be no sentence 
17 DUrrell, Donald D., 11Development of Comprehension and Interpretation," Fo - ei th Yearbook of the National 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, , vera of 
Chicago Preas, Chicago, I~lino~, 1949, p. 193. 
Klindt~ Doris, "Reading for Meaning," American Childhood, 
36:5, uecember, 1950 . 
Dolch, Edward W., "The Uses ot Vocabulary Lists in Predic-
ting Readability and in Developing Reading Materials," 
Elementary !nglish, 26:142-149, March, 1949. 
8 
meanings and no paragraph meaning. If a child does not know 
the meanings of' the words he sees, he cannot get the meaning 
ot the whole . " ]/ 
Austin attempted to determ1ne whether children in the 
second grade make mor~ and faster progress in acqUiring a 
reading vocabulary if new words are presented in isolation or 
in phrases and concluded that words in phrases were more readilY. y 
learned. However, Mattola found that at the beginning of' a 
formal reading program children progress taster in learning 
words taught in isolation. 
v I Ev~ says, "Children do not learn to read 'all at once• . 
Between the time ot a child's first association with books and 
the time when he is able to follow a printed account tor himael~, 
there is a period of' growing acquaintance with some written 
symbols aud word groupings . " 
y Austin, Anna B., "A Comparison ot the Effectiveness ot Two 
Methods of' Teaching Reading Vocabulary in Grade Two," 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1950 . 
Mattola, Margaret D., "The Ettect ot Teaching Reading Vocab-
ulary by Words in Isolation and Phrases~ the First Grade," 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University School of 
Education, 1951. 
Evans, Clara C. , "New Approach to Reading., " .Elementary 
!nglish, 27:309-311, May, 1950, p. 309 . 
9 
y 
Hildreth states in reviewlng research, nMy own research 
i n word recognition prove& that the ease ot learning to recog-
nize words as total forms or cODtigurationa varies with the 
meaningfulness ot the items tor the pupils and with the con-
creteness of the associated mea1~s." y 
Phipps attempted to discover the abilities needed ln 
reading in which 25 per cent of the questions asked by teachers 
dea1t with word recognition and vocabulary development, and 
concluded that these areas need considerable attention. 
ll Sheldon and Hatch investigated the reading abilities or 
and poor readers i n Grades I through XII in eight di fferent 
school systems . The strengths and weaknesses of 40 good and 41 
poor readers in second grade claasrooD18 were included. Fifty-
three per cent of the good readers were reading one grade level 
above thei r grade placement insofar as word recognition and 
word analysis was concerned. Twenty-eight per cent were per-
forming at each grade level from I through VI on the word recog-
ition skills. Thirty-five per cent performed at 4, 51 or 6th 
grade levels on word analysis . "The general picture shows that 
Hildreth, Gertrude, "Learning to Read. with Understanding," 
Journal of the National Education Association, January, 
1951, p . 56. 
Phipps, Marian E., "Your Reading Program," Instructor, 
January, 1951, 40:18. 
Sheldon, William D. and Shirley Hatch, "Strengths and 
Weaknesses ot a Group or Second Grade Children," Educational 
Administration and Supervision, 37:-05-414, November, 1951. 
10 
children in the high group have a pertonaanoe level well above 
their aot;ual grade placement in the areaa ot word reoogni t1on 
and analysis . 1~ The perf'ormance ot the poozt reatlers contraated 
qW.te sharply. The errors ll&de by poor readera ahow that laok 
ot word reoognitjon and word analys1a skills are characteristic 
ot poor aecond srade readers. It ia suggested that more time 
be spent on the .aster, ot a basic aight vocabulary and that 
thia should be carefully implemented by aiding these children 
to develop a variety ot word analysis akilla. y 
In a atudy at existing vooabular.y tests Dolch and Leeds 
attempted to discover~ well they aeaaure children's kn wledge 
ot word meaning. It was tound that the t1ve teats wse4 tested 
the moat collllllOn' mearu.ng ot a word. They conclude, 
"Since words are the a~ola with which we 
communicate With one another. it is ~ortant to 
know just what meaning or meanings words have tor 
different people . Since words 1n reading ax-e the 
symbols by which we try to get the thought a writer 
tried to put into a book~ it 18 ~ortant that we 
have the right meaning and adequate mearu.ng. 
!7 Sheldon# op . cit., p . 406 . 
Dolch, Edward W. and Don Leeds, "Vocabulary Tests and 
Breadth or Meaning," Journal ot Educational Research, 
47:181-189, November~ 1953. p. 189. 
11 
"Meaning is a growth and 1 t should be i.lllportant 
tor the school to know where any certain child is in 
the process or growth. Testa should tell us how much 
he knows about meaning. Only then do we know what 
more he should know and how we can help him develop 
that meaning . " y 
Kottmeyer aaya, "In studying spelling, minute scrutiny 
or word parts is desirable, in reading we are atter meaning--
not word analysis." 
The importance ot using various techniques in the teaching 
~ 
ot reading is stressed by Schubert who states, "The number 
ot failures could be reduced markedly were the teacher to use 
several avenues ot approach so that tne student could choose 
he particular method or combination ot methods that seem to 
best suited to his individual needs." 
'JI Delaoato and Moyer report that processes which made clear 
and v~oua aspects or the meaning ot a word will facilitate the 
child's ability to think logically and realistically, and will 
also help h1m to acquire read:lng skills more easily. They reel 
th&t it w111 tend to prevent reading problema which are related 
to the ability to comprehend written symbols because or a lack 
ot undera tanding ot meanings . Teaching all meanings will give 
v kOttiiiiyer, W1lliam, "On the Relationship ot Word Perception Skills in Read1~ and Spelling," Education, 72:600- 603, 
May' 1952, p. 602 . 
Y Schubert, Delwyn 0 . , "Whose Brand or Reading Method. is the 
Belt Buy?" Clearing House, 27:266-67, January, 1953, p . 267. 
Delacato, Carl H., and S. Richard Moyer, "can We Teach 
Word Meaning?" Elementary English, 30:l02- lo6, February, 
1953-
1 2 
children t ool a ,.,1 th lfhioh to deal N1 t h their envi ronment 
]:/ 
effecti vely . They continue, 
"The aacerta1nment or the meani ng or words tor 
the beginning reader ~s a direct function or his 
appercepti ve background Such apperceptions vary 
with children and in many i nstances need enrichment. 
This enri chment can be accomplished only through 
tbe creation or an understanding ot the function of 
the meaning or language and through the creation of 
a new emphasis tor ita presentation to children 
during their early roading elq)eriences . " 
y 
Betts nays that, "Readi ng should be taught as a dynamic, 
meani ngful process rather than by cut-and-dri ed dri ll exer-
cises whi ch require extri nsi c motivation . " Among the 
essentials of reading instruction he places "the development 
13 
Jl 
of specific abilities needed tor think.i.nS in readi ng e1tuationa, 11 
aDd ntates that, "As long as the individual coatinues to grow, 
he will be adding to his vocabUlary and therefore will bave 
word percepti on needs.~ 
21 Joyal was concerned with theertectiveness of projected 
illustrati ons to promote word reco~t-on in thi rd grade. 
The new vocabulary was presented in two ways: ( 1) Kodachrome 
elides and (2) the method presented in the reading manual . 
!7 Delacato and Moyer, op. cit. 1 p . 103. 
Betts ., E . A. uThree Essenti als in Basic 
Instruction1 A Education, 73:575-82, May, 
Reading 
1953. 
Ibi d . p . 582 y Ibi d . p . 578 
Joyal, Sister Adelard MarieJ "A Study of the Effectiveness 
ot Projected Illustrations for the Development ot Word 
Recognition in Third-Grade Reading,u Unpublished Doctor•s 
Dissertation# Boston Uni versity, 1954 . 
Both methode were effective. Children with I.Q. •a ot 
110 a.M above ll&de aign1ticant ga1na in meaning.. but 1n recos-
nit1on the gaina were not significant. Children with I.Q. •a ot 
90-110 made the greateat gains in both recognition and meaninc, 
and children with I .Q. •e below 90 did not make aigniticant 
gains in reoogni tion, but did in mean1ng. The most apparent 
gaina were wj,th the gro1,1p or clllldren ot average mental ab.tlity 
with I .Q. 's ot 90-110. y 
Lally stresses the importance ot the use ot contextual 
clues aa an aid to word recognition . She recorda that, "It 
seems practical to concentrate upon this aapeot ot word analyai 
since 80 much emphasis hae been .l»laced upon phonetics to the 
virtual exclusion ot the development ot akilla in contextual 
analysis." y 
Artley reports on word perception, "One ot the basic 
goals in the teaching ot reacling i8 that ot promoting growth in 
word perception. The reader muat be able to identity printed 
-.ymbols and attach meaning to them." 
v Bedell and Nel~on•s study in Grades IV through VI presented 
a combination ot techniques for reoognizins and mastering the 
1!7 Li11Y, DOrotby M., "Conetruction ot Ezeroiaes in Contextual Analysis aa Aida to Word Reoo¢ tion in Grade TWo, " Un-
published M&ater•a Thesis, Boaton university, 1953. p 1. 
y Artley, A. s. , "Principles Apely1~ to the Teaching ot Word 
Perception," Education, 74a561-565, May, 1954, p. 561 . 
Bedell, R. and B.S. Helaon. "Word Attack ae a Factor in 
Reading Achievemant 1n the Elementary School~" Educational 
and Pazaholosioal Measurement No. 1-, 1:168-175~ 1954. 
14 
meaning or new words . The three methods were: (a) meaning 
attack, (b) visual attaek, and (c) sound attack. Diagnostic 
tests were used wi th subteats i.n word recogn1t1.on, comprehension~ 
vooabula:ry, .story readi ng and story comprehension. Gains were 
made in word recognition. y 
Piekarz compares the abilities or two children or grade 
6. one 1e a higher-level r~ader, one a lower-level reader in 
terms ot their ability to derive accurate understanding from 
reading material . The higher-level render combines his back-
ground knowledge in enM.ch1ng the author's meaning . The lower-
level reader i s unable to Ni ew diacuas~on objectively or to 
distinguish betltcon his o\fn opini ons and those expressed by the 
1&Uthor . The implication is that children shoUld bo taught to 
make accurate and rational interpretations in reading. y 
Mills attempted to standardize an instrument for the pur-
pose ot dete~ning the most effecti ve method for teaching word 
recognition. He used four sets ot graded picture-word cards, 
and a manual or directions which provided ror tour~ titteen-
minute teaching lessons , each stressing a different method 
(visual, phonic, kinesthetic, or a combine.tion). The results 
showed that different children learn to reoo~ze more efficient-
ly by different teach~ methode and that no one method is best 
tor all children. 
Plekirz, Josephine A. , "Getting Meaning trom Reading," 
Elementary School Journal, 56•303-309, March~ 1956 . 
Mills~ Robert E.; 11An Evaluation or Teehniquee tor Teaching 
Word Recognition,~ Elementary School Journal, 56:221-225~ 
January, 1956 # 
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StudieD i nvolving meaninafUl practice 1n first grade 
y y ~ 
vocabulary were made by Aeh, Cox~ and Berger . Six weeks 
practice was given to experimental groups in the three stUdies. 
In each ease the gains in achievement were statistically 
sign.if'icant in tavor ot the experimental groups. Studies by 
y 21 
Bothwell and Hilbert were made at second grade level 
providing mean1ngtul practice in vocabulary. Gains were made 
by both e~erimental and control groups but were not significant. 
Reed says. "Reading is a two way process or getting 
meaning f'rom and bringing meaning to the printed page . 
the printed symbol the author does not convey ideas to the 
reader; he merely stimUlates h1m to structure them out ot his 
own experiences . " 
y Ash. Dorothea. et al . , 11Development and ~Bval.uation ot 
Silent Reading Exercises tor Grade One," Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, Boston university~ 1956. 
Cox, Barbara A. , et al , "The Development and Evaluation or 
Exercises in Meaningful Word Practice in Pirst Grade, 
unpublished Master's Thesis. Boston University. 1956. 
Berger, Ruth et al . • "The Development and Evaluation or 
Exercises 1n Meaningtul Word Practice in Firat Grade, 11 
unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University~ 1956. 
Bothwell, Joyce et al., "The Development and EValuation of 
Exercises tor Meaningful Response in Reading in Grade Two," 
UnpUblished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1956. 
Hilbert, Carmela et al ., "Construction and Evaluation or 
Exercises tor QUick Silent Reading Responses tor Grade Two,~ 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University. 1956. 
§I Reed 1 Mary S . , "Beyond the Printed Symbol 1 n Clarement College Read~Conterence, Twenty-first Yearbook~ 
ciaremont, ca fernia, 1956. p . 17. 
Developing a vocabulary tor reading means two things y 
says Dolch, "It is (l) a mean.ing vocabulary in the mind of 
the reader, and (2) sight recognition of enough ot that 
vocabulary for the reader to interpret the printed symbols 
he sees on paper. 11 
The major protlem. ot poor readers in all age groups 1s 
!I 
word recognition. Roswell and Chall - report, "The first step, 
then, in helping poor readers is to teach them accurate word 
recogn:!. t1on. Without 1 t mean:tng and speed are impossible." 
Y Dolch, Edward W., "The Development ot a VocabUlary for 
Reading,u Claremont College Read~ Conference, 
Seventeenth Yearboo'IC, dlaremont,fi11torn1a, !952, p. 137 .1 
Roswell, Florence 0. and Jeanne s. Chall, "Helping Poor 
Readers with Word Recogni t1on Skills, n The Readtns 
Teacher, 10"200-20~, April, 1957, p . 200. 
1'7 
Analysis 
Ability in word analysis is one phase ot vocabulary growth y 
1n an errective reading program. Durrell says, · 
"Word analysis abilities that improve learning 
rate in sight vocabulary and also enable the child 
to solve new words independently are built through 
carefully graded instruction . They include auditory 
and visual discrimdnation of words and elements, 
instruction in app~ied phonics, syllable analysis, 
and word building . 
y 
In 1930, Lindsay asked: 
"Does it seem possible that overemphasis ot 
phonics in pedagogy is coming in again, or what 
is the reason for the recurrence of this dalliance 
wi th this quite, quite ancient subject? one might 
suppose this question had been threshed out these 
many years, and yet, we find apparently new spelling 
books clinging with lovi ng solicitude to this relic 
ot days long laid away in lavender and pensive 
recollection. When we find that certain 1nd1v1duale, 
whose work ~ the f i eld or education is quoted and 
held in esteem, are giving their names to the use of 
phonetic groupipg, it is time tor the ordinary 
observer to stop and con the matter over for a tew 
minutes . . . When we dig down into the material of 
language itself, we find many obvious reasons why 
phonetic grouping in spelling instruction is not 
teasible. . . It seems to \IS abso l utely illptrative 
that the child can be introduced to the words he 
needs when he needs them and that he be helped to 
perceive the individual words without such artificial 
and illogical grouping ." 
'lj DUrrell, Donald D. , rarovin,s Readi!ll Instruction, 
New York: World Boo ompany, 1956, p . lO . 
y Lindsay, W. B., "What About the Pendulum Business?" 
Education, 51:10-15, September, 1930, p . 10 . 
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Curt·ic_• o:i\..&.P.lJM.r!zcd an experiment done in t!w public 
schoola of: Tilton, Ucu llnmpah1re in 1916 and concluded that: 
(1) Phonetically trained cla ~es r<;ad \"11th 3 eso 
the 
speed, less interest, greater fatigue and with 
conl!ua j.on of ideas . 
(2) Clasoes not having pl1onet1o drill:::; 1.•cad with 
greater interest, increased speed and more 
expr~ss1on . ~1ey \ere careless in pronw1ciation 
and employed more or lesa word substitution . 
Fatigue was much reduced, and story reproduction 
waa very aucoesaful . 
y 
Oates reported that he saw no great help i n phonics ror 
11 
teaching of reading . Horn supported the i dea that the 
English language was diffi cult to manage phonetically, but vaa 
tair and restrained in his attitude to•ard the teaching or 
phonioa aa an aid to Nading . He wrote, 
'It must be admitted that the 1nveat1gatione 
ot hon1e va non-phonic training which have been 
made up to the present time have been poorly 
controlled . It 1& poeeible that were the factor 
of phonic training skillfully isolated, and the 
results o~ the experiment ade~uately analy~ed 
a superi ority would be shown . 
Currier., Lillian~ "Phonics or No Phonics," Elementary 
School Journal, 23:448-452, February, 1933 
Gatos , Arthur I ~ 11StudJ.eS of Phonetic Training in 
Beginning Reading," Journal ot Educational Psychology, 
18:217-226, April, 1927. 
Horn.) Ernest;, "The Child's Early Exper11111ec with the 
Lettex- 'A' , " Journal Psychology, 20:161-
168, March, 1929, p 
19 
y 
Stevens stressed that the time spent in the teaching or 
phonet~cs was out or proportion to the value received by the 
children . ~ children do not need phonetic trainj~, wh~le 
another group at the toot ot the alaas will be repeaters 
I becauae they cannot learn the phonetic drill. Later, she wrote, 
I 
"We have in the beginning the na·tural tendenci es 
of ohj.ldren, already illustrated, to aid their memories 
by crude analogies. We know that these will be in-
adequate as more and more wol'de are learned. Then 
ch~ldren will either develop other experimental 
methods of phonetic analysis, or ~e1muat furnish them with more adequ.a.t;e guides . 11 Q/ y 
About this t i me Aeomb · investigated the psychologi cal 
:ractors relating to reading and spelling and found' 
y 
(1) 
(2) 
{3) 
(4) 
The ability to distinguish through viaual and 
auditory means, small differences between 
words, depends somewhat on mental age . 
Visual and aud1 tory d1acrim~nat1on, peroep·tion 
and assooiab111ty, are highly significant 
faotors in relation to reading ability . 
Visual and auditory factors are ~1gniticantly 
relate4 to spelling ability. 
Visual and aUditory factors are definitely 
interrelated with one another, each recalling 
the other automatically during the reading 
proceaa . 
Stevens, Marion~ The Activities Curriculum, New York: 
D. C. Heath and Company, 1934. 
Bf Stevens~ Marion, "Phoneti cs What and How, ' American 
Childhood, 21:19- 20, March, 1936, p . 19 . 
Acomb, Allen, '1A Stud:r, of the Psychological Factora in 
Reading and Spelling,' Unpubliebed Master•s Thesis, 
Boston University, 1936. -
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Tate studied the influence of phonics on silent ueading 
at first grade level. Special periods were arranged tor 
formal 1natruction and drill ~ phonics. In all resding the 
emphasis in attacl:ing new words was on the phonetic method. 
The control group had no phonic work. 'l'he conclusions were: 
!I 
(1) Phonics inatruction and dr~ll, as judged by 
the resUlts of the Gates Primary Reading Teat, 
T.ype I, ia ra~ superior to the look and say 
method in developing ability to recognize 
words . 
(2) The look and say methoCJ 1s superior to phonics 
instruction and drill 1n developing the ability 
to comprehend sentences . 
(3) The look and Bay method is superior to phonics 
i.rustruction and drill in the ability to 
coraprehend pa.ragrapho or directions . 
( 4) Th,.rty mim.ttes e. day tor phonics :Instruction 
and dr:U.l leads to an unbalanced development 
ot the abilities to comprehend word8, to 
understand sentences and to grasp meanings 
of paragraphs. 
Tate made the tollowi ng i nferences: 
(1) RegUlar periods or pho~CG instruoti on and 
~rill are not desirable . 
(2) Phonics should be used by the pupil as a tool 
and not as subject matter to be mastered ror 
i ·ts own \ral u.e . 
(3) OVeremphasis on phonics hinders rapi dity and 
t horoUGhness of comprehension . 
Tate, !tarry L. , "The Influence or Phonic a on Silent 
Reading in Grade I;~" Elementary School JOl.J:rnal, 37:752-
763. June, 1937. 
2J 
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Dolch and Bloomster supported the fact that some method 
of independent attack was needed in word recognition . They 
stressed that as the number of words became greater, there was 
need tor more than jwst sight learrdng . Children must have 
an independence in word reoo~tion and some sort or phonic 
attack . They say, 
"The relation between mental maturity and 
the use of phonics is remarkably high .•. Ear 
training which ia the basis o~ phonics, may 
begin early. Children may be taught to notice 
s~larities between sounds some time before 
they are expected actually to use sounding 
generaliza tiona, and the like. Further a tud1es 
are needed to discover such particular abilities, 
their development, and their ~unction in the use 
or phonics." 
Wilso~in a cooperative study of reading readiness 
and progress in reading for children in Kindergarten, Grades 
I, II, and III attempted to determine the degree of effective-
ness o:r learning the mechanics ot reading without sacrificing 
the rich experience aspect or individualized learning. He 
concluded that varying abilities to see, hear and speak and 
varying mental abilities do not seem to be closely related to 
progress 1n reading. He says, 
"Diff'erenoes in reading progress can be 
explained mainly in terms or learning. In the 
1J Dolch, Edward and M. Bloomster, "Phonic Readiness," 
Element~ School Journal, 38:201- 205, November, 1937. 
pp. 204=5. 
Wilson, Frank; C. Flemming; A. Burke; and C . Garrison A 
"Reading Progress 1n Kindergarten and Primary Grades 
Elementary School Journal, 38:4~2-449, February, l93S, 
p . 443 . 
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learning experiences or these children. one set or 
factors seemed to stand out as of preeminent errec-
tiveneGs in contributing to reading progress, namely, 
mastery or letter symbols, both torm and sound." 
The study was continued the following year with other 
groups. These results were consistent with the first study. 
J/ Rogers evaluated the effect ot tra~ng in phonics upon 
reading at the college level, and round 1 t to be an etteotive 
technique tor the improvement o~ronunciation, oral reeding, 
and reading vocabulary. Tifi":in explained the controversial 
question by saying, 
"The status of phonics in the program of instruc-
tion in elementary reading has long troubled both 
pro.t"essional educators and classroom teachers . Many 
educators ... have felt that instruction in phonice 
should be minimized if not completely eliminated . 
On the other hand many classroom teachers .. . reel 
that phonics shoUld occupy some place and possibly 
a prominent place in the reading program. " 
Theretore, Tiffin attempted to determine whether, and to 
what extent, phonic ability as measured by a reliable instrument 
1a related to reading ability. As a result, he stated the 
relation between phonic ability and reading ability was 
significant 1n the group studied (155 children in grades 5, 6, 
1, and 8). No relation was shown between phonic ability and 
chronological age . It is implied that thel'e is a relation be-
tween phonic ability and mental age. 
y Rogers, Maurine, "Phonics Ability as RelateC to Certain 
Aspects ot Reading at College Level , " Journal ot Experi-
mental Education, 6:381- 395, June , 1938. 
Tit:fin, Joseph and Mary McKinnis, "P.honic Ability: Its 
Meaeurement and Relation to Reading Ability," School and 
Society, 51:190- 192, Feb~ry 10, 1940, p . 190 . 
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t~urp y dovalopcd, and evaluated the effect of specifi c 
exercisen ror auditory and visual discrindl t i on. Five 
hundrod and !"orty children were ;>laced i n our groups . One 
~eaeivod p act~ce i n uditory discrimination; one i n visual 
discri~nat~on; one in both audi tory and visual d! scriruination; 
and the fourth was the control gt•oup receiving no pat>ti cUlar 
traini ng i n either 
At the end or the experiment, ahe conclUded: 
(1) All e:qJeri mental groups were superior to the 
control group i n reading achievement . 
(2) In the i ndi vi dual test of oral reading the 
expertmental group ranked higher 
y 
Croaeley made use of lantern slides 1n teaching auditory 
and vi sual disor~nation, and she found that i~ 1a possible 
to ~each letters as beginnings and endingQ at the same time 
w1 thout causing contueion . The experimental group was su}iler-
1 1or to the control group in audito~ diacrirninati on at the end 
1 or the study . By testing five weeks atter the slides had been 
used, it was discovered that material taught by means of visual 
a i ds is retained as well as that taught by oth~r methods . 
y • fifiirphY, Helen A . , ".An "valuatl.on of the Effect ot Specific 
Training in AUd !.tory and Visual Discrimination on Begin-
ning Reading," Unpubli shed Doctor's Di ssertati on, Boston 
University, 1943 
Crossley, B Al_ce, "An Evaluation of the Etfeot of 
Lantern Slides on Auditory and Visual Discri~ation of 
lvord Elements," Unpubli shed Doctor's Dissertation, Boaton 
Uni versity, 1948. 
2 4 
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Harrington otudiod the 1n1"1uence of mental age and the 
various perceptual factors on reading achievement and reported; 
(1) Audi torr1 and Vi &ual discri nrl.nat1on of lt~ord elements 
have high ~portance in success in acquiring a 
pr. mar-.r grade reading vocablilar-;. 
(2) Phoru.cs instruction is clearly i mportant, having 
a higher relation to reading achievement than 
any of the factoro studied . 
(3) Mental age~ as measured by the teet used, haa 
little influence on success in learning to read. 
"This study indicates strongly that specific instruction 
in phonics and i~ visual and auditory perception or word 
elements is essential to sueceos in building reading 
vocabulary in prima~ grades . ,;s/ 
~ . 
I 
Cordts says, "What children need is a s~le and 
successful technique for identifying ne~i words under their own 
power.n Word recogn:ltion oan become an exciting e~rienoe 
with lasting results through the use ot runctional phonetics. 
The perception of word3 as the child tries to learn them 
l iB B~lar to many rorma Of peroeption studied in the psycho-
l logical laboratories. 
y 
Harrington, Sister Man James, "The Relationship ot 
Certa~n Word Analysis Abilities to the Reading Achievement 
ot Second Grade Children," Unpublished Doctor*s Disser-
tation, Boston Univeraity, 1953. 
Harrington, Sister Mary James and Donald D. Durrell, 
"Mental YACLturity Versus Perception Abilities in Prima.r;f 
Reading," Journal ot Educational Psychology, 46:315-380, 
October, 1955, p. 380. 
Cordts, Anna D., "As Easy as Pie," Grade Teacher, 71:6-7, 
June, 1954, p. 6. 
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Gatoa reports~ 
"Wlu le n chi ld prof'i to by be ins left to hi s 
own ingenuity suffi ci ently to make him alert to 
search for clues on his own, the evi dence i s that 
' he makes better progress when, having really 
become acti ve , an expert points out so e of the 
basi s of word discrimination which have proved to 
be mos t helpful . The suggestion i s that instruc-
tion ~ word recognition shoUld provide such 
guidance .. The more normal and helpful procedure 
is to take the words as wholes." 
Many other wrl ters have reported similar f i ndings. ltlulder y 
and Curtin emphasize that phonetic analysis i s commonly 
regarded as a method of word attack, and in order to be able 
to use thi s method, children must be able to hear sounds 
~ 
correctly, and associate sound to symbol . Austin stressed 
the import ance of aud1to~rea41neas 1n the phoneti c approach 
to word analysis . Wepman wri tee of the importance of auditory 
d1scr1minati on i n early speech as well as ~ oral read1ng . 
y Gates, A. I . , "Implications of the Psychology of Percep-
tion :ror Wottd Study, " Education, 75:589- 95, May, 1955 .. 
p . 591 .. 
Mulder, Robert L., and James T. Curtin, ''Vocal Phoni c 
Ab111 ty and Silent Reading Aoh!.evement; a Pirst Report," 
Elementary School Journal, 56:121, November, 1955. 
Austin, )lary C., "Phonic Elements and Princi ples Basic to 
Read~ng," Conference on Readtng, University of Chicago, 
1955, Vol . iff! (oral Aspects or Reading), p . 51 . 
.V Wepman, Joseph M. , 11Nature of Effective Speech in oral. 
Reading," Conference on Read~:.. Universi.cy of Chi.cago, 
1955, Vel . XVII (Oral Aspects o Reading) , p . 34. 
6 
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Jones declares that auditory as well as visual abilities y 
are utilized in a well-rounded reading program. Dolch aaye 
that in teaching phonics to children a well-rounded reading 
program must be preserved, and children's rate ot progress as 
well as the mate~ials available 1n the school ayatem must be 
studied to tit their particular needs. 
~ Durrell w~ites that the mastery of reading a phonetic 
language depends upon a number ot stages of development ot 
visual and auditorw peroept~on of words. 
y 
( ) Hearing sounds in woros • 
(2) Seeing differences in printed symbols. 
( 3) Learning e ter sounds . 
( 4) Analyzing words by applying phonic a . 
"As soon as the child can i dentity separate 
sounds in words and kno~s the forms and names of 
lettE:rs, the phonics een begin. In fact it can 
begin tor a single letter or group or letters 
betore all or the sounds and names ot other letters 
has been learned. The possession ot an adequate 
perceptual background, not a •mental age of oevcn• 
makes phonics effective.' !/ 
Jones 1 Morrla Val. . 1 "The Bffect or Speeoll Training on Silent Reading Achievements I ,, The Journal or Speech and 
Hearing Disorders, Vol. 16:259, September, 1§51. 
y Dolch, E. W., "Phonics in the Pirat Grade," Elementary 
!ngliah, 32:518, Dece~er, 1955. 
Durrell, Donald D., :ynprovi¥e Read!n.,g Inatruction, NGw 
York: World Book Company ,56. 
Ibid . , p . 228 . 
Vocabular.t o.~ Primacy O~de Reading Books 
Children add to their vocabularies as their intereeta 
widen and inorea~e in number. Each new experience become~ a 
part o£ their menta equipment either aa nnw words are include~ 
or as new meanings al'e attached to lmown words . The procees ot 
learning a sight vocabulary is not a haphazard one, but rather y 
a well planned program. Dolch says, 
n,!'he children going throUgh these books 
arc all bound to ~ncounter the same new words. 
The teacher will make an ettort to see that 
all get the nelf mean1ngo. Cons~derable time 
a .. d eftort Will be expended. The eation 
then arises: Wh~ch words shoUld the cnildrcn 
ot any p,articular grade be thue formally 
taught?' 
Several people have compiled vocabular,r lists often used 
pril:Jary textbooks . Prominent among them are: Thorndike, 
Horn, Gates, Dolch, Buckingham and RinBland. 
Y. Thorndike' e Teachers ~ord Book of th~ 20,1 000 wordo were 
selected from 200 aourcoa. A later publication~ with the 
JJ 
assistance of Lorge, increased the list to 30,000 wordS. 
Dolch, E. W. Reac:ling and Word Mean±P.Sa, Boston: 
Co.~ 1927~ p. 61. 
y Ginn and 
Thorndike, F.. L., The Teachera Word Book1 New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1~21. 
Jl Thorndike~ B. L. and I . Lorge, The Teachers Word Book of 
ao,ooo Words, New York: Teachers College, Columbia 
n!veraitY, "1944 . 
2 
y 
Horn's Baaic Writing Vocabulary of 10~000 words was taken 
gj 
trom a4ul t correspondence. The 1500 words in Ga tej 1 Pr1mat7 
Liat are those commonly used in books published tor the primary 
grades and is used as a norm in the evaluation or the vocabulary 
burden of primary grade reading books. 
The Inl:ernational ~de1-=garten Unton ListJ{s composed of 
2500 words in the speak1 ng vocabulary of children bet" ore enter-
!!/ ing grade one . Dolch selected 220 words trom three l i sts; 
Tho~kc ~ Oates 1 and International Kindergarten Union to be 
used in remedial ai tuations when children have small basi e 
!V 
sight vocabularieo . A later list by Buckingham and Dolch 
attempted to grade the words according to difficulty and usage. y 
The Rinsland l i st shows frequency or usage at each grade level 
from one to eight. 
y 
.21 
Horn, Erneet,. "A Basic Writi nt? Vocabulary," Studi es i n 
Education, F~3t Series, No. 4, Un1vers y of Iowa, 
April, 1§26. 
Gates, A. I., A Readin' Vocabulary tor the Primary Grades, 
Nel York: Teacner · Co lege, Columbia Un!vers ~J, l 92 
Chill! Study Committee o!' the Intemational Kindergarten 
Union, A Stud ot the Vocabula ot Children berore Enteri 
the Flrs ra e., aQ ng ·on, ona 
Xlndet~arten~nion, 1928. 
Dolch, Edward W. , .nBa:51c Sight Vocabulary," Elementarl 
School Journal, 36:~56-60 , February, 1936 . 
Buckingham~ B.R. , and E. W. Doloh, A Combi ned Word List, 
Boston: Q1nn and Compa.nv 1936 . 
§I R1nalaru1' H .D. I A Basic Vocabulw or Elementary School 
Childre n , New Yol"k: I'!icmt l l an Co. 1 "'1"9t;.5. 
.... 9 
11 Dolch reported that the number of new words uaed and the 
amount of repetition given to them were of importance, but 
equally important wa:: the question of ho\111 di.tt'"ieul t the meanings 
of worda are tor children. "Author~~, editors and teachers 
have long used their subjective judgment jn est1 n~t1ng word 
difficulty as to meaning." y 
In comparing publ:...shcd uord 11ats, Dale attempted to 
select words known to ohildren, as well aa those which t'lould 
be of permanent value to them 1n the:1.r reading activities. Ue 
belt eves that one or the major problems oontront1ng authors ot 
first grade reading books is the satisfaction of thes. two 
criteri a . 
Commenting on the development of vocabulary for second y 
grade, Lafe1ete ia ot the opinion that the environment in 
which the ch~ld lives: the interests, and units of work empha-
sized in hie school activities have a great influence on the 
childra vocabulary . y 
McKee believes t hat to be abJ.e to read e:f'fectjvely~ a 
child must add to his store of words ach dny . Basal reading 
systems have been cSeveloped to make use or bu1ld1ng a eight 
!f bolch, op . cit., p . 61 . 
gj Dale, Bdgal', nCOm}"~:lrlson of Two Word L1ata, r. Edtlcat i onal 
Research Bullettn, 10:484. 489, December, 1931. 
.:>0 
vocabulary as well as developing skills in reading. He SWillS y 
it up as follows: 
that., 
. 
11 It ·a)r,.ch1.ld or an adult ia to achieve the 
fundamental: yalue of the various reading activit ea, 
great impo~ce muat be attached to the develoP*ent 
of an adequate reading vocabulary." y 
With rete~noe to developing vocabulary Seegers reports 
. 
"Richness and variety ot the vocabulary uaed 
depends largely upon the variety ot stimuli employed. 
That real, concrete experiences not only extend 
vocabUlary but ll&lce meaningtul. the words already at 
one 1 a colilland, and that such media are used too in-
frequently. " 
He summarizes that the vocabulary ot children 1a much 
greater than baa otten been supposed and that children uae more 
words in oral than in written diacouree. Words JllUBt be con-
sidered not only in isolated form but in phraaea in use . 
.31 Knott says, 
"We know a little about the number of new 
words that children in general annually learn on 
some ot the sr&de levels . We know very little 
about how .any they could learn it they were 
taught with the direct purpose ot increasing 
their vocabularies . We need more research into 
methode of instruction that will give children 
experience as well as worda . 'l'he leas intelligent 
children need experience to help inoreaae their 
vocabulariea. The more intelligent need it to 
prevent thea .tram becoming mere verbalists . 11 
MOxee, op . oit., p . 278 . 
Seegera J. Conrad, "Vocabulary Problems 1n the Elementary' 
School,' Jlementary !ngliah Review, 17:2~3, January, .1940, 
p . -3. 
Knott, Thoua A., "Observations on Vocabulary Problema," 
Elementary English Review, 17: 63- 67, February, 1~0, p. 64 . 
y 
After a carefu1 study, Seashore anc1 Eckerson believe 
that 1nci1v1dual vocabularies al"e much larger than was previous~ 
thought to be true. They contend that moat ot our modem 
language words are derived from a relatively small number or 
root words, 166,000 basic words and 204,000 derivative words. 
'!'hey report: 
urn certain etudies of children it 1a possible 
to record all of the words used in a variety of 
situations over a period ot days until no new word 
appears except those learned during the period. 
This gives a measure o£ the number or words which 
the 1~v1dual did use, but it does not take into 
account those which he oo~d have used it necessary, 
tlor those which he could only recognize." y 
Spache round that fair prediction of mental agee coUld 
be made rrom the vocabulary sections of the Revised Stantord-
J/ Binet Test ot Intelligence. Terman and Merrill had previously 
stated that they had round the vocabUlary test to be the most 
valuable test in the scale, and that there was a h~ degree of 
correlation between vocabula~ and mental age. 
Seashore, Robert H. and Loia D. Bokerson, "The Measurement 
of Individual Differences in Oeneral English Vocabularies," 
Journal of Educational Psychology, 31:1~-38, January, 1940, 
p. 19. 
Spache, George, "'l'he Vocabulary Teats o~ the Revised Stan-
to~-Binet ae Independent Measures ot Intelligence," 
Journal of Educational Research, 36:$12- 16, March, 19~3. 
1JI Tel'ID&n, Lewis M. and Maud A. Merrill, Meaauri~ Intelligence Boston: Houghton M11'fl1n Company, 1937, p. 2. 
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Stone , 1n analyzing the vocabularies or preprimers pub-
lished between 1931- 40, discovered: 
( 1) Not a single word appears in all twenty preprimers. 
(2) Ninety words appear in tour or more ot the cwenty 
books . 
(3) Preprimera var.r greatly in the amount or reading 
material. The larger the amount of material, 
the higher the average repetition of words. 
Books of over 1000 words include an average 
repet1 tion rrom 16-30. Books with fewer than 
1000 words range in repetition from lo-18. y 
Hildreth emphasizes that failure 1n reading can be 
attributed to the use of too many words and insutt1eient 
repetition of words. 
~ KYte asserts that the mastery of a core vooabular,y forma 
the framework of all i'uturf: word work. His study' was concerned 
with the selection or a core vocabulary ~ one hundred words 
usable by primary grade teachers in all ot the class work in-
volving words. It was found after eare.f~ tabulation that each 
word appeared on one of the well-known vocabulary lists tor 
children . 
The ~iktence ot a relationship between vocabulary and 
general achievement in school has long been recognized. Child-
ren with greater knowledge of word meaning do the better sohool 
Stone, Clarence, "The Vocabularies ot Twenty Preprimers," 
Elemontary School Journal, 423-429, February, 1941. 
Hildreth, Gertrude, "All in Favor ot a Low Vocabulary," 
Elementary School Journal, 43:462-470, April, 1943. 
Icy'te, George C. , "A Core VocabUlary tor the Primary Grades, " 
Elementary School Journal, 44:157-166, November, 1943. 
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work. Traxler studied correlations between the word- meaning 
score and the total scores on the Stanford Achievement Teat at 
each grade level trom IV to VIII. He concluded that: 
(1) If one wishes to obtain a rapid, fairly val1d, 
prediction of general achievement, a word-
mean~ teat is preterable to an intelligence 
test. 
(2) The high relationship between word meaning and 
total achievement suggest• that teachers could 
well place more emphasis on the teaching of 
vocabulary. 
These t~ings have 1mpl1eat1ona for both testing and teaching. 
:£1 Uarria explairus that 1n writing materials for beginners 
in reading great c'-\re is taken to use only words whose meanings 
are already rnmiliar to tho children or can be easily explai ned 
to them. Later, now words which aro unfamiliar in meardng as 
J/ 
well aa in appearance are introduced. Gray contends that 
the child acqU1rea a sight voeabulary aa words in his speaking 
vocabulary are presented to him as wholes in meaning.tul context. y 
Dolch emphasizes the difficulty of ~eluding the problem 
or multiple meaning• in dete~ word lists, and states that 
books t'or the first three or four grades are written using 
y Traxler, Arthur, "The Relationship between vocabulary and 
General Aohieve1:1.0nt in the E1ement~ School, 11 Elementan 
School Journal, 45z331- 333, February, 1945. 
Harris, Albert, op . c i t., p. 398. 
Gray, W1111am S., op . o1t ., p . 119. 
Y Dolch, E. W., "The Use ot Vocabulary Testa 1n Predicting 
Readability and in Developing Reading Materials," 
Elementary Enal1sh, 26zl42-149, March, 1949. 
I 
a vocabulary familiar to the child. He oonoludes that at th:ls 
level meaning vocabulary and sight vocabulary may agree. y 
Witty relates that good readinG programs are mew1ingful from 
thei r jncept1on. T11e fi~st grade vocabula~J ~s based on 
children's activities, aJ'lcl ao the child progresses his needs 
. 
and interests turthe~ influence the nature of instruct~on and 
contribute toward making it meaningful. y 
Sullivan inventoried children's experiences in r~lation 
to the s.i tuat1ooo round in the basal readers. Her findings 
were that there !s no field or experience so well known to 
children that :tt need not b.;; included 1n an enrichment program, 
nnd there ~-s no e.xpor1cnct:: i n the rea"cl., which is not known to 
ll 
at least some or the children . A survey conducted by Fnillipa, 
making use or ono hundr ad words a::J I!leaauroo by a. picture teat, 
sho•:ed that no words ware knoun y all chi ldren, and no experi-
ence araa was unlmot~n by all . y 
Dolch believe3 that moat children come to first grade 
w1 th a meaning voaabulB..&.....-y of several thousand words . The 
y 
y 
WittY, Paul,. "On This We Agree," Journal of the :tlational 
Education .Ansoo1at1on, r.Inrch,. 195 . 
SulliVatl, Ethel, "A Survey ot the Experience Background ot 
First Grade Children, 11 Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston 
University, 1951. 
Phillips, Helen I-1 . , "A Survey o!' the Experience Background 
of First Grade Children," Unpublished Maater•s Theaia, 
Boston Un:tvers1ty, 1951. 
Dolch, Edward W. , "The Vocabulary o~ BaaaJ Reading 
Inatruction," Re~ort of Fifth Annual Conterence on Reading, 
un1 versi ty of PI tsburgh, 1949, pp . 75=82. 
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beginning reading books will have only 300 to 500 words for 
the first year, and somewhat mo~e tor the second altd third yeara. 
Consequen~Jy, the vocabula~3 of baGal readir~ in~~ruction 1o 
just a fraction ot the chtld 's tot&l voeabu1ar--.r. Use ot supple-
mentary reading mater~ala add to the number or wor~D wh1ch 
oh~_ldren can acqUire as part or the1r eight vocabulary 
.v Dondero rev~ewed the basal readers of 1951 ~~d reported 
the ph1loaoph1oo ut~lized by the:-ir authoro. Eaeh strcesncs 
syatomatic development. A.e a result of her survey she states, 
"Words are introduced o.nd maintained in a 
very systematic manner . The vocabUlary lo~ 
varies in all cf them, as does the plan of 
maintenance, but ea6h has a carefully controlled 
·vocabu:!.ar-J' Which 1" ·· 1 thin the undc-rstand;ing ::;f 
the chilc1ren ... y 
M1111nger tound that there is a need to enrich experiences 
ot second grade children in order to aid in their comprehension 
J/ 
ot basal readers. Cogan compared the ~ooabularies ot first and 
second grade books ot three basal readers. She reports that 
the texts varied widely in the number of words used. 
y Donde.ro, Grace. "What' a Ne\f .in Basal Rea del~? 11 
November, 1951, p. 85. 
Ins true tor, 
y Millinger, Carol:!.ne G.~ "A Surve{ of the Experience Back-
ground of Second Grade Children, Unpublished Master •a 
Thcsia;~ Boston University.~ 1952. 
Cogart, Anna M., "A Compariaon of the Vocabular_cs of the 
Grade one and ~~o Books or the Alice and Jerry Series, The 
Curr teUlum Foundation Series, The To- Day Worlc Play Book 
Series;, and the Gates Primary Reading Standardized Teat," 
Unpublished Master's ThesiB 1 Boston Un1versity 1 1950. 
6 
J/ Spainhour attempted to discover what background experi-
ences are necessary to insure success in the initial reading 
progr.am. The results or the study show that first grade basal 
readers provide a fair degree ot material related to 
experiences, but a program ot word enrichment in the field of 
nature could be heightened with the increased use of supple-
mentary books. y 
As the result or a preli~ry study by Genua in which 
she found a wide range of differences in the background experi-
ences in first grades, an instrument to measure background 
experiences was~tructed and administered to 1#020 children 
Jl in various sections ot the United States. Through the use of 
this instrument, 1t -as concluded that background experiences 
vary in accordance with geographical location. y 
Bryan was concerned with the fact that textbook writers 
base their material on accepted word lists. He made an attempt 
to ~ind out it children's vocabularies were underestimated. 
Three separate testa were administered; (1) tree-association 
y 
y 
::>p&l.nnour, Bernice, ttAn Analysis of First Grade Basal 
Reading Series for Words that Require Real Lite Experiences 
for Meaningful Beginning Read1pg,« ~npublished Master ' s 
Thesis, Boston University, 1952. 
Genua, Florence, "Background Experiences ot Firat Grade 
Children from Winston Basal Readers tor Grade One," 
Unpublished Master's Thesis#. Boston University, 1952. 
Genua, Florence, "Construction and Vali dation of an Instru-
ment to Measure Background Experiences ot First Grade 
Children," Unpublished Doctor's .Dissertation, Boston 
University, 1954. 
y Bryan, Fred B. , "How Large Are Children•a Vocabularies?" 
Elementary School Journal, 54:210- 216, December, 1953. 
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test; (2) st~ulua-response test; (3) multiple-choice English 
Recognition Vocabulary Test by Seashore and Eckerson. He 
concluded thats 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
The accuracy of word lists published cannot 
be questioned, but the vocabulary of children 
~ days before radio and television cannot be 
compared with their vocabularies today. 
Childr~n will reveal a knowledge ot more words 
if external stimuli to recall are provided. 
The total vocabUlary or all children was found 
to be larger if clllldren come trom various 
locations, communities, and socioeconomic groups. 
A combination of a free-association study ruld 
a stimulus-response study give a 5~ increase 
over number of' words from only free-association 
study. 
C~ldren know more words than have been revealed 
by the tree-association study. 
Cijildren of Grades II through VI know at least 
10, 000 words • 
The final implication is that educators should enrich the 
word power of children. They should encourage them to use all 
the words at their command, and reach for other words which 
could be part of their vocabularies. y 
Vollbrecht atudied the tec~oal aspect of vocabulary, 
and noted a wide range in differences in vooabul~ factors 
among the reading books intended tor second grade . She reports, 
"It teachers are to meet children's individual ditterences# 
they must be sure of the vocabulary content ot the materials . " 
Y Vollbrecht, Dorothy M., "VocabuJ.aey Analysis of Thirteen 
Second Grade Readers," Elementa£Y !n&l1sh Review# 
31:207, April , 1954. 
Methods of Ettective Practice 
The problem ot measuring and evaluating ettective practice 
has long been considered by those in the tield ot education. y 
In 1913 Thorndike said~ 
"It is a noteworthp commentary on the newness 
of scientific st~r ot education that nobody has 
yet measured the actual progress ot any single 
child in learning any single school sUbject tor 
over a month, or in learnint any or the informational 
subjects tor even one week. y 
Starch, reviewing previous research, tells of the pioneer 
study of Ebbinghaus (1885) which was concerned with the learn-
ing of nonsense syllables. It showed that distributing prac-
tice over a period ot three days resulted in greater efficiency 
than attempting to learn the same amount ot material in one 
day. Sixty-eight repeti tiona made in i~~~med.iate succession 
were not as valuable as thirty-eight repetitions spread over a 
three-day period. Jost (1897) also working with syllables 
found that two repetitions a day tor twelve days were better 
than tour repeti tiona a d~ tor three days . Lueba and Hyder 
(1905) 1n an experiment on learning to transcribe English words 
into German acrlpt tound that ot tour plana or distributing 
Y Thorndike, E. L., The Paycholofl ot Le&rnit9, Vol . 2, New 
York: Teachers College, Coium a Urilversl~, 1913, p. 333. 
Starch, Daniel, Eduoational Psychology, New York: 
m11lan Co., 1927. 
Mao-
time, twenty minutes a day yielded the slowest gain, while 
twenty minutes every third day yielded better resUlts, twenty 
IL1nutea every other day yielded the beat resUl ta. Munn ( 1909) 
made an investigation of practice in a substitution teat con-
sisting ot transcribing ~000 letters into other letters accor-
ding to a key. Four time achec1Ulea were set up--allowing 
Y&rying amounta ot t1me in each, but totalling equally. It was 
tounc1 that practice ten minutes, twice a day waa productive ot 
the greatest progress. Dearborn (1910) tound a alight ac1van-
tage in tavor of a group working ten ~utes once a day. y 
Starch concludes trom all this ev14enoe that, 
"In general relatively abort periods ot 
work in simple associative learning are probably 
the moat economical... All we can say at present 
1a that each type ot learning probably has ita 
optimal length and distribution ot practice 
periods." y 
Pyle reviewec1 the early ex,er1menta of Ebbinghaus and 
Joat and reported that short periods of practice distributed 
over a long time were more advantageous than longer periods of 
practice distributed over shorter lengths ot time. He comments, 
"All the experiments that have since been 
performed in this tield have in general .contirmed 
!/ Starch, op. cit. p . 170 
Y Pyle, W. H., The PH\cholo~ of Learning, Baltimore, Mel. , 
Warwick and York, c., 1 8. 
the earlier work and have made it clear tor 
every ld..nd or learning there ia a proper 
length ot practice period~ and tor the dif-
ferent stages of habituation, there is also 
the proper distribution of practice periods . " 
Continuing, he recommends that the length and n\Uiber of 
practice periods should be the concern or the teacher . With 
young children no kind of practice period should be long for 
decreasing returns set in early. 
(l) Practice atter a certain length or t~e is 
not pro.fitable. 
(2 ) Practice periods should be short, and in most 
cases once or twice a day. 
(3) In establishing a complicated set of habits. 
frequently repeated practices at the start 
are more profitable than they are after 
habituation has proceeded turther. 
(4) Unpertected motor movements require more 
brief practice periods and longer intervals 
between practices than learning in which 
the actual movements can easily be made. };/ y 
Symonds and Chaae were concerned with groups of children 
subjected to practice in English usage--without motivation. 
They stated that, 
"As to the practical implications ot the 
exper~ent we must conclude that the moat effective 
device that can be applied to learning is to in-
crease the amount or drill or practice . The prime 
function ot motivation 1a to make this drill or 
practice more palatable . " 
!/ P.Y1e, op. cit., pp. 54-56. 
Symonds,. P.M. and D. H. Chase, "Practice va. Motivation," 
Journal ot Educational Psychology, Volume 20, January, 1929. 
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Austin measured retention in a group or mature adults 
who read over technical passages five times using distributed 
and undistributed 1-epetitions . Retention was meaaured atter 
intervals ot two weeks and f'our weeks . She round that uns~ced 
repetitions were nearly as effective as the spaced on immediate 
teats, but markedly inferior after the longer periods. y 
The purpose or the Burna study waa to t~ out who ia 
most affected by motivation during practice, those who are 
initially high or the lowest, or those who tall in between the 
two extremes . He reported that today no one knows with certai n-
ty what the effect ot practice is upon the variability or a 
group, or how training affects individual ditterencea. A 
practice experiment was performed with two groups as nearly 
alike 1n all respects as possible. One group was motivated 
normally, and the other to a high degree . The material used 
was code writing material. Tlie practices were held ever.y day 
tor siX weelca. The conclusions were 1 
y 
(1) The effect of a special, added, or a high 
degree of motivation upon changes in 
variability ia not constant, but varies 
with the function studied. 
Xua~In, S .D.McK. , •A Study ot Logical Memory," American 
Journa~ ot Psychology, XXXII, 1921, pp. 370- 40j. 
g/ Burns, Zed H., "The Effect or Motivation on Changes 1n 
Variability during Practice," Journal of Educational 
Psychology, 29:202- 214, March 3, 1938. 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Vith the function code writing, added 
motivation acts to lessen the reduction 
o~ variability during practice. 
Added motivation stimulates most strongly 
those initially high in code writing. 
With addition, the effect ot added motiva-
tion is negligible, the added stimulation 
being telt uniformly by the whole group. 
To determine the effect ot practice on factor- loading, y 
Woodrow attempted to identitY factors upon which gains depend. 
He sums it up aa follows: 
(1) Marked changes in tactor- loading occur with 
practice. 
(2) No general tendency for the loadi ng with Factor I. 
(3) o sign of any general improvement factor, that 
ia, a factor common to the gain scores or all 
the practice testa. 
(4) Loading of gain scores, depends on loading of 
initial and final scores. 
(5) No factor ia common to all or even to a majority 
of aeorce. y 
In a further etudy Woodrow attempted to measure the 
effect of practice upon sub-groups when s~b-groups are obtained 
by sectioning the total group according to ~tial ability. 
He reports that performance improves with practice, i.e. that 
1 the curves rise. In conclusion the statement ia made: 
v Woodrow, Herbert. "The Relation between Abilities and Im-provement with Practice," Journal ot Educational Paycholog,y, 
~ch. 1938, pp. 215- 230. 
Woodrow, llerbert. "The Effect ot Practice on Groups ot 
Different Init~al Ability," Journal ot Educational Paychol-
~~ April, 1938, 29:26~78. 
"With absolute scaling it was found 
that sub-groups resUlting from sectioning 
of a larger group on the basis of initial 
acore drew oloae together with practice in 
all rour of the teste scaled. Even with 
absolute scaling, however. two of the testa 
showed an increase in i.ndi vidual dU'terences 
with practice."!/ y 
Berman studied the addition of a kinesthetic-tactual 
etimulu~ in the form or motor movements added to vi.sual and 
auditory stimuli as an aid 1.n the retention of nonsense sylla-
bles. He reported greater economy in the acqU1s1ti.on of 
nonsense syllables and geo~jeal figures was had for the 
partial reading disability cases when a manual-tracing techni-
que was used, however, retention did not seem to be aided by y 
thi.s tracing factor. Soren.'lCon found that non-meaningful 
material, such as nonsense syllables, is torgotten muoh more 
readily than is mean1D6f'ul material. Words arranged in poems 
and ideas suggested by others are remembered longer than 
isolated tacta, words and ideas. 
!7 Woodrow, Hc~bert, op . c i t., p . 278. 
Berman, Arthur, 11Tl&e Influence of the D.naestheti.c Factor 
in the Perception of Symbols 1n Partial Readi.~ Disability 
Journal or Educational .Psy;cholos;y, March. 1939, pp. 187-
198. 
Sorenson. Herbert, Psychology in Education, New York: 
Maaraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.# 1946. 
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Murphy and Junkins evaluated thirty ten- minute exercises 
in auditory diacrimination ot word elements, and. an equal 
number of exercises i n visual discrimination or word elements. 
At the end of this experiment the retention or words taught 
had doubled for the two experimental grou,a, while the control 
group increased its score only slightly. 
!I Hildreth states that, 
"More general research in the psychology ot 
learning proves that learning with understanding 
i s easier and raster, the skill or material is 
better retained, and the results can be more easily 
tranai'erred to new s1 tuations than is the case with 
meaningless mechanical l earning. To be moat 
ertective our instructional methods should concen-
trate the chi ld's attention on meaninss so that he 
can learn with understancUng. This conclusion 
applies equall well t o lhlth raat and slow learners." 
.V' WittY discusses the rincl ples which were 1011owed in 
the develop~nt of the A~ 1 s program ot instruction which was 
employed duri ng Wor ld War I I in teaching the soldiers to read, 
y 
"It became possible for :functionally illiterate 
and non-English- speaking men to acqUire the reading 
akills needed in the ArmY i n the amazingly short 
period of eight weeks .... The need tor training in 
readi ng hab1 ts and skills is great." 
Murphy, Helen A. and K. Junkins, "Increaa:ing the Rate of 
Learning in Fir t Grade Reading," Education, 62s37-39, 
September, 1941 . 
Hiloreth, Gertrude, "Learning to Read with Under:standing," 
Journal ot the national Eduoation Association, January, 
1951, PP · 56-1. 
Witty, Paul, "On This Wo Agreo," Journal or the National 
Education Association, ~~reb, 1951, pp . 187-188. 
5 
y 
Ashley attempted to provide an intensive program ot 
review and practice to .ti.X new words and meanings tor grade 
five. She writes, 
wThe amount of improvement in ability to 
select correct word meanings waa almost doubled 
by the methods uaed in the experimental period, 
as compared to the methods ot teaching used in 
the control period. This shows that the special 
exercises have been ettective in developing word 
meaning." y 
Pulliam and Watson say, "Aa 1n all other phases or 
reading instruction, practice is necessary it children are to 
develop the ability to read by thought units." It practice on 
any skill is to be functional, it must have practical applica-
tion and be related to the thing it is intended to produce. 
Jl 
Smith believes, 
y 
"In any learning situation the amount of 
study time is li~ted .. • Ho one solution is 
satisfactory tor all types ot learning tasks. 
There is evidence however, that tor moat learning 
activities a certain amount ot practice spread 
over a period ot time is much more ettective 
than the same amount of practice cr&llllll8d into 
a short period ot time . " 
Ashley, Doria, "An Eva1uation ot Exercises tor the Devel-
opment of Word Meanings in Grade Five," Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1952, p . 44. 
Pulliam, R.A. and K. Watson, "A Basic Phrase List tor Use 
Ul Reading Instruction," Elementary School Journal, 
46:513- 518, May, 1953, p. 513. 
Smith, Henry P., Psychology in ~eaching, New York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1954, p . 222. 
Distributed practice and encouragement of recall helps 
, the child to use previous learning in attack1.ng new problema . 
The teacher will find that distributed pract~ce is particUlar-
ly effective when a rather large unit ot material is to be 
learned. y 
Thorpe and Schmuller assert~ "Learning becomes a matter 
ot forming many associations, not only one, calculated to 
function in many situations." y 
Oates emphasizes that experimental studies tend to show 
that ill most cases individual children pro:f'it trom di.fterent 
types ot approaches in different degrees. 
y Thorpe, L .P. and A.M . .Schmuller, Conte~ora~ Theories ot 
Learning, New York: The Ronald Press o., ~, p. 101. 
gj Oates, A. I.,"Implications ot the Psychology ot Perception 
for Word Study," Education, 75:589-95, May, 1955. 
rt 
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Chil~en•s Attitudes toward Reading 
Renewed interest in children's attitudes toward succ as y 
i n school ltork recently has been considered. Sandin dealt 
with the characteristics or behavior, social adjustments, and 
attitudes or children who had been nonpromoted one or more 
times during their school years ll.ll compared with their 
regularly promoted clasomates. Sixteen classes, grades I 
through VIII, were selected. or the 419 children, 139 had 
experienced nonpromotion. The t:!.nctlngs shcnted that: 
(l) Repeaters generally preferred to associate 
with children~ the upper grades. 
(2 ) Repeaters are not socially approved or 
accepted by those who are regularly promoted . 
v Hoover asserted that the intensity ot one's attitudes 
appear to be contingent upon his :interest and knowledge or 
objects, values or persons; that attitudes are rooted in 
experience; are not static, but constantly changing. The 
measurement or attitudes is c11tt1cul t because an apparent 
attitude may or may not be the real attitude. He states, 
!I 
uAtt1t*des have long been recognized by 
educators as being o£ tremendous importance, 
Sandin, A. A. , "Social And Emotional Adjws~ments ot 
Regularly Promoted an~ Nonpromoted Pupils, Education 
Digest, 10:48- 9, January, 1945. 
1 !/ Hoover, Floyd W., uThose Elusive Behavior Determinants," 
Educational Administration and SuRervision, 31:215- 22, 
April, 1945. 
~o much so th~t tho iosue of 3kill vB. attitudes 
lB 3t1ll rar from being aettled even though the 
controversy has run a goodly number of years. 
The need for oreating o~ developing d6airable 
attitudes on the part or school children is 
constantly being reiterated by teachers in all 
rields or education." 11 
gJ 
Robertson is ot the opinion that it is not easy to get 
at the roots ot ways ot thinking because 1 t is ditf1cul.t to 
understand children's teel1ngs and attitudea except as they 
are reflected in behavior. He says when attitudes are once 
established, it is d1£ficUlt to change them. SuttonJ/believea 
the direction in which we go in life is far more important 
than any specif':to goal . The development of personal attitudes 
Which 1'1111 lnOuence the direction iB 01' importance . y 
Megrath and Washburne attempted to measure attitudes 
by the evaluation of student motivation. It w·aa stated that 
ascertaining the attitudinal basis from which students learn 
directed attention or teaahers toward the student and the 
influence of emotions on his learning environment. 
!7 Hoover, op. c1t., p. 215. 
y Roberttson, W., "Changi:ng \iays ot Thinking." Childhood 
Education, 22:121-4, Rovember, 1945. 
Sutton, W. A., "Developing RiS}lt Attitudes, n InStruct~ .• 
56:16,~ February, 1947. 
y ~tegra th, E . J. and v . z . Washburne, 11A tti tude Toward 
Attitudes," Educational Administration and Supervision, 
r 33:435-8.~ November, 1947. . 
9 
The conclusions were that attitudes could not be 
treated as static data and they had s1gn1f1cance only in terms 
ot the individual and his particUlar environment. One can 
no longer consider attitudes as elements apart trom the rest 
of tho learni ng situation, nor can some attitudes be regarded 
as facil1tatil' learning and others hamppring it. 
and Washburne say, 
Megrath 
uAn attitude is a reac11ness toward action 
in a particular situation in response to parti-
cular demands, at a particular time. It is not 
something apart and separable from the rest or 
the elements .in the studant•a oxpe:ttienoe, but 
1B contingent upon and is an attribute ot his 
total environment . " 
Attitudes are part or the learning problem, teachers and 
students deal with them but not through them. 
y Megrath and Washburne, op. cit., p . 437 . 
'· 
CHAP'l'ER II 
TEACHING MATERIALS 
In order to complete the study it was necessary to select 
a vocabulary, to devise oral practice exercises, to develop 
thirty worksheets, and to write two teachers 1 manuals. 
Materials tor use in providing meaningful practice tor 
reading vocabulary in grade two were constructed. They were 
planned tor use in two ways: (l) the class working as a unit 
with the teacher giving directions and checking responses; 
and ( 2) children working in paira checking their own responses • 
The vocabulary selected was one commoa to several basal 
systems to assure ita sU1tab1.~1ty to ~ communities. Benne¥t 
listed 280 words, each or which occurred 1n at least three of 
the following s1x Basal Reading Series tor Grade Two: 
Ginn and Company 
Houghton Mifflin Company 
Macmillan Company 
Row Peterson and Company 
Scott Foresman and Company 
Silver Burdett Company 
We Are Neighbors 
Around The Corner 
Come Along 
On We Go 
We Grow Up 
Friendly Village 
Friends and Neighbors 
New Friends and Neighbors 
In New Places 
With New Friends 
y Bennett, E. Vi~1n1a et al., "construction and Evaluation 
ot Group Testa in Reading tor Oradea One, Two and Three," 
Unpublished Kaster's Thesis, Boston University, 1953. 
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In fixing vocabulary at second grade level it is necessar,v 
to stress word recognition and meaning, and to consider that 
at this point in the reading program children are beginning to 
gain independence in word recognition through word analysis. 
The technique sed must provide for the development ot these 
abilities. 
Attemp~a were made to use the 280 words as a core vocabu-
lary, supplementing its use with any other word which appears 
on the Oates Primary Word List making use or aynonyms, antonyms, 
word analysis, context olues, classification of phrases, and 
words. 
Each type of exercise necessitated new directions, and 
such a variety resulted in a program which appeared to be too 
complex to be handled by chi ldren. The thi rty daya lessons 
finally developed include only word claasification. The 
difficulty increases by the number ot words included as well 
as the famdliarity of categories: for instance, Lesson One 
had e~teen words to be classified under A Man, A Woman, or 
An ~1 while the thirty-six words in Lesson Twenty- Nine 
were to be classified: Can run 1n a race, A baseball game, 
and Made ot !!AY pieces RUt together. 
Roget ' a Thesaurus was used in the initial listing of 
possible categories, however, substitutions had to be made. 
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This was necessary to convert the words to child- like terms. 
For example: "Composition" became "made ot .. ; "habitation" 
became "house"; or "place to live'' . Three categories a day 
were cho en for 28 lessons . In order to use all words in the 
list two lessons (26 and 30) include two categori es reqUiring 
a"Yes" or "No" response. The outline ot all lessons f'ollowss 
1. Man 
2. Parts ot1 
Family 
3 . An animal cana 
Have thi s 
4. Can be carri ed on 
a bus 
5 . Can be carri ed in 
a paper bag 
6. To eat 
7. water 
8 . More than one 
9 . One word made 
from two 
lO . In a box 
ll . In a bird'a cage 
l2 . Can move 
l3 . How much? 
L4 . Mother i s cross 
lf. A tree 
Woman 
House 
Do thi s 
Ways of moving 
Horseback r:tde 
'l'o wear 
Wood 
An1.mal 
Child 
Peel l i ke thi s 
Places to l i ve 
Bui ldi ng a house 
To walk in 
How much or 
How JDD.ny 
Building something About the sun 
Thi ngs you can Th1ngc a do 
get into can do 
Summer day Unpleasant 
In a man's Above tne ground 
pocket 
Are round Sounds 
When? Where? 
Ri di ng on an Somethi ng to eat 
elevator 
Put in the oven Feel like thi s on 
Christmas 
16. A river 
17. Dishes 
18. Not living 
19. Thi~ a you can do 
20 . Things that are 
not always one 
color 
21 . Work at school 
22 . Fun on the play-
ground 
23. Taller than an 
elephant 
24 . Playing tag 
25. Have two eyes 
26. Does it make you 
reel glad? 
Yeo No 
- -
27. Things to buy 
28. A boy would like 
29. Can run in a race 
30 . Can .:1 t grow? 
Yes No 
- -
A house A circus 
Telephone call People 
Can sleep Weather 
Th1nge you can Things you can wear 
carry 1n one hand 
Things that walk Words that tell 
on two legs about t~e 
In a lunch box 
Things 1n a 
lady' 8 handbag 
Smalle than a 
boy 
Eating a 
sandwich 
A trip 
People 
lt.home 
Tell ho you 
reel 
Doing an errand 
Monkey in a t~e• 
Is this a good picnic place? 
Yes No 
- -
People Ways to teel 
A train ride A house 
A baseball game Made oi' many pieces 
put together 
Does 1t tell when? 
Yes 
-
No 
-
Each word is used in several categorjes. For examples '> 
"roll" is used in: An animal. can Can be carried in a paper 
bag 
You can cat A dog can Can be row,d 
Something to eat Put 1n the oven 
"spring" is used in these categories& 
An animal can do this Can be carried in a paper bag 
Words that make you th~ or water 
Words that make you think of weather 
"glass" is used i n these categoriest 
Can be carried on a bus Can be in a lunch box 
Can be carried ~ a paper bas Can ~e used with water 
Can be used in a bu1ld1!1$ 
Can be in a house 
Can be carried in one hand 
Can be round 
Can be dishes 
Is not alw!Ys one color 
The alphabetical vocabulary with the number or practices 
tor each word follows: 
air (4) bea!de ~1) brought ~1) circus (2) 
almost (l) best (1 bu:l.ld (1 olean ~5 
angry (5) better 2) burn (3 climb 7 
always (2) Betty (5~ butter 8) clothes 9) 
Ann (5) between 2) clown (6 
answer (4) big (1) candy ~1~) country 6l 
arms (3) m~ 1~} can't 21 covered 4 captain 7) cut (.!J.) 
bab ea r) blow Jt care (2) dano (4) bank f6 board <{() careful t7 ~ bark 5 bought carried 2 dark (2) 
because (2) bread (7) catch (4 David (5) 
been (2) brealc:tas t ( 3) caught ~2) deep (3l 
began (51 bridge ~6~ oent (8 d1dn 1 \, 2) 
believe 3) bright 4 change 4) dig (6) 
bell (7) brothers (8) chimney ( 11 ) dirty (5) 
dollar (10) 
don't i3} dreas ~ 
drink 8 
each (-) 
ear (3, 
early 4) 
eight 3) 
elephant (5) 
elae (3) 
end (S) 
eno~ ~5) 
even 13 
ever 2 
eyes 6 
tall (5} 
t&1111ly {5) 
tar (l) 
tut ~~ feel .\ 
fellow 8) 
fence (5) 
field (6) 
till (~) 
tlaah (3) 
flat (3) 
floor (10) 
flowers {8) 
follow ~Jj.) food (7 
toot (7 
forgot 2) 
round (2) 
friend (5) 
friendly (Jt.) 
frightened {4) 
garden ~5) give (3 
glad (-\ 
glaaa (11) 
soes !2} gold 5 
gone 3 
great (3) 
grew (1) 
hair (5) 
hammer (5) 
hand (6~ happen 1) 
hard (1 
haven't (2) 
&~m 
himaelt (6) 
~~;:.<I~) 
hot (5 
hurt ( ) 
i~l11l3) 
I'm (3) 
Indian (8) 
1an•t (2) 
island (.\.) 
Jim (5) 
Joke (4) 
= !~} 
land 5 
last 2 
late 2 
lazy 4 
lett 2 
lega 6 
letter 3) 
light ( ) 
liaten ~3) live (2 
long (3 
mean (6) 
men (8) 
lliddle (2) 
JD.ilea (3~ 
minutes 3) 
money (I 
aoat (1 
110Uth ) 
move ( ) 
Mra . (8) 
near (2) 
neck (-) 
:::-ci~> 
noiae (3l 
nothing 3) 
o'clock (3) 
only (-) 
own (2) 
=~ ~fJ pie (A) 
piece { ) 
plow (1 
police 7) 
pool (2 
poor (2 
potato 9) 
pull (-
:::~ !i~ 
qUiet 3j 
ranch (7) 
reach (1) 
real (2 
really 1) 
remember (2) 
~~t <~A> 
river ~6) 
road 5 
roar 2 
rode 2 
roll 7 
root 9 
room 8 
rope Jt. 
aand (4) 
Saturd~ (3) 
sea (4) 
second (4) 
aeeds (4) 
seemed (3) sell (1} 
shall (1) 
sheep (') 
shells (1) 
shine !2 
shirt 5 
short 3 
should {1) 
about (4) 
=~~= !~1 sign 7 
silly ~ ) Bit (1 
siX (3 
slowly (2) 
::n !~} ::~·(21 
spring 4) 
stairs ll) 
:i:: ~~~ start 5 
station 8) 
step (6) 
atick (~~ atones ) 
storm ( 
straisht (4) 
such (3) 
suddenl (3) 
suit (6 
&WilDer Jt.) 
supper 3) 
aure (3 
swim (5 
table (5) 
talk {5) 
tap (4) 
tele~one (5) 
= !~J 
that•a ll) 
~~:; fi~ thro~ 1) 
throw ~3 tie (6 
tired 2) 
together (3) 
told ~l) Use (4) wet (4) woman (7) (3) top ( wheels (r wonderf'ul 
travel (6) village (3) while (3 won't 3 
tried (2) whistle 5) woods l6J 
trot (2) 
wait ~5i wite f6i would 2 trouble (4) wash 5 wind 1 
try (f) watch { ) ings ( l year (1) 
turn f) wave ~3~ winter i ) young (2) twins 7) well 3 wolf (4 
Organization 
Once the words were organized into categories it was 
necessary to prepare mater~als to be used 1n two different 
ways by the experimental groups • The class working as e. un1 t 
under the teacher's directi~ had: 
1 set of 280-3" x 6" flash cards or white cardboard, 
printed 1n bold-faced type, arranged alphabetically 
1n a box. 
l set of 3-3" x 6" carda numbel~d l# 2, and 3 tor 
each child. 
Children working 1n pairs had: 
A eet of 30-4" x 6" envelopes for each two children; 
these white envelopes were numbered l to 30, with 
tho categories printed on the outside. 
Words to be practiced were printed on 3/4" x 2" 
cal•da . 
A key so that the children might check their wol'l' 
on completion was included. 
A aample of the directions tor each type lesson fo1lowsz 
Class as a whole: 
The fol1ow1ng words are on flash cards: 
bark1 big, bread, c11mb, country, cut, field, rood, 
friendly, glad, great, grew, hand, high, kind., land, lazy, 
,, 
' 
nice, park, pie, potato, right, road, roll, silly, 
straight, sure, tap, woods, wondertul, young 
Each child has three cards: 1 2 3 
Sa.y1 "The words fit into three groups. They are 
about a tree, abJut something that can go into the oven, 
and ways you can feel on Christmas. Read the word 
silently. It it tells about a tree, hold up "l"; if it 
tells something tllat can go into the oven, hold up u2"; 
'lf' 1 t tells how you oan .reel on Christmas, hold up "31' • 
Rea~---" 
Say& "What la it? What group does it belong in?" 
Childl'en working in pairs: 
Group children in pairs . Oi ve each pair envelope number 
21. Say: "These words tell about work at school, things 
you might have in your lunch box, and people. Take turns 
reading the words to each other. Decide what group it 
belongs 1n. When you have finished all the words, take 
out the 1 key 1 and set': it you are t•ight. " 
Seat Work Exeroiaesa 
Materials for the wr1 tten practice were the same tor both 
groups, and consisted of a worksheet tor each day using the 
same vocabulary practiced orally. A sample worksheet follows. 
The complete set may be found in the appendix. 
Hame·--~-----~----------~--------
Theee words go into three groups. l. Tl)ings that are not 
always the same color; 2. Things that can walk on two legs; 
3 . Words that tell about t ime. Read the words . Write each 
word in one of: the gr·oups . 
bil'd 
candy 
captain 
clothes 
drink 
early 
ever 
eyes 
tall 
flowers 
hair 
horse 
late 
men 
minutes 
Mrs. 
o'clock 
police 
roof 
Saturday 
second 
suit 
swmner 
table 
twins 
while 
wi:fe 
wings 
winter 
woman 
year 
1. 'rhis is not always the same color. 
2. This can walk on two legs . 
3. This tells about time. 
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TL11o manuals were \fri tten,~ one for each experimental 
unit including complete directions ~ol!' 'Jach day w1tb th~J 
vocabulary list and key~ A copy ot all lessons and manuals 
may be Cound in the appendix. 
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CHAPTER III 
PLAN 011 THE STUDY 
In order to complete the otudy it waa necessary to: 
(1) Have the cooperation of a school department's 
administration and teachers 
(2) Formulate plans !'or preliminary and fi.rial testing 
(3) Evaluate the results 
Selection of the Population 
The Superintendent o~ Schools 1n an industrial city in 
Eastern Massachusetts agreed to per.mit the stUdy to be c~rried 
on in the second grade classrooms. The ·r!ter met with the 
superintendent and later with the twenty- four second grade 
teachers to explain the purpose of the study~ the testing 
program, the way in which the classes would be equated, and the 
procedure in using the experimental materials. 
Establishment of Groups 
During the week or February 4, 1957 the following tests 
were admdnistered: 
v 
2 
(l) Otis Qu1ck-Scor1~ MentaJ. Ability Tests: New Edition; 
Alpha Short Form=/to de~a~ne mental age . 
(2) Metrops~tan Achievement Tests, Primary II Battery, 
Form RYto measure reading achievement. 
Otis Quick- Scoring Mental Ability Tests, Yonkers- on- Hudson, 
New York: World Book Company, 1948. 
Metropolitan Achievement Tests~ Yonkers-on-Hu~son, New York: 
World Book Company, 1950. 
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(3) 
(~) 
y 
Boston Unive~sity Test of Hearing Sounds in Words 
An individual 1nv ntor.y ot phonics 
All group tests were a~atered by the classroom 
teacher and scored by the writer. The individual phonics 
teat was a~n1stered and scored by the writer. 
On the basi s of these test results, the twenty- tour 
classes were divided nto three groups; two experimental and 
one control . The equating or groups was based on the pupil 
achievement in reading. 
Table I shows the mean scores and standard deviations 
tor each classroom in ~eading achievement. These are 
standard scores as listed in the test manual. 
[/Boston University, 1957. 
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TABLE I 
Class Re!CU.ng Word Meaning Total Reading Score 
Mean S. D. Mean S. D. Average 
1 170 .2 12.g 1~9.8 ~~:~ 165.1 2 148.8 16. 1 6.8 147.8 
~ 1-6.4 1~-7 1~8.4 17.6 142.4 141.6 1 .2 1 0.0 1~.6 140.8 ~ 13~.6 19.8 137.0 1 .2 137.3 13 ·i 11.4 134.6 16.4 135.5 ~ 136. 16.8 1(4.0 li.4 13~.2 134.0 19.~ 1 2.0 1 -~ 13 9 133.3 11. 135.8 11. 134.5 
10 132.2 14.9 131.0 15.6 131.6 
11 1~1.8 14.2 1~9-4 1l.8 13~-6 12 l 1.6 14.5 1 7.4 1 ·~ 13 .0 ~~ 131.4 16.1 133-5 1~. 132.4 130.4 21.2 136.0 1 ·I 133.2 i~ 12a.8 14.8 13A.9 12. 13a.8 12 .6 9-~ 12 .0 15.6 12 .0 
ib 127.3 15. 128.8 12.6 128.0 127.2 12.8 131.8 17.0 12~-5 19 126.5 1a.o 129.9 11.0 12 .2 
20 124.~ 1 .1 126.7 16.4 125.( 21 123. 17.4 128.3 14.8 125. 
22 . 122.8 14.4 125.1 21.2 123.9 
~i 122.2 17.6 136.2 15.4 129.2 115.5 11.2 123.7 11.3 119.6 
1.1 
~1• II ~· the t.bNe .....-. .aae m=Mr in euh 
eluaro. alld ~ -.a aeoN • .... saa Mll1.e.-nt . 
'lm.. II 
DA1I DADDI ACBDtWI ,. BOUI'I 
ii'OiiP I iii. I iiOiP 0 
Ol.Ua -~ 
1,1.8 19 1U., so 165.1 10 
u9.a G lttg.l 3 m:r 19 1~.8 ;·' 13 m·' I ·B i 118.0 ~~ 1 .o m·· .o 19 a:a ~ 
·' 
21 
11·' ., m·' ' ·a Ji-1 ·' • .I 16 1S3. DB 
..... a. » . ...... I. D • ... •• J). 
131.8 11.s 1JJ.6 1T.T 1SJ.6 18 .• 
fte ........... •OIIIIJUUl• 1D 
Uh1ft'_D,. boQ A • 1f3. boup B • 1g8 Ullll boup C- 1". 
!'be -- ..... ot ...... , .. 1 ... ape.S...tal ..... 14-,1-
e&l, aDd ~tal A- ODl7 .8 .r a poiD' 1-•· 
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The week or March 4, 1957 the writer notified each 
classroom teacher ot the placement of her class in the groups. 
Eaoh teacher who was to be 1n an experimental group was visited 
and materials for the first two weeks or the teaching period 
!•ere delivered. 
Tho tlraching period extended from March 18 to f.tay 3 with 
one week out tor vacation. During this time the writer visited 
each room four tilnes to deliver materials, to assist in any 
way possible with the use or materials and to answer any 
questions which mdght arise concerning tho study. 
Final Testirys 
During the week or ~ 6, 1957 the following tosts were 
administered by the classroom teachers: 
(l) la!etropolitan, Achievement Teat, Primary II 
Battery, FormS 
(2) Boston university Teat of Hearing Sounds in Words 
The individual phonic inventory waa re-adminis tered by 
the writer with the assistance ot members or the Boston 
university Reading Clinic who had been trained in the test 
procedure. 
Description ot Teats 
The Otis Quiok-Sooring Mental Ability Teat is entirely 
pictorial and geometric, and is given in two parts. One part 
is referred to aa "non- verbal" aa the pupil is able to do the 
ntire teat once the initial instructions have been given. The 
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other part is called "ver!>a.l." as the pupil must follow spec1f1o 
directions in marking each i tem. The entire test requires 
about twenty-two minutes working tLme . 
The rtetropolitan·; Achievement Teats., PI•imarr,.r II Battery, 
li'orms R and S, which were used to measure reading achievement 
contain tests in various areas of the primary grade curriculum. 
However, the concern of this study is ~i th reading . The I 
reac21ng test consists of two parts, reading and word meaning: 
(1) Reading has 50 points or raw score; 189 pointe 
standard score 
( 2) Word meaning has 87 points or raw score ; 194 points 
standard score 
The total possible raw sco~e ia 137 points. 
The Boston University Test of Kear~ Sounds in Words is 
used to discover how well a child can identiry sounds in spoken 
words. It includes a test of i nitial and f1nal sounds in words 
as well as phonetic elements 1n words. A possible score or 
66 may be attained on this test. 
An attitude scale, which is an attempt to measure the 
child's attitude toward reading, includes :titteen 1 teu. Each 
item provides opportunity for one of three responses . The 11 
reliability, split-half, ~ . 55 . A sample item follows: 
Do you like to read in summer? 
a. not at all b . a little a . very much 
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A t t or appli ed phonice attempt& to measure th" ch1ld' e 
abili ty to pply the prino ple ot aUbati tutins 1n1t1al and 
:r1na1 sounds i n word& . It i.nclucSea e!xty items and the 
I re11ab111t , splt t-balf , 1o 90 
~he l nd:Lvidual oral _toni c teot o ns1atod ct th 1 ttera 
taken fro 
Below i s a oo of tll teat wh1.ch wac mini oter " 
1 1nd1v1d 11y . 
0 1 Q 1 b ~ t J u m h p 
f o 8 x n v q d w ~ k z 
th t wn sh b~ ch dr tr ol tr gr 
pl sm tw tl ak sw 
Each etter or blend 10 •cored as a aepare.te 1tem . The 
hi ghest possi ble score 1s 43 . oh chi ld waa taken i ndi viduallY 
to gi ve the sound or the letter or b~end . The examiner circled 
those sounds omitted or !.ncorrecc;.ly reproduced . The t i nal score 
waa the number correct. 
Y DUiTOl'l ., ISOnald D • ., Durrell Analy s :1. or Readi ng DU'ti cUl:!;Y, 
Yonkers- on- Hudson, New itork: tao1•Id &Ok Company, 1955. 
ti7 
Copi es or all the testa with directions for scoring may 
be round i n the appendi x. The data was analyzed and the 
results are presented in the following chapter . 
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CHAP'l'D IV 
AJIALYBI8 OJ' DATA 
'l'be data were analyzecl to COIIP&re the &&in• 1n1 
(l ) Bea41nc achieYeaent ot 1 
(a) 'l'he total population 
(b) 'rhe ~terent 1ntell1sence levels 
(c) Boy and strla 
(2) Phonetic ab: l1t y ota 
(a) '!be total population 
(b) lfhe 41tterent 1ntell1cenoe leTela 
(c) Boys and &irla 
Soae oh114ren 1ncludea 1n the prel1•1naey teata aoved. 
away; others were abaent due to illneaa and 414 not take part 
in the at'U.dy. 'fbe t1n&l croup a included experiuntal A -
children workinc 1n pa1ra - 192. expertaental B - claas 
workin& as a unit under the teaoher'• 41reot1on - 191. 
control - 187, a total ot 570. It 1a on the baa1a ot these 
number• that the data were analyzed. 
Table III ahowa the ••an ohronolo&lcal and aental ac•• 
tor the three crouP•· 
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'tABLE III 
MEAN CHRONOLOGICAL AND lmN'l'AL AGES 
C. I. R. x. 
Group Ko. can 
'A 192 5.64 96.20 14.45 
B 191 go;61 5.46 g-{.50 12.60 
18 100.2 
.82 .60 l4.4o 
'l'he mean chronological ages ranged trom 90.61 months tor 
ex;periiDental B to 93.13 montha tor the control group. The 
mean mental ages ranged trom 96.20 aontha tor tU;PeriJaental A 
to 100.25 tor the control group. 
Table IV ahowa the comparison or mean reading achieve-
ment scores in the Metropolitan Achievement Teat. Primar,y II 
Battery • •orm R tor the three group a in J'ebruary. 
TABLE IV 
nBRUAR! RBADIRG ACJUBVEIIBN'l' 
r. S.B.Dit't. .R. 
2.11 3.04 .69 
191 
Control 18'7 .20 
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The groups were very like in reading achievement in 
February . The mean for experimental A waa 70 .50, experimental. 
B - 13.24, control - 72 .61 . Neither critical ratio was 
significant . In comparing the experimental groups with the 
control group the d1frerence or 2 .11 between experimental A 
and the control was in tavor of the control . The alight 
difference or .63 between the axperimental B and the control 
was in ravor or the experimental group . 
Table V shows tbe comparison ot mean read~ achievement 
scores :for the three groups in May. 
TABLE V 
MAY READING ACHIEVEMENT 
lJroup 'Ro . Mean SJ5. S .!!:.m !5!ll. S.E . nifr . O.H. 
Exp. A 192 82 .11 27.60 1 .99 
Control 187 78.17 29 .71 2 .17 3 .94 2.94 1-33 
Exp . B. 191 84.50 27 .60 2 .00 
Control 187 78 17 2Q .71 2 17 6 .33 2 .95 2 .14 
The mean score tor experimental A was 82.11 compared with 
78 .17 tor the control and for experimental B 64 .50 compared 
with 78 .17 ror the control. The differences in the score or 
3 .94 and 6 .33 were not atatiatically significant. but were 
both in favor or the experimental groups . 
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To el~nate the beginning advantage experimental B had over 
the control group a table of gains was figured. 
BJp.B • Cont. 
TA.l!Ln IV 
'l'AELE OJ' QJ.DS 
Gain 
. . 
Gain 
.25 
Bxp.A • Oont. 2.11 3.o4 6.05 4.22 
The 1n1 t1al ditterenoe ot • 63 tor exper1 .. ntal B an4 control 
compare4 with a tinal difference ot 6.33 waa not ai&niticant but 
1 
waa 1n tavor ot the experiaental croup. 'fhe 41tterenoea between 
experimental A an4 control were in tavor of the control croup. 
'fable VII ahowa the oompariaon ot p.ina tor eaob croup tram 
~ebru&r7 to 11&7. 
'!ABLE VII 
CCIIPARISOR 01' 8CODS D RUDIWQ 
n:BilUARY - JQY 
~tt. 8.B.D1tt. C.B. 
1.61 2.88 4.03 
11.26 
3.10 1.79 
!he aean score tor experimental A 1n Pebru&r7 waa 70.50 
compared with 82.11 in MaJJ tor experimental B in l'ebruary 
73.24 o~ared with 84.50 1n Jllay, and tor the control group 1n 
••bru&r.f 72.61 compared with 78.17 in Ja7. 
The critical ratio ot 4.03 tor experimental A and 3.86 
tor axpertaental B ahowed the satna were atatiatioall7 aign1ti-
oant 1n both groups. The gain tor the control croup waa not 
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atat1at1eal~ as~r~t. 
lfbe raw aeore p1M or 11. 61 alii 11 . i6 tor the experi-
•atal poupa aho ... ailE •atlul PJIOPie•• ueo .. iDC to -.naa1 
...._ '!he ' ·" pill ~ tbe eoabel ..... - a IIOW'1 tuM 
IIOiltba pin. U.. .. hal •m. wb1eh eJ.Qaed Htllnea tbe PN• 
11111M.I7 -.u ... Ule tiaal teau . 
MiM 1a Read1M to• the DU'terent IIM111pDOe Level• 
NYU. Mhiev-at tor tbe eb114fta 1a 1:be .U.e aro..- With 
I . Q. •a or 110 Uld u.... 
If .... nil 
CCIIP.Alllla. W MDI f1l 111'1'11 
I. Q. '• • 110 AD ABOU 
c. It. 
-a. - ••-- t• uae cdlUtNa wttb I . Q. •• of 110 &Ill 
Deft in ..,.~. -tal A - • . :St 1a P••I'UU'J" ani 9T .16 in 
llia7J tw apen.Dtal B M .IO 1D •••NAI7 aDI 96 .50 in ~~a¥ • 
... tw tbe eoavol ~ 8T Tlia •••..al7 aDI 9! .A 1D Jla7 . , 
'!be aw NON pilla ~ 10 IT ... 10. 30 tR the ~n­
tal ..-.a ..... tin .osltha prepeu ueolldiJW to .amaal 
aoNa . '!be ! M p1a .r tbe eoavol poup - a aona1 thJIM 
••the pin; tbe aetlal U. between 1abe pn11111n&l7 and 
fiaal teata . 
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'!'be P'• ue ., •••uti..UJ' •'p1t1 
taYoJ- ot tM ~ ...... 
~1• IX ab•• _... ~ fll ps• s.a .... u. 
ae~at .. _. r .. ta. ebiltNa s.a -... tuee ...... ws.t~a I. Q. •• 
., 10 - 110. 
GCIINiliiCII c.' eADI ~ an-. 
V1B I. Q. •a ell 10-110 / v 
tile - aeae tw ._ elliHND tb I Q. '• ot fC)-110 
~A- A.ea.-.-., ,.Tis.._., ro. 
..,...s.Mata~ • IT.OJ sa IO.Oita -· _. t• 
tile .. -.1 ..... 1a ..-..., M.?l e111uet ws.ua .,. _,_ 1Ja 
- · 1M _.s.a 1a .... ~ ~A- 11.13, tor 
~tal JllJ .Ol t ••uel f .TI. 
!be ..S.Ueal atto fill s.M ...,..w.aa~ Jl, J.l8 tor 
~A 81111 1 •• ,_ tM e~Nl ..._ tbat .._ Uttu-< 
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uw.a x 
........... ""' .. 
V1'lll x. e. •a -.. to 
ia~A -. • 
..,.~tal •• '' .10 1Ja hW • ., 51.. -· ... 1a 
taw -vel P . B ta ••~a._., ... IT. 83 1a 11a7. 
!'he tift 1Ja ......... 1 .1!1 ,_ ... ~ 
A, 8.08 t I.Y t.. e..-.1. !tae 01'1 
... 1. ot . .,. 1 .•• 
........ all 
.. p1U!,.. •• !a ... , • ..., ..... 
a. .. •10• ._. an 111 • ... . tule XI !b--J 
t~ae Nnlu or the ...c1 .. tena~ 1a .. .._, a.t • r .. u. 
,..U. WUii1lll ill JUR, A. 
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TABLB XI 
SEX DIFFBRENCBB IN RDDIHG ACHIBVBMBH'l' 
GROUP A 
The mean score 1n each of the teats showed the girls 
superior to the boys . The critical ratio ot ~. 40 and -. 31 are 
statistical~ significant 1n favor of the girls. 
Table XII showa the resUl. ts of reading testa in February 
and ~ for the pupils 1n experimental B, the class world.ng as 
TABLE XII 
SEX DIFFERENCES m READING ACH.IEVEMBNT 
GROUP B 
The an score in each of the tests showed the girls 
to the boys. The crl tical ratio ot 3. 39 and 3. 8o are 
statistically significant in favor of the girls. 
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IJIAW.W XIII 
I · I • I • 
... ,1 •• 1 .. 117 •'P'f1 ... 1la ,__., .... p.tla. 
-.1e UY tbe ...-1.. ... 11111~ pb111t• 
'"' 1a .... ...., t tile ............. . 
------ftt~tal.A 
..... ~ &111111. .... - ~,., ,, ~ 
-Del ..... 
ee ...... te Jf.Y " • W a-
MON er JJ.II ._.._. .. '• ST.M t• _... e..a.l. !lie 
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or1t1o&l ratio ot 1.87 ahowed tbe 41trereDOH woe ill taYor 
ot the oontrol ~· 
1Dd.1Y1dual. pbon1ea 1Jivatol7 ~•• all~ at the eDt er the 
expen.Dt&l period 1D - . 
ftm.x XV 
DDI'fiD11lL PHCUCB IIYDfCIIY 
JIAY 
ftae - .... ot -..rsa.atal A ... ~-83 e..,.aN4 nth 
39.84 for tiM eoah'ol IN'IP• aal eqen.n.al B - 39.71 
._,....with 59.a ~or tbe ontnl. !be 41neNMM .. "not 
atat1at1oally atpSf1MDt 1M ertt1oal Nt1o ot 1.06 abwed 
that the ditr• .. •• MW..a -..n-ntal A 811111 .- eeatrol 
poup .. N .1D te.• el _...ftlllnlRl A. 
'fable XVI ••• a •• .. ut••- U.-. .. _...in both 
Meta ~or the ~ .....- . 
'fABU XVI 
Cc.PARISC. C. GADS D lDIVIDUAL PBc.ICSv' 
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Stat1at1oall7 •' p1 tiean' p1118 Wft ..... b,- all poup11 
in 1Dd1v1dul pboaiea . fte ontieal Ktio WN 3.50 tor the 
eontrol sro\llt. ' · " tor upermeaUl Band '·" tor espen..n-; 
tal A The l.aJWMt s&iM WN ill fayor ot the apen.ental 
aroupa 
IU! 1n I1141rtt.A1 aomoa l!!'!!Um tor tme Ditte!'Pt ilppoe lliieia 
Table XVII aa..e Uie I'HulU ~Ute •e•I'U&I7 aDd May 
1DI1Y1CU&l 1Dftllter;' 1Ja )abODiea te tlbe eh11AIND With I Q •a 
or 110 and abwe 1a -h ot the tdiNe poupa . 
um...nn: 
CCIIPAJliSCII ail ICCIIE D lDJYJDU&L fBCUOS POR 
CJIILDRa 1fD'II I . Q . I. ., 110 JJID 
ABOrB 
The n-itieal atio ot .\ .63 tor apers..ntal A, 3 89 tor 
uperiMntal •· ... 1 91 tu ••U.l, ab-.d Ule piM ...se lt7 
the ohildren w1 th I. • . 'a ~ 110 aDd ••Oft .. " atat1at1oal17 
a1SD1f1eant 1D tavor ot tbe upart.atal ..-.. . 
!fable XVIII all_. the aoeJIM ot ehiltND w1 tb I . Q . • a ot 
go w uo 1D 1sbe .._ poupa on the 1ad1Yicual pboJlioa 
1ueato17 &1 ftD 1a ~ebrua17 and Ita¥ . 
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'l'AIILB XVIII 
CCIIPARDCII C. SOCIU&I D DDIVIDUAL J!Jia.ICS 
PCil CBIL1IID 1f1'1'JI I. Q. 18 of 90 - 110 
I,. 
Stat18t1eall7 •'P'f1_, -~- ........ Q' all tbNe 
....... ...b peap ..... •'• .... 1D -h .... the •talldud 
cln1at1• ~ *be J1a7 -., - ~ler t.bUa that of ~· 
hit~ te8t. 
and J1a7 pbOD1e• illftD'-17 tu ~ ehildftll Whb I . Q . • • below 
to 1Jl ... b ~-
RM.WXIX 
CCIIP~ til ICCIID D DDlYDIAL IIDIC8 
.. mm-w VlB I. ca. •• •• JO 
c. ft . 
'!.'be dUteNMe 1a - MeN• ff¥1 t1w eoatrol P'O\Qt wa 
9 35 &ad for eQe.meatal A ' 00 Botb ot tbe8e 41thNJIH8 
WeN 8tat18t1oall7 81p1f1eut . '.ftle ·~ B peup W 
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a dif"terenee ot ' 6a be \Wen 1 u ..an aooNa tor Peltru&J7 
and May . ~1• - a pin. lnlt DOt ot atatiaUeal a1 pj t1eanee . 
'!'he oh1ldren 1f1 tb I . Q 1 a IMtl• 90 1D the eoatftl &rOQ .ade 
the areate•• piaa ' 
au Dift'ereaoet a 'M IIU!M• Jlb!Ntl ID.eaton; 
'laUe XX abawl a ........... of tiM MONa ot M7! aal 
11•1• 1D upermenMl A on tbe 111111Y1d.al Jbcm!.•• teat . 
UBLB :U 
CCIIPBIBC. OP 110!1 AD eDtl %If 
IDIVIDUAL PBCIIIC8 D'UBCitY 
D~t C. R . 
!be - ,._... ot ~ uad prla 1B -.otb teat8 .. " ftl7 
like . !'be a11,pt clineNMM MWMD the -·- •re DOt 
a1pit1eat 
··-~·-ot._ ..... .,"" .. 
prla 1Jl ~tal B 011 h !Jitifla.l pb•1•1 teat . 
lf.llV.B XXI 
CCIIPARDCII al BOD AIID &DLS Dr 
lDIVIDUAL N~OS Ilva!'<llY 
B 
BUt . 
. 68 1 . 11 
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The mean scores show the girls were superior 1n each 
test. The critical ratio or 5.33 was statistically signifi-
cant in favor or the girls. 
Table XXII shows a comparison or the scores tor boys 
and girls in the oontril group on the individual phonics teat. 
TABLE XXI I 
COMPARISON OF BOYS AND GIRLS m 
DmiVIDlJAL EIORICS IMVENTORY 
Orou C 
The mean score tor the girl a 1.n Pebruary was 39.32 
compared to 35.72 tor the boys. In May the mean score for the 
girls was 40.43 and 37.28 .tor the boys. In both eases the 
girls had the higher score. The or1. tical ratios or 3. 95 1n 
February and 3.-6 tn May ware statistically significant 1n 
favor of the girls. 
Gaias in Hearing Sounds in Words . 
Table XXIII shows the comparison ot the mean scores ot the 
Pebruary teat tor the two experimental groups w1 th the control 
on hearing sounds in words. 
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TABLE XXIII 
FEERUARY TEST OF HEARmG 
SOUNDS m WORDS 
D1ff'. 
2.64 
.21 
. 
Dif'f. C. R. 
l. 0 2.0 
. 2 .22 
1'he mean score ot ex-perimental A was 53.98 1n the 
February test compared to 51.34 for control. The experimental. 
B and control were very like with means ot 51 .13 tor experi-
mental B, 51.34 for control. The differences 1n the three 
groups were not etat1at1cally BignificantJ but were in tavor 
ot experimental A. 
Table XXIV shows the mean soorea of the May test tor the 
three ~upa on hearing sounds in words. 
TABLE_ XXIV 
MAY TEST OF HEARmG 
SOUNDS :m WORDS 
Dll'f. 
1.26 
. . 
Ditf. 
. 4 
. 6 
-
C. R. 
1.2 
1.6 
The mean score ot experimental A was 57 .31 compared to 
56.35 £or the control, 55.09 ror experimental B compared to 
56.35 tor the control . The differences were not statistically 
1gni.f1cant . 
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ftble XXV ooJII)&l'ea the mean aoorea tor eaoh p-oup in 
February-May on hea-1nc aounda j.n worda . 
Control 
'HBI.B XXV 
COIIPARIBOJI ~ GADS Ill HURDIO 
SOUIDS Ill VCIIDS 
PDRUAJlY-IIlY 
C. R. 
1.21 2 . 
• 81 
.88 
'1'be .an aooN 'for ~ntal A waa 53.98 1D J'ebruary 
oOJip&Nd to 57.31 1D ~; ezpermental B 51.13 :1D IPebruar,v 
o~ to 55.09 j_n -~ and tor the control 51.3-\ in 
Pebl'U&I7 oa.p&Nd to 56.35 in ~. A p1D ot 3.33 pointe waa 
-.de by expermental A. 3. 96 b7 expert.ental B and 5. 01 b7 
the control aroup. !he sa~ or uperiMntal B and the control 
croup were etatiatioally a1&n1t1oant. 
It! 1n ::::t: So\IDIIa 1D WOJ!dtl te the DUte:rent 
D eiije~ela 
Table XXVI ehon a oa.pariaon or the piu ot the 
children with I. •· •a ot 110 and above 1D the three poupa on 
the teet tor he&l'iDS aounda 1n worda . 
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..... XXVI 
• 
CCIIPARDCII W ICMIIP D IUJIDD 101111D8 
D Vc.DS r. CI'T!- 1fl'IJI I. Q. • a 
r:. 110 AD aon 
The er1,1e&l •t1oa ot •.oa tor ~Dtal A, '-19 tor 
upen.aM! B, &Dd 3 •• T tOJI the oonUo1 pwp ab•ed 
atat1at1eall7 atpU1MDt .,Una ••n .a b7 eh114Nn w1~ 
I. Q. • a 110 &Dd Qoft 1D all tuM p-..pa. 
'fable XlTII ahCIIIfa a •OJIPU1•on fd _... .. 1. ot u114Nn 
with I. Q. •• ot 90 to 110 1D the tbNe poupa 011 the •••t tor 
bear1Jia aounda 1D wel'da . 
UBI.X XXVII 
CCIU'&Jtlla. W IOOBU D IIIWlDII 808JJI 
D VCIUtl • GJllli8a WDII I. Q. • a 
~- uo 
I. I. 
DUt. C. 
1.08 
1.18 
8 5 
GaiDa weN .ade _. U. ellUciND With I. Q. 1a fd 90 ~ 
110 in each or the tlbNe poupa. Bowner, .. s&1JW ot Uae 
ohi14ren in upen•aUJ. A ud the 0011bol aNQ .... atat1•· 
'io&llv •'&n1t~•-
I'Ule DYnl -- .... ~111- ot-- ... , ot beU1II8 
aounda 1D worb t•• t1ae ell1HNa n--. I. e. '• 1Ml• 90. 
lfAN,II DVII 
C<IO'AIUICII • ICCBI D BUilDI H ... 
D Wcmtl Of ~ 1f1'B I. Q.•a 
BBLGif go 
c. It 
-.n-.Ml A Mde a JIIU.D ot J.38 poin'a• &Dd the 
OOD,I'Ol P'OQ .... & pin ot 6.87 ... lata. KQer!Mntal B 
..a t~ae 1_, Pill .11 pomu . .._ ot .- •ut ... •• wu 
aa'1a'1oa117 atp1t1oaa,, * wae 1a tanr ot the ooatrol 
poup. 
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11r1a in beUiJII aoada ia 1IONa in tbe -..r~nMJ. A pwp . 
.,~ XllX 
OCillAitDCII al B8ll AD GDLI 
D DAilDI 80IB8 D WCIIDI 
ttae .- aoore ot Ule Mp 1ft ••'N&I7- ,,.41 
eolllp&Nd M 55.00 tor ~ pn.a. .Ira _. .U •an aooN ot 
Ute NJ'a- !JI.'S ·~ U 58..3f fW tbe 11r1a. JloM or 
theae titteNDHa - atp1f1UDt ba - in taor ot the 
prl•. 
ftble xu abon a •OJIIPI'rlaoa ot u.e aeo... ot lto78 and 
11rla 1n expert.ental B on beann& aeUDb in woz-da. 
'faY XIX 
CCIIfaDCII fll BOD AD GIRLS 
D DAKDCI I01IIIDI D VCIIDS 
C. R. 
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The •an aoore ot ~ bon in Peltl'U&l7 wu •9. 51 eo.pared 
w1 th 52.60 tor taw &1Jtla. Uld 1ft llaT 53.11 tor tU ltop 
oOiq)&Nd to 55.~ tor Uut ai•l•. Ill eaoh oue U.. aula b&ft 
htpr aoona, boweur, .- ditteNMea AN DOt ••'1a,1e&l17 
aipU1.oant. 
a1rla 1n 1;he ••'"1 peup OD ~ ........ 1.a wol'da. 
!fABLE IDI 
CCIIlAJlDCII r:. .,_ AD eDLI 
D DAitml D WaDI 
-a. ..u ••on te ..._ &U-la u••,.._.,-. "·" ._. 
peed to '9 .11 tor tM lto;ra &Ill ill .._ the - NON tor ~· 
atrla ... 58.00 ........ M "·VI tOI' *be IHip. Ill boUl teeta 
the aula ..,. ... n• w taw ..,.. • 
!be •nttoal ats.o. ot a. 90 1D ••ltftal7 a1 a. 85 1D IIQ 
.... ut atat1at1ea117 •'P't1oat taa WN ill tnor ot Ule 
atrla. 
ftlale XXXII Bbowa t.be ~ HONa ot 'o*b apert.ntal 
poupa uad the eonVol poup tor ••'-ft&l'7 em applied pboa1oa. 
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TABLE XXXII 
APPLIED PHONICS - FEBRUARY SCORES 
. B. 
C. R. 
2.82 
The mean core for ex.periment&l A was 53 . 92 compared to 
50 .87 tor control, and ror experimental B 51.40 compared to 
50.87 tor control . Experimental B and control were very like 
w1 th a difference of only . 53. Experimental. :A. was super! or 
to the other two groups in the Feb~ test. 
Table XXXIII shows tlle mean scores 1n apJl1ed phonics for 
the three groups in May. 
TABLE XXXIII 
APPLIED PHONICS - MAY SCORES 
D1t't. C. R. 
1.2~ 
. 6 .68 
The mean scores in May ranged 1'~ 55.43 for experimental 
54 .15 tor experimental B. The control group was 54 . 67. 
The difference between experimental A and control was .76, 
ibetween experimental B and control .52. The differences were 
1n tavor of exper~ntal A, but were not statistically 
signitioant. 
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Table XXXIV shows the gains ror the three groups on 
applied phonics in the February and May tests . 
TABLE XXXIV 
APPLIED PHONICS 
lP8br\UU"Y- MaY 
No . Mean S . D . 
v 
. 
Dift . Di:f't . 0 .R • 
. 82 1.84 
2.15 
-99 2.78 
.80 4.0 
The ditterenoes in mean score a were 1 . 51 tor experimen-
tal A, 2.75 tor experimental B, and 3.8o :f'or the control. 
The critical ratio or 1.84 tor experimental A, 2.78 tor 
experimental B and lL09 tor the control showed the gains were 
atatiat.ically signiticant tor the control group. In each 
oaae the atand&l'd dev1at1:ona were smaller showing a n&l'rOwer 
range 1n each group in May. The gain in the control group 
was a stat1st1oally signU'i cant gain. Experimental A made 
the smallest gain ot the three groups . 
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etaina 1n AP211ed Phonics tor the Different Xnte111S!J!Oe Levela 
'.l'able XXXV abowa the Pine made 1n applied phonics ~ 
children v1 tb l:. Q. • a ot 110 and above 1ft tbe two experiJDen-
tal srouPB and the oontrol p-oup. 
'l'ABLE XXXV 
COMPARISCII ~ SC<IlES 1:R APPLDD ftCifiCS 
09 CBILI»ttl Vrl'H J:. Q. 1a fl 110 AID ABOVE 
C. R. 
b hi&Mat •aona tor the oh114ND w1tb I. Q. •a ot 110 
and above tor expen.ntal. A were 55.12 in Peb~ and 
58.25 1ft Hlly » a 8&11\ ot 3 .13 point•. Bxper~ntal B bad the 
lowest oo:rea, 53.5' tn PeNuary iUJd 56.30 1n ~- a ga1ra ot 
2. 76 po!nta. 'fhe soONa ot tbe control Sl'OUP were 53.85 in 
Febl"UU';/ and 56 .. 30 !.n llfQ". '1'lle ar1t1aal "t1o ot 5.21 ror 
expe:n.ntal A abowed the dttrerenoes to be atat1et1cally 
a1SD1f1cant. 
ftble XXXVI 8boWis the reaulta ot tbe teat 1n applied 
pboruoa tor the ebU.dren with I. Q. •a or 90 to 110 1n each ot 
the three groupa. 
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TABLE XXXVI 
COMPARISON OF SCORES IN APPLIED PHONICS 
OF CHILDREN WITH I. Q . '8 OF 90 - 110 
Test Mean s. D. 
2.10 • 2 
1.22 1.12 
The mean scores of children with I. Q. ' s of 90 to 110 
in the thr-ee gl'Oups were 53 .85, 52.14, an<1 49.80 tor experi-
mental A, B, and the control in February, compared with 
55 . 95, 53.36, and 53 . 25 in May. The experimental B group 
made the smallest ga~ns, and the control group made the 
greatest gains. None or the differences was statistically 
aign1t1oant . 
Table XXXVII ahows the results or the test or applied 
phonics for children with I . Q.. 1 8 aelow 90 in the three 
groups. 
TABLE XXXVII 
COMPARISON OP SCORES IN APPLIED PHONICS 
CJI! CHILDREN WITH I . Q, 1 s below 90 
D1t't . Diff • C . R . 
2.o6 
.4 
.88 
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'l'he dU'teNMea in M&D MONa tor Jlebruar;r and Jlay 
were 6.50 tar esperiMntal A. 1.~ tor espen.ental B. aDd 
.5 .13 tor the oontrol. !be aalleat piu nre .-de 'b7 
upen.ental B. !be pina were DOt ata,1a,1oallJ' •'sn't1oant 
but were ill t&YOI' ot *be a;pel'iMBtal. A poup . 
. 
sa DUJez-enoea 1p .Appl1f4 Dop1H 
ftltle xxxnn--. taw J~Multa ot taw M8t 1D applied 
phoniea tflr lt_. aDd p.tla 1D ua. uperiMBtal .A poup. 
~ABLB XDtlii 
I. I . 
Dtn. C.R. 
!he .._ aoON fflr ime bop 1D ••~ - 51.85 oa.-
pared to "·~tor the &11'18• aDd 1Jl- the HON- 55.8o 
tor the bOJ'8 OG .. aNd to 51.10 tor tale &11'1•. 'lbe diftereneea 
were not atat1at1e&117 atp1t1eaat. wt "" 1n ta•or ot tbe 
prl.a. 
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Table XXXIX shows the reeulte ot the teat in applied 
phonics for boys and girls in the experimental B group . 
Sex 
TABLE XXXIX 
COMPARISOH OF SCCIU£8 J'Cil BOYS ARD GIRLS 
APPLIBD PBOIIICS 
0£0!1R B 
Teat No. Mean S. D. S. E.. D1tt .. s.x. Di.tt. C.R. 
1.8o 
In February the ditterenoe between the •an aooree tor b07• 
and girla wu 2.50. and in May it ... 2.35. These ditterenoea 
were not sisnttioant. but •ere in ravor ot the girla. 
'l'&ble XL ahowa the reaUl til or the teat U1 applied phonics 
tor boya and girls in the oontrol group. 
TABLE XL 
COMPARISOif OB SCORB8 POB BOYS AJ1J) GIRLS 
APPLIED PHON.ICS 
Group C 
Ditt. 
8. I. 
DUt. C .R. 
1-1!213-!IJ 
1.22 3-27 
'!'he •an SOON tor the boya in l'ebruar.y WU -7. 8o 
omp&red to ~-50 tor the girls, a ditterenoe ot 6.10 pointe. 
tn May the mean aoore tor the boys was 53. 00 com.pared to 
~7. 00 tor the girl a, a dU'ferenoe ot - . 00 points . The 
itterences in both teats were atat1at1call7 a~ticant in 
avor ot the girls . 
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Attitude Scale 
Table XII ahowa the reaul ta ~ the aoores ror the three 
groups on tbe atti~e ... le in ••bruar.v. 
'l'ABLB XLI 
Aftl'tCDJB SC:.ALB 
DB. SCCIIBS 
•o. IIM.n 8. D. 8. •·• Dift'. 
. 
Dirt. C. R. 
'flhe ..an aoore tor aperiMntal A wu 37 .• 2 oo.p&NCI to 
38 .12 ror control, aDd tor apen..at&l B 36.12 oOIIP&Nd to 
38.12 tor oontrol. The oontrol p-oup bad the highest ..an 
soore, expen•ntal B, the loweat;. Bowner, the ditterenoea 
were not atat1atieall7 aip1 tio&Dt. 
Table XLII ab•• the •an aoore on the attitude soale 
tor the three poup~ in -. 
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No. 
TABLE XLII 
ATTITUDE SCALE 
MAY SCORES 
Mean S. D. S. E. 
. . 
Dif"t . Ditf . C. R. 
.81 
1.10 2.0 
The mean score for experimental A waa 37.26 compared to 
36.82 tor the cont~l; and tor experimental B. 35.72 compared 
to 36.82 tor control. Experiment&~ A had the highest score, 
experimental B the lowest. The differences were not 
stat1at1ca~ly a1gn1ticant. 
Table XLIII shows a comparison or the resUlts or the 
attitude scale give to the three groups 1n February and in 
May. 
TABLE XLIII 
COMPARISOJt OF SCORES IN ATTITUDE SCALE 
Feb. - May S.!. 
Test No. Mean s. D. S. B .m DUt. Diff. C. R. 
The differences in mean scores were .16, 1 . 00, and 1 . 30 
for groups A, B, and C. These dif'f'erences were not s1gn1ti-
cant. However, in each group the February scores were slightly 
higher than the May- scores. The least difference was 1n 
Group A. 
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ftble XLIY abo1ra tbe Nalll.•a ot t.be at,1tude aoale tor 
oh114Nn W1 th I. Q. 1 a ot 110 &D4 above 1ft the three poupa. 
T&W .. XLIY 
COKPARDCII ~ ICJORBI IH AftUUDI IGALW I'Cil 
CIIILallll VDJI I. Q. 1 a 110 AID QOO 
c .•. 
!'be MU HON tor -.-n.enUJ. A - 37. eM eCIIQIUed to 
3T.l2,tor apa11.Mmal B 36.05 e-.anc M 35 • .S, and tor~ 
oontrol poup 38.60 eOIIp&Nd ~ 3T .58. !be .._ Morea ot 
aperiMntal B aDd t1w oontl'ol poup "" al1sh,l7 lowr in 
11q than in ••bn&J7. -.n..nMJ. A ahoncl no loaa in aoere. 
~able XLY ...,. tale NII111M ot the at,1w.te aoale tor 
e!Uldren w1 th I. Q. 'a ot go to 110 1D *Mb ot the three poupa. 
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TABLE XLV 
COMPARISON OF SCORES m ATTITUDE SCALE 
FOR CHILDREN WITH :r. 1 . 1 s OP 90- 110 
. . 
Test No. Mean S. D. S . 1L m Ditf. Di.f'f . C • R • 
1.20 
1.81 
The dii'i'erei'1Ces in mea:n score were .50, .93, and 1.36 
for g1ooups A, B, and C. T11ese dti"ferences vtere not a16flifj_cant 
but '1ere in i'avoJ.' or the Februa17 ccoreo . 
Table XLVI shows tl1e reaUl ts of' the attitude so ale for. 
children w:t th :t.. Q. • s below 90 in each group • 
TABLE XLVI 
COMPARISON OF SCORES IN ATTITUDE SCALE 
FOR CHILDREN WITH I. Q. 1 s BELOW 90 
. . 
Test No. Mean s . D. s. Dti'f . Dift' • C . R . 
.68 1.1 .60 
.ao 
The me&1 core of t).Xper.1menta1 A was 36 . 02 compared to 
36.70~ experimental B 35.83 compared to 35-34~ and control 
37.24 compared to 35.74. The ditterencee were not sign1f'1cant. 
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Sex D1Uerenoea 1D tb! Attipad! 8oale 
Table XLVII ahowa the J~Hulta ot tbe attitude ae&le ~or th* 
boya and airla 111 uper~ntal A. 
BBLB XLVII 
S. I. 
S. D. I. B. Dift'. D~~ • c. 
'l'Jut 41ftenBIN 11'1 .._ .. _.. tor tba ~top ud prla ftN 
ftot atatiati.ea117 a1ptti..-. b•t wue 1D ~&TGI' or the prla. 
'l'Ule XLVIII ahGn the NeUlta ot tJbe attitude ae&le tor 
.op &Dd &1rl.a 1D eQe.a.Dtal B. 
lfABt.B XLVUI 
Dltf. 
8 .•.• 
8. I. 
D1t~. C .R. 
the -- ..... ot the .,... ill l'ebruaJ7 ... 35.80 •OifP&Nd 
to 3T.6a tor Use &1rlaJ &ad 1D 11&7 tor Ule bop ,..18 oC~tPQed 
to 3T.sM tor \be prla. !tUt 41tteNaoee 1D 1111¥ nN atat1a-
t1o&ll7 •'an't1oaat 1D t&Yor ot ~ &irla. 
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ftble XLIX ehOin tbe Naulta ot ~· attitude ao&le tor 
ltop &Dill S1rla 1D ~ OODti'Ol po1lp. 
CCIIPAiliial al 8C<Itll •ca BOD AD IDLI D 'lD 
.A.ftl'fUD& ICAJ.I 
ln9C 
BUt. 
a. 1. 
D1tt. C.B. 
!tie ~ ••-- ot the &U-18 were 39.12 Uld 38.51 
eOIIIII'fsft4 u ST.08 aal p.T6 tor Sba l»>;ra. !lae oritio&l at1• 
ot 1.15 aDd 5. 08 ue 1D taYW or tM aula. !be 41tte:NMea 
1D tibe- aeale -" aatu•u&l~ •'P'f1eaat. 
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the purpoae ot tbia ·~-. to eonatnot ad eftluate 
the eneotiveneaa ot materiala lfhioh provide •AD11Wful 
praot1• tor the ft&d1n& YOo&bu1&17 in tbe aeooad pwte. !'o 
proYicle avppl-ntu7 pN.Ot1oe aliitalale tor aeooad pwtea 1n 
pMal Ntber tball tor a QeOU'1o baaal read1JII 87Btea, a 
wol'd liat o~n to ~ baaal aer1ea wae ued. 8lxt7 
aero1-~ t111rt7 ON.l. and thirty written weN developed tor 
the au week at\Jd7. !he technique in all - word olaaa1t'1· 
oat1on. Dw leaaona "" plumed tor ue 1D two wapa (1) by 
the olua worJtiD8 u a umt under tbe teuber'a cl1NOt1on; 
aDd (2) b7 ob114ND 1IUidDa 1ll pau. ua1na aeU-cheold.n& 
•ter1ala. '1'he wol'd ol&N1t1oat1on aero1aea nn o011b1Ded 
W1tb the Npl&r ft'd1a& period, DO' llll adtit1on 1D tiM. 
!be oluarooa teaeben 414 tbe MMbiJW and tbe writer v1a1ted 
MOb OM ever.r wo ...a to anawr Queat1cma and to d•cmaua~ 
1t the teaohera clea1N4 1 t. 
1'1ve hliDII.Nd aeva- oh11d.Nn took part 1D the atudy. Oil 
the baaia ~ " .. 'DC aeb1eveMnt tbe7 "" equated &Dd 41v1ded 
1Dto three srovpa, Qlo ezpen.ental and one oontrola 
upe~ntal A. obildzren world.Ds 1n pain, 192; uper!Mntal 
B, oh114Nil woftiD& 1n the olua aa a unit under the teuber1a 
41not1on, l91J and the control. 187. 
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Aohiev-nt - •aaUNd at tbe be&' nn1 a& em J'Oftl R ot 
the .. tropolitaD AohieY-.nt. ~ II. Batter;r and at tbe 
OlOM ot the pe•1od Oil •cma 8 ot tile ·- tMt. ..lltal ... 
waa derived troa the otia Quiok-loer1Jtl llental D111'7 ~ata. 
Jloaa a. fte JloatoD Vll1veN1t7 ~·'· ~ louDd8 ill Voma. 
Applied lbollioa. IDI1Y14ual Jlbani• IJW•tol7 aDt lieN' rw 
Attitudea .. " .... .r 
!he tollowlJW ._.1ua1aaa ._ be a-a ft-. t1ae analpia 
fd datal 
1. ~ Mter1ala 11PP1&N4 to be en .. u ... 1n illpNYiD& 
UJe :re•cU,. MON . 
a. Both apers..Dtal ~ ...Se pjna ill •• 
aoore. _.1'1Ma1;al A 11.61. uperaental • 11.acs. 
whieh .. " ..-s,'Y&le~at '- ..,..._,.Ml7 a1X -tba 
p1n M~ '- ...,.1. !M eonUOl povp pill ot 
5.56 W8 -.aiftl_, to & ~ MDtba p.ill• tiM 
aotual. 1fOIIIc:S.Ds tae or ttae ·~. 
b. Bo .. ot tba ~Ul .....- ..- •'P'f1oat 
piU .,._ Jlelmlal7 to- Wltb U1Uoal ratioe ot 
_ .\.03. 3.M J~Hpeeti.ftln '!be P1D ot tbe oontro1 
poup wu not e1p1t1.oan' .n. .. a oztJ.t1oal rat1.o ot 
l.f9. 
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o. IntellipDGe _.,, .... M be a taotor. lfbe 
oh1ldftB 1D bo~ uperiMDtal ...,.._ W1 tb I. Q. 11 
ot 110 Ud aboft, ad 90 to 110 ... ~WI' P'M 
tbaD tlbe ebildft:D 1D Mae - 1DM11ipDM levela 
1D tile .. Rol. poap. !be teMbezt-diNOMd •ter1al 
... '-' r .. eb114ND ntb bel• to I. Q. '1'he p1n 
ror ~· paap - 8.01, ror ••ael praup 5.~ and 
-- ehiHNB 1fOI'Id.JW 1ft paiN l.as. 
-. 
4. !M Pl-1• wae nperS.er to_. laop 1D N'''D& 
Mhl"•••• •• ..aa ~ pen.,. 1n eMil ~ u.. 
tuM ~. !be tift'eNDOM WN all atat1aUeall~ 
.,.,.,,1 .. ,. 
I. All oh1lUa ~ftd 111 tile lai1Y11Ml pboJaioa 
1-.'-7. 
a. tbe aUIIIIVd deft&Uoaa WN -'l•r tor eMh p-oup 
1D tbe t1Ml tMt. !be p1na WN 1n W.a OJII4era 
ape..,_Ul B, 3-'19J ~tal A, J.3fiJ aD4 
OOilbol 1.38, NapeoU .. ~. 
b. A ~ lt7 11lte~ 1 ... 1a abOWd p1na 
._.. a1p1tt1MDt r.. tile elaildfta WS.tll I. Q. ' • of 110 
&ad .... 1Jl lMtt;h ~tal ~. IJ'be erit1oal 
Nt1o ffn8 ~tal A- •. 63. !be Oritieal 
Ntio tfW aper18elltal B - 3 .&g. 'lbe p1 na tor 
oh114Nil 1D -- eonVol poup •n not atat1at1oalq 
atp1f1Uilt. 
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!be ohildND With I. Q. 1 a ot SJ0 to 110 1D Mob pouf 
.... •'P't'1eant p1Jw. 11M or1Uoal Ntioa •N 
tor ~tal A •·31• upermeDtal B 3.15. aa4 
ocmtrol 3.80. fte l.Upat pill tor ebildftll Witb 
1. Q. '• below go -. 9. 35 tor the eonuol poup. 
Oll11U. -~liS the teaobe~W •tenala .ade 
the --.l.l•t pin 4. 62. aDd oh:1l.ciND worJd.D& 1D 
paiN - -~- ot 6.00. 
p~na b7 tbe &irla 1D ~tal B. aad the oatnl 
poup. !'beN wu little cNmp ill tbe uperiaent;al 
A povp. 
3. All poQpa .... P' M Oil bHr1DI IIOUidl 1D .wda. 
'fbe ..-1'01 paap _.. ta. l.Upat p1n. 5.01. 
a. &xpe~Ul B _.. •'P't1out P'N With a 
or1t1oal atio ot • .88. 1M p1aa ot a:pen..Dtal 
AWN DOt a1p1f1oaat. tale enUeal Nt1o beiDa 2.75. 
!'he eoaaol ..-. 1f1tb t5be l.Upat pill bM a or1t1oal 
ratio ot 5.69. 
b. A eGIIPUl._ ot tbe dUtunt 11lteU1pDOe leftl.a 
8howed ata•1at1oa117 atps '1oaat ditteNDO• oil au 
poupa ot ebildND w1tb 1. Q. • a ot UO u4 aboYe. 
lellpaNiale tift_..,.. •n found 1n tbe poup W1 tb 
I. Q. '• ot go to 110. In tbe below 90 I. Q. poup. 
the l.Uptlt 41tteNDOe ... 1D the oontl'ol poup. ad 
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tU.e -] l•t p1Jl WU .... b7 aperiMDtal B. 
o. .AU. F•NBoea in MU1JW aCNDda 1D 1fOIIda wre 
a ~avor ot the &lrla. fbe7 WN asp1t1eant17 
avpeJl'ior 1D the l'eUQu7 ••' • 
.\. All poupa p~ M' OD -..11ed ,a.doa. 1;be oODtrol 
poup wlt:f .. ~ l.Upa\ p1a. 
a. !he MJltllol poup W a ontlo&l rauo ot 4.09. 
Por tbe ~ntal poupa the psu wre DOt 
atptt.t.eat. 
b. All ual p1a 'b7 lntell1sno• lnel.a ahowecS tbe 
.-.tnt p!• '117 ohilciNft W1tb 1. Q. 1a ot 110 aDI 
aboVe 1a ~tal A. wttb a or1tloal Ntlo ot 
5.21. '1M ob11dftn 111tb 1. Q. • ot 90 to 110 .... 
P' na. '*" .,_ •re atat1at1e•Jl,. atp! t1oant. 
!'he bel• go I. Q. poup .U. P'• ~ 6.50 111 
apert.Dtal A, 5.23 1ft ecmtl'ol, ad a .40 1n 
expeJdrt•UlB. 
J) GB tJJe o.Mariaon ot bera aDI prla MONII on 
applied pboalea. the tift'eJteDOea 1D -h poup are 
1Jl f&'YOZ' ot the ai.rla. W1th t.be pe&teat titfeNnoea 
1D tbe oenf;ztol CNUIP. 
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5. '!'he .a~t1tude aoale aoozaea •s-e lower tor all .,..,... 
1n ,._. e. ~t titteNDOe -. 1D tbe eonbol 
poup. 
a. ID •aalp1JIS aooordUI to iftMllipDOe level• 
tile~··· obupa Wft b7 ohUU. With I. Q. 1 a ot 
90 to 110. '!be amaJ.leat ollanp .. tor ehUdl'erl 
Witb 'Mlow 90 I. Q. 
b. In OI .. UiDS tbe bop and ~1'18 ill eaoh poup, tbe 
800JIH fd tM &irla -N h1pJ' at MOb ~ 
period. 
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It ia •uu••tecS tb&t a f'ulttber awq abould 1»e 
done uaing a wider vooabul.U7 ~. 
a. leleoUoa ot worda fltca tile laMa 
~ VoJid L1at 
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This manual includes the lessons for the thirty days of practice. The 
~se of these exercises is to provide meaningful practice in vocabulary for 
·ade two. The time spent on this practice will be part of the regular reading 
~e, not in ~ddition . to it . 
The teacher directed materials consist of a set of 280 flash cards to be 
1ed by the teacher, and three cards numbered 1 2 3 for each child. 
The flash cards are in alphabetical order. Take them out of the box and 
.ve them ready each day before beginning the practice . May I suggest that 
tey be returned to the box in correct alphabetical order a.f'ter each practice 
~iod so that they will be easily accessible to you the next day. 
Each child will have the three numbered cards on his desk. The oard, with 
e number facing the teacher will be held up so she will see each child's 
sponse at a glance. 
Please use the words of the manual in introducing the day's wordso By 
ing this each child in each class will get the same directions . 
e procedure is : 
Show the word. Wait a second or ~wo for the children to hold up the 
sponse card. Then ask, "What is it? 11 and "What group does it belong in?" 
e class as a whole may tell the answer, or occasionally, if you wish, you 
have individual response. However, do try to keep the flash practice 
· od moving along just as quickly as the children are able to go. The lists 
words become somewhat ·longer after the .f'lrst few weeks of the study, but by 
t time the children will be mre familiar with the words and the pattern of 
lessons o 
The written seatwork will follow the oral practice. It consists of one 
I 
e for each of the 30 days and on it the children will group the same words 
ch have been done orally. The written ~atwork will be done individually. 
\,;" 
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le lesson: 
This lesson will be presented to the entire class . It will serve as a sample and 
set the pattern for the following lessons .. 
The following words are on the blackboard: 
burn, hand, hot, minutes, tap, wings 
Also on the blackboard are the categories, and the numbers for each: 
Fire 
1 
Clock 
2 
Woodpecker 
3 
Say: "These words can be put into three groupso They are about a fire, a clock, 
a. woodpecker .. If it is about a fire, we'll put it in group 1; if it is about a 
,, we'll put it into group 2; if 1.t is about a l-roodpecker, we'll put i t in group 3o 
the first word silently.. Is it about a fire, or a clock, or a woodpecker? '\-!hat 
~? Yes, it is burn. It belongs with ~' so we put it in the first groupo 
the next word silently.. Where does it go? Yes, it goes with clock , The clock 
hando Continue with the other words listing the words in the proper category .. 
Say: "I helped you to do those lrords. Now you will do some all by yourself .. 
· 11 not get any more help .. You will have to read the word and decide what group 
longs ino I will tell you what the groups are and what to look forott 
Lesson 1 
The following words are on nash cards: 
Ann, Betty, brothers, captain, clown, David, elephant, fellow, horse, 
Jim, men, Mrs., police, sheep, wife, wol.f, woman 
Each child has three cards: 1 2 3 
Say: "These words can be put into three groups. They are about: a man, 
a woman, and an animal. Read the card silently. If it is about a man, hold 
up "111 ; if it is about a woman, hold up "2"; if it is about an animal, hold 
up "3"· Ready---" 
Show the vocabulary card. The children answer by holding up the number 
in response. 
Say: "What is the word? What group does it belong in?" Follow this 
procedure until all the day's words have been done. 
When oral practice is completed, pass out seatwork paper. Children will 
do it individually. 
Lesson 2 
The following words are on nash cards: 
arms, babies, Betty, brothers, chimney, ear, eyes, family, fellow, floor, 
foot, hair, hand, legs, light, men, mouth, Mrs . , neck, roof, room, smile, 
stairs, step, twins, wife, woman 
Each child has three cards: 1 2 3 
Say: "These words can be put into three groups. They are about parts of 
hings: parts of a family, parts of a bouse, and parts of a child. Read the 
card silently. If it is about a family, hold up "1"; if it is about a house, 
old up 11 2"; if it is about a child, hold up "3". Ready---" 
The teacher holds up the flash card. The children respond by showing the 
umber. 
Say: ''What is the word? What is it a part of?" 
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Lesson 3 
rhe following words are on nash cards: 
angry, bark, bite, climb, dig, drink, ear, eyes, foot, hear, hide, lazy, 
legs , listen, mean, mouth, move, neck, nice, pu+l, quiet, reach, roll, 
smell, spring, stand, start, step, swim, tired, trot, turn, wash 
~ch child has three bards: 1 2 3 
Say: "All of today's words are about an animal. There are three groups: 
something an animal has, something it can do, and ways it can f eel. Read the 
word silently. If an animal can have this, hold up "1" j if an animal can do 
this, hold up "2"; if an ani1llal can feel like this, hold up "3"· Ready---" 
The teacher flashes the card. The children respond by showing the number. 
Lesson 4 
rhe following words are on flash cards: 
butter, candy, country, dance, dollar, fast, flash, flower, food, glass, 
hair, hammer, island, le.t't, money, pie, pull, quick, ranch, right, room, 
sign, slowly, step, suddenly, tent, turn, village, woods 
Each child has three .flash eards: 1 2 3 
Say: "These words can be put into three groups. They are about something 
that can be carried on the bus, ways that you can move, and places people live. 
ad the word silently. If it can be carried on the bus, bold up "1"; if it is 
way of moving, hold up "2"; if it is a place to live, hold up 113" . Ready---" 
The teacher flashes the card. 
.. 
The children respond by showing the number. 
Lesson 5 
t following words are on flash cards: 
board, butter, careful, chimney, clothes, dig, fast, fence, fill, flat, 
floor, glass, high, hole , horse, keep, move, ootato, quick, roll, side, 
shirt, spring, stairs, stars, stick, suddenly, tie, trot, watch 
:h child has three cards : 1 2 3 
Say: "Put these words into three groups. They can be carried in a 
>er bag, about a horse-back ride, or about building a house. Read the 
•d silently. If it can be carried in a paper bag, hold up 11111 ; if it is 
mt a horse-back ride, hold up 11 211 ; if it is about building a house, hold 
"3"· Ready---" 
Show the flash card. The children read it silently, and show the 
~ber response. After each response ask: "What is the word? What group 
!S it belong in?" 
Lesson 6 
1 following words are on flash cards: 
bread, breakfast, butter, candy, clothes, dress, field, floor, food, 
garden, island, land, pie, potato, ranch, road, roll, room, seeds, 
shirt, show, station, suit, supper, tent, tie, village, watch 
:h child has three cards: 1 2 3 
Say: "Put these words in three groups. They are things to eat, things 
wear, and places you can walk in. Read the card silently. If it is "to 
i 11 , hold up "1"; if it is "to wear", hold up 11 211 ; if it is about a place 
walk in, hold up "3 11 • Ready---" 
Say: ''What is it? What group does it belong in?" 
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Lesson 7 
rhe following words are on flash cards: 
bank, bark, board, deep, dirty, drink, each, eight, enough, fence, floor, 
glass, hot, most, only, pair, piece, pool, river, roof, sea, second, six, 
spring, stairs, step , stick, storm, swim, table, together, twins, wash, 
wave, wet, well 
!:a.ch child has three cards: 1 2 3 
Say: "You will have to think about these words . They belong in three 
5I'OUps. They will make you think about "water 11 , 11 t-rood n or "amount 11 • Read 
~be words silently. If it reminds you of water , hold up 111"; if it reminds 
rou of wood, hold up 11211 ; if it is about how much or how many, hold up "3" . 
leady---11 
Say: "What is it? What does it remind you of?" 
Lesson 8 
~he following words are on flash cards: 
babies, board, bright, build, burn, chimney, climb, covered, cut, dig, 
even, eyes, flat, floor, flowers, glass, gold, hammer, high, hot, light, 
noi se, r each, roof, room, sheep, shells, shine, short, side, stars, start, 
stones, str.aight, t ap, their, t ogether, try, turn, twins , use, wheels, 
wings 
~ch child has three cards: 1 2 3 
Say: "These words describe thi ngs . Some tell about "more than one thing"; 
3ome tell about "building something"; and some describe 11the sun" . Read the 
rord silently.. If i t is about more than one thing, hold up 111 11 ; if it is 
lbout building something , hold up "2tt; if i t is about the sun, hold up "3". 
leady---11 
Say: •'What is it? What does i t tellS:>out?" 
Lesson 9 
The following words are on nash cards: 
bark, bite, can't, catch, clean, climb, clothes, cut, didn't, don't, 
drink, fall, feel, fill, follow, give, haven't, hear, hide, hurt, I'll, 
1 1m, isn't, listen, live, move, pull, reach, ~emember, rest, roll, room, 
sea, smell, stand, start, station, step, suit, swim, tent, that's, 
travel, try, turn, village, wash, won't 
Each child has three cards: 1 2 3 
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Say: "These words go into three groups. They aret one word made from 
two, things you can get into, and things a dog can do. Read the word silently. 
If it is one word made from two, hold up "1"; if it is something you can get 
into, hold up "2"; if it is something a dog can do, hold up "3". Ready---" 
Say: "What is it? What group does it belong to?" 
Lesson 10 
The following words are on flash cards: 
air, angry, bell, bread, butter, candy, cent, change, clothes, country, 
dark, dirty, dollar, don't, food, frightened, garden, gold, hammer, hard, 
hot, hurt, letter, mean, money, park, pie, potato, river, rope, sea, seeds, 
shirt, sign, stars, stick, stones, suit, summer, swim, tent, tie, top, 
travel, trouble, watch, woods, won't 
ach child has three cards: 1 2 3 
Say: "Put these words into three groups: things you can carry in a box, 
bout a summer day, and about something unpleasant. Read the word silently. 
f it is something you can carry in a box, hold up 111"; if it is something 
bout a summer day, hold up "2 11 ; if it is about something unpleasant, hold up 
3". Ready---" 
Say: ''What is it? 1-lhat group d oes it belong in?" 
Lesson ll 
The following words are on flash cards: 
bank, bell, bird, bridge, candy, cent, change, chimney, dollar, 
drink, field, garden, hand, high, legs, light, money, nothing, 
park, ranch, road, roof, sand, seeds, sign, stairs, stick, wings 
Each child has three cards: 1 2 3 
Say: "These are things you can find in a bird' s cage, in a man's 
pocket or above the ground. Read the word silently. If it is about a 
bird's cage, hold up "111 ; if it is about a mBJI1 1a pocket, hold up "2"; 
if it is above the ground, hold up 113" " Ready---" 
Say: "What is it? rihere does it belong?11 
Lesson 12 
The follorring words are on flash cards: 
air, bark, bell, bird, brothers, candy, captain, cent, dollar, 
elephant, eyes, family, flowers, glass, hole, horse, Indian, 
joke, legs, light, men, money, move, noise, pie, police, potato, 
river, roar, roll, sea, sheep, shells, shout, stonPs, storm, 
talk, tap, telephone, travel, wheels, whistle, wings, wolf, 
woman 
Each child has three cards: 1 2 3 
Say: "You will have to think about these words . They are about 
things that can move, things that are round, and sounds . Read the card 
silently" If it is something that can move, hold up 111"; if it is 
something round, hold up "2"; if it is something that makes a sound, 
hold up "Jl'. Ready---" 
Say: "What is it? What can it do?" 
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Lesson 13 
The following words are on flash cards: 
almost, always, began, beside, between, bite, cent, deep, dollar, 
each, early, eight, else, end, enough, even, fall, far, fill, 
glass, great, ham, high, last, late, minutes, most, near, nothing, 
o'clock, only, pair, piece, rest, Saturday, second, six, small, 
station, straight, summer, through, while, woods 
Each child has three cards: 1 2 3 
Say: "These words go into three groups. They tell amount or how 
much; they tell when something can happen; they tell where something 
can happeno Read the word silentlyo I! it tells about amount, hold up 
"1 n; if it tellB when, hold up "2"; if it tells where, hold up n 3". 
Ready--" 
S~: ''What is it? Where does it belong?" 
Lesson 14 
The following words are on flash cards: 
angry, Ann, babies, because, better, bread, breakfast, butter, 
candy, can 1t, careful, clown, didn't, don't, drink, else, feel, 
food, foot, forgot, haven 1t, hear, himael£; Indian, I'll, I'm, 
isn't, Jim, men, Mrs., pie, potato, quick, roll, seemed, shall, 
should, supper, than, told, trouble, won •t, would 
Each child has three cards: 1 2 3 
Say: "Here are some words you will have to think about. Put them 
into three groups. They are words Mother might say when she is cross; 
words that tell about things that can ride in an elavator; and things 
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that are good to eat. Read the word silently. If it is a word you might 
hear when Mother is cross, hold up 111"; if it is a thing that can ride in 
an elevator, hold up 1'211 ; if it is good to eat, hold up •r3no Ready---" 
Say: 11Hhat is the word? \-1here does it belong?'1 
Lesson l., 
The following words are on flash cards: 
bark, big, bread, climb, country, cut, field, food, friendly, glad, 
great, grew, hand, high, kind, land, lazy, nice, park, pie, potato, 
right, road, roll, silly, straight, sure, tap, woods, wonderful, 
young 
Each child has three cards: 1 2 3 
Say: "The words fit into three g-oups . They are about a tree, 
about something that can go into the oven, and ways you can feel on 
Chriatrnaso Read the word silentlyo If it tells about a tree, hold up 
"1"; if it tells something that can go into the oven, hold up 11 2"; if it 
tells how you can feel on Christmas, hold up 11) 11 • Ready---" 
Say: "What is it? What group does it belong in? 11 
Lesson 16 
The following words are on flash cards: 
bank, bell, bridge, build, burn, chimney, circus, clean, clown, 
country, deep, elephant, feel, fence, floor, follow, glass, land, 
long, miles, noise, river, road, roar, roof, room, shout, silly, 
smile, stairs, step, stick, stones, travel, rmt 
Each child has three cards: 1 2 ) 
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Say: 11Put these words into three groups. They are about a river, a 
house, a circus. Read the card silentlyo If it reminds you of a river, 
hold up "1"; if it is about a house, hold up 11 2 11 ; if it is about a circus, 
hold up 11 ) 11 o Ready---11 
Say: ''What is it? What group does it go in?" 
Lesson 17 
The following words are on flash cards: 
answer, brothers, butter, candy, clean, covered, dirty, flat, flowers, 
food, foot, friend, friendly, glass, himself, hot, I'll, I'm, Indian, 
knew, Mrs., neck, own, police, seemed, silly, smile, talk, telephone, 
tell, together, told, use, wait, wash, wet 
Each child has three cards: 1 2 3 
Say: 11Put these words into three groups . They tell about dishes, a 
telephone call, and people . Read the word silently. If it tells about 
dishes, hold up "1"; if it tells about a telephone call, hold up "2"; if 
it tells about people, hold up 1'311 o Ready---" 
Say: "\oJhat is it? What group does it belong in?" 
Lesson 18 
The following words are on flash cards: 
air, babies, bank, bird, blow, board, bright, brothers, captain, 
chinmey, clothes, dark, David, dollar, elephant, fall, family, 
fellow, floor, friend, gold, himself, horse, hot, Indian, Jim, 
light, mean, men, money, Mrso, nice, police, poor, queer, sand, 
Saturday, shine, spring, stairs , station, storm, summer, table, 
tent, twins, we:t, wife, wolf, woman, wonderful 
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Each child has three cards: 1 2 3 
Say: "These words will go into three groups. They are about things 
that are not living, things that can go to sleep, and about the weather. 
Read the word silently. If it is not living, hold up "1"; if it can sleep, 
hold up u2•; if it is about the weather, hold up "3"• Ready---• 
Lesson 19 
The following words are on flash cards: 
answer, begin, believe, bell, bird, bite, blow, bread, build, bunl, 
butter, candy, care, carried, catch, cent, clean, climb, clothes, 
covered, cut, dance, dig, dollar, dress, .tall, feel, fill, flowers, 
give, glass, gold, hide, hurt, joke, knew, letter, listen, live, 
money, move, potato, pull, reach, remember, rest, rope, sell, shirt, 
shout, show, sign, smell, smile, stand, start, step, suit, swim, 
•j 
talk, telephone, tell, throw, tie, travel, try, turn, use, wait, 
wash, watch, wave 
Each child has three cards: 1 2 3 
Say: "Here are some words that can be put in three groups. Some of 
them are things you can do; some are things you can carry in one hand; and 
some are things you can wear.. Read the word silently. If you can do it, 
hold up 111"; if you can carry it in one hand, hold up "2"; if you can wear 
it, hold up "3" · Ready---" 
Say: ''What is it? Where does it belong?" 
v 
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-esson 20 
The following w·ords are on flash cards: 
Ann, babies, Betty, bird, brothers, candy, captain, clothes, clown, 
David, drink, early, ever, eyes, fall, fellow, fence, flash, floor, 
flowers, food, friend, glass, hair, himself, ho~se, Indian, Jim, 
late, light, long, men, minutes, Mrs., o'cl ock, police, roof, 
Saturday, second, short, sipn, stairs, stones, suit, summer, 
table, telephone, tie, twins, wheels, while, wife, wings, winter, 
woman, year 
Each child has three cards : 1 2 3 
Say: "Think about these words. They will go into three groups . 
They are things that are not always the same color; things that can 
walk on two legs, and words that tell about time. Read the word silently. 
If it is not al~tays the same color, hold up '1 ' ' ; if it can walk on two 
legs, hold up u 21 ; if it reminds you of time, hold up '' 311 • Ready---11 
Say: '''·Jhat is it? 1bat group does it belong in?" 
Lesson 21 
The following words are on flash cards: 
Ann, answer, babies, beean, believe, best, Betty; bread, butter, 
candy, careful, clown, David , drinY, each. end, enough, fello~r, 
food, glass, Indian, Jim, knew, Mrs., own, pie, police, right, 
sho~r, start, sure, talk, tell, told, try, use, wait, well, wii'e, 
woman 
Each child has three cards : 1 2 3 
~ 
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Say: 11Put the words into three groups; doing your work in school, 
things in your lunch box, and people o Read the word silently. If it 
is about school work, hold up "l"; if it is something you could have in 
your lunch box, hold up 11211 ; if it is about people, hold up "3"· Ready---" 
Say: ''What is it? Where does it belong?" 
Lesson 22 
The following words are on flash cards: 
blow, board, candy, careful, catch, cent, change, chimney, climb, 
dan~e, dig~ d9llar, drink, fall, fence, floor, follow, garden, 
give, hair, hole, hurt, joke, money, move, reach, roof, room, 
sand, seeds, smile, stairs, stones, talk, throw, travel, wave 
Each child has three cards: l 2 3 
Say: "Put these words into three groups. They ar~ things you 
can do on the playground; things a lady might have in her handbag; and 
parts of a home o Read the word silently. If it makes you think of the 
playground, bold up ~111 ; if you think you could find 1 t in a lady1 s 
. -· 
handbag, hold up 112"·; if it makes you think of something at home, hold 
up "3"o Ready---" 
Say: "What is it? Where does it ·belong?" 
Leason 23 
The following words are on flash cards: 
angry, bank, believe, bell, bird, bridge, careful, chimney, dirty, 
' 
flowers, foot, fri endly, frightened, glad, hammer, hand, kind, lazy, 
mean, money, nice, pie, potato, queer, quiet, roo~ shells, silly, 
stairs, station, stick, stones, telephone, tent, well, wheels, whistle, 
young 
/ 
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Each child has three cards: 1 2 3 
Say: "Think abeut these werds. They are taller thaa aa elephant, 
smaller thaJl a bey 1 aDd ~ pu feel. Read the wwcl a:tleatly. If it is 
taller tho aa elephant, held up "1•; it it is aaller t baa a bey, heli 
llp "2"J if it is a way 18U caa- tee~, held. up •3n. Ready----" 
Say: WWhat is it? Where dee• it beleag?• 
l'he fellewillg werda are en nash cards: 
arms, bou!ht, breught, carried, caught, cent, ohaa!e, dellar, each, 
ei!ht, else, end, eneu!h, !one, middle, meney, .. uth, .aly, piece, 
quick, really, right, six, smell, sert, atrai&ht, auch, suddeJI.ly, 
.ure, tap, tried, try, turn, wait, wtrlle 
!:ae ehil.d. Raa three cards: 1 2 3 
Say: "Here are seae 1fPris to tl:Li.nk abc>ut... They are wrds yeu migllt 
l8e ia telling about play:i.Ag_ tag_,_ ea:tiag_a aaadwi~ er deiag an errand. 
:ead the w.rcis aileat.J.:!,. It it i• abeut pl.a:yila«_ tac1_hel4. up "1"; if' it 
s about eatillg a UDciwieh,.. hol& up. "2" 1 if it iS-about cieill« &ll errand, 
eld up "3"· Ready--" 
Say: "What is it? Where clees it beleng?" 
Lessen 25 
he f'ellewi.Jag w.rds are •• nash cards: 
air, babies, bircl, bridge, brothers, captaia, climb, elewn1 ceu.try, 
ear, elephant, eyes, far, fast, tellev, field, fellev, foet, trient, 
goe•, geae, hancl, high, hm-se, Indiaa, isia.i, loti, lett, legs, lqg, 
mea, miles, m:i.Jlute, mouth, meve1 aeelc, queer, ranoll, reaeh, rest, 
right, river, read, rode, statien, traTel, wife, welt, woods 
Eaea ehild has three eards: 1 2 3 
Say: "Today's werds are about things that have twe -e:res, werds that 
make you think of tak::i.B« a trip, uui werds that make yeu think ef a monkey 
ia a tree. Read the wera sileatly. If it makes you think ef •omethin« 
with tw~ eyes, hela up 111•; if it tells about takiag a trip, aola up "2•; 
lf it "tells about a ... J:Lkey iJa a tree, bela ")". 
Say: "What is it? Where dees it bel.eng?" 
Lessoa 26 
t'he felleld.ac. wr&s are oa flask caris' 
1. angry, beea, brifht., aircua..- d.aDee.,- flewcs, frightened, «!d., 
~ld, joke, queer, smile, stcrm, such, trouble, whistle, w.naertul 
2. ohinmey, tunmtry, f'iela, gardell, island., lmew, park, ranch, river, 
sea, station, such, telephone, trouble, winter, woods, woula 
Say: ''Today I am gohc te ask you a questioa abe~ the wercis I will 
1hew you. Your answ,r will be yes er no. I£ it is "yes" raise your llalla; 
.f tlle aaswer is "••", shake yeur heaa. Reaay---Dees this make yeu feel 
~?• It the answer is "no•, ask WW1iy?" 
Shew tlae werds listea UD.der •1•. Whea all these words have beea 
~ne, ge te list •2n. 
Say: "Here are seae :meu. wercis. Read. the wera silently. If the 
l!lBWer is ":res", raise your kaJul.;- if t.b..a answer ia "ne", shake your hea«, 
~y--Is this a good pie.nic plaee?" 
1 ;:,7 
Lesson 27 
The following words are on nash eards : 
Ann, better, Betty, breakfast, bright, eandy, captain, careful, clean, 
clothes, David, dirty, dress, early, family, fellow, fence, friend, 
friendly, frightened, glad, great, hammer, himself, hurt, kind, land, 
lazy, mean, men, Mrs., nice, plow, police, poor, queer, quiet, ranch, 
right, roll, rope, sand, shirt, short, sign, small, stars, suit, 
supper, table, tied, top, twins, watch, wheels, whistle 
Each child bas three cards: 1 2 3 
Say: "Put these words in three groups; things you can buy, people, 
ways you feel. Read the word silently. If it is something you can buy, 
hold up 111 11 ; if it is a person, hold up "2"; if it is a way you can feel, 
hold up "3". Ready--" 
Say: "What is it? Where does it belong?" 
Lesson 28 
The following words are on flash cards: 
bank, began, bird, blow, bought, bread, candy, cent, chimney, 
dollar, end, far, fast, flash, floor, found, goes, gone, horse, 
miles, pool, ranch, rode, roof, room, rope, seemed, sit, slowly, 
stairs, stick, stone, swim, tent, tie, wait, watch, wings 
Each child has three cards: 1 2 3 
Say: "Today's words are about three things. They are: some things 
a boy would like to have; words about a train ride; and words about a 
house. Read the word silently. If it is what a boy might like to have, 
hold up "1 11 ; if it is about a train ride, hold up "2"; if it is about a 
house, hold up "3". Ready---" 
Say: ''What is it? Where does it belong?" 
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Lesson 29 
The following words are on flash cards: 
arms, began, bridge, captain, careful, catch, caught, chilTD'ley, 
clothes, covered, dress, enough, even, fellow, field , hand, 
himself, house, Indian, men, most, move, nothing, only, right, 
roof, shout, stairs. station, table, threw, throw, tried, twins , 
wheels, woman 
Each child has three cards: 1 2 3 
Say: "You will have to think about the best place to put these words o 
They 'Will go into three groups: some can run in a race, some are about a 
baseball game and some are made of many pieces put together. Read the 
word silentlyo If it is something that can run in a race, hold up '1" ; 
if it is about a baseball game, hold up "2"; if it is about something 
that is made of many pieces, hold up n3n. Ready--" 
Lesson 30 
The following words are on nash cards: 
lo bell, bird, brought, bridge, brothers, family, foot, found, hair, 
legs, potato , sheep, sign, soft, winter 
2o always, answer, because, been, began, between, bought, care, early, 
end, ever, knew, last, near, needs, o'clock, winter 
Say: "Today our words will be answered by "yes" or "no" .. Read the 
word silentlyo If the answer is 11yes", raise your hand; if the answer 
is "no", shake your heado Ready---.. Can this grow?'' 
Show the words listed under '1r:.. Then go on to list "2 ., 
Say: 11Here are some more words .. Read each word silently o If the 
"yes11 , raise your hand; if it is ''no", shake your heado Ready---
s it tell when?" 
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This manual. includes the directions for the thirty days of self-checking 
practices in word classification to be used by pupils working in pairs. The 
purpose of these exercises is to provide meaning.ful practice in vocabulary 
for grade two. The time for this practice will be part of the regular read-
ing time, not in addition to it. 
The children will work in pairs, a different grouping each day, so 
that each child in the room will work with every other child by the end of 
the thirty days. 
The self-checking materials consist of a series of thirty envelopes on 
which the categories are printed. In the envelopes are the word cards and 
the self-checking key. 
In presenting the day's lesson, please use the words of the manual. in 
the introduction. By doing this, each class in the study will have the same 
directions. 
The two children in each pair take turns in reading the cards to one 
another and decide between themselves the category to which each word 
belongs. When all the cards have been grouped, the children use the "key" 
to check their own work. 
The vri tten seat work will follow the paired practice. It consists of 
' 
one page for each of the thirty days. This is a written practice using the 
same WOI"d.e as were used in the paired practice. The written seatwork will 
be done by each child individually. 
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e lesson: 
This lesson will be presented to the entire class . I will serve as a sample and 
set the pattern £or the following lessons o 
The £ollowing words are on the blackboard: 
burn, hand, hot, minutes, tap, wings 
Also on the blackboard are the categories, and the numbers for each: 
Fire 
1 
Clock 
2 
Woodpecker 
3 
Say• ttThese words can be put into three groupso They are about a fire, a clock, 
, woodpeckero I£ it is about a fire, we'll put it in group 1; if it is about a 
, we'll put it into group 2; if it is about a \roodpecker, we'll put it in group 3o 
the first word silentlyo Is it about a fire, or a clock, or a woodpecker? What 
? Yes, it is burn. It belongs with f.!::!, so we put it in the first groupo 
the next word silentlyo Where does it go? Yes, it goes with clock. The clock 
hando Continue with the other words listinp the words in the proper category o 
Say: 11 I helped you to do those words. Now you will do some all by yoursel£ o 
ill not get any more helpo You will have to read the word and decide what group 
ongs ino I will tell you what the groups are and what to look foro" 
Lesson 1. 
·oup children in pairs. Give each pair envelope number 1. Say, "The words 'in I 
lis envelope can be put into three groups. Look at the envelope. It tells you 
,w to group the words. Some are about a man; some are about a woman; and some 
-e about an animal. Take the cards out of the envelope. Leave the piece of 
.per with the list of words on it in the envelope until you have finished, then 
ke it out and see if you and your partner are right. This paper is the key." 
tells you where the words should be. Ready --. Take turns reading the words 
each other. Decide between yourselves where the word should go, and make a 
w of the words in the right place. If it is a man, make a row of words under 
n; if it is a woman, make a row of words under woman· if it is an animal, 
ke a row of words under animal. When you are finished, take out the key and 
eck your words . n 
I 
r seatwork: P,i'ass out seatwark paper to be done individually. 
Lesson 2. 
v 
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oup children in pairs. Give each pair envelope number 2. Say, "These words are 
out parts of things: parts of a family, parts of a house, and parts of a child. 
ke turns reading the words to each other. Decide between yourselves where tlle 
rd should go. Group your words under Parts of a family, Parts of a house, and 
rts of a chi ld. 1-Jhen you are finished, take out the key and check your words. 
!l.dy -· " 
Lesson ). 
:>up children in pairs. Give each nair envelope number 3. Say, "All of today' s 
:-ds are about an animalo They tell about s omething an animal has; someth ng an 
l.mal can do, and ways an animal can feel. Take turns readinp. the words to each 
1er . Put them I in the three groups, and then take out the "key" and check your 
Lesson 4 
~roup children in pairso Give each pair envelooe number 4. Say, "These words 
.ell about something that can be carried on a bus, ways you can move, and places 
1eople live. Take turns reading the words to each other. Decide which group it 
elongs in. 'When you are finished, take out the "keyl! and check your work." 
Lesson 5. 
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roup children J.n pairs. Give each pair envelope number 5. Say, 11Today1 s words 
re things that can be carried in a paper bag, words about a horseback ride, and 
ords about buildlng a house. Take turns reading the words to each other o Decide 
hich group it belongs in. \\hen you are finished, take out the ttkey" and check 
o'I.U' work. 
Lesson 6. 
roup children in pairs. Give each pair envelore number 6" Say, "Put these words 
n three groups : things to eat, things to wear , and places you can walk. Take 
urns reading the words to your partner. Decide what group each word e:oes inco 
hen all the words are grouped, take out the "key" and check your work." 
Lesson 1. 
oup children in pairs. Give each pair envelope number 7. Say, "You will have to 
· nk about these lliOrds.. They should make you t..hink of: water, wood, and how 
ch or how roanyo Take turns reading the words 'to your partner, and put each one in 
e of the groups. 1~hen you are finished, take out the 11key" and check your work.' 
Lesson 8. 
up children in pairs. Give each pair envelope number 8 Q Say, 11These words 
cr1be things. orne tell about building something and some tell about the sun. 
·e turns readi~ the words to yo'ln' partner.. Put each word in each one of the 
ups ., 't-1hen ;vou are finished, take out the "key" ard check your work." 
( 
Lesson 9 o 
v 
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Group clu.ldren in pairs . Give each pair envelope number 9. Say, "These words 
are: one word made from two; things you can get into; and things a dog can do. 
Take turns reading the words to each other, and put each one in one of the 
groups . When you are finished, take out the "keY" and see if you are right . " 
Lesson 10. 
Group children in pairs. Gi ve each pair envelope number 10. Say, "Put these 
words Ul three rows: First, things you can carry in a box; Second, words about 
a summer dayJ and Third, words about something unpleasant. Take turns reading 
the words to each other and put them in the right place. When you are 
finished, take out the "key" . and see if you are right. " 
Lesson llo 
Group children 1n pairs. Give each pair envelope number ll. Say, "These 
words are about , things -,ou can find in a bird 1 s cage 1 1n a man's pocket, and . 
above the ground. Take turns reading the words to each other and decide which 
row i t belongs in.o · When · you are finished, check to see if you are right _, " 
Lesson 12o 
Group children in pairs . Give each pair envelone number 12. Say, "You vi11 
have to t hink about these words . They are things that move, things that 
are round1 and sounds. Take turns r,eading the words to your part ner and deci de 
which group each word belongs in. When you are finished, take out the "key, tt 
and see if you are right on 
Lesson 13. 
Group chi ldren in pairs, Give each pair envelope number 13. Say, "Today's 
words t ell how much; they tell when s onething can happen; and they tell where 
something can happen. Take turns reading the w r ds to each other, and decide 
whether i t tells how much, or when, or where, and put i t in the right group . 
\o1hen you are finished, t ake out the "key" and check your work." 
Lesson J.4. 
Group children in pairs. Give each pair envelope number 14. Jay, •~oroup 
these wordso They are words Mother might say if she is cross. They are 
things you might see riding on an elevator, or they are things to eat. Take 
turns reading the words, and decide what group e Ach one goes in. '-Jhen you 
are finished, take out the 11keY'' and check your work." 
Lesson lSo 
Group children in pairs . Give each pair envelope number lS . Say, "Take 
turns reading these words to your partnero Put them in three groups: 
( 1) words about a tree 1 ( 2) things you can put in the oven 1 and ( 3) ways 
you feel on Christmas . Use the "key" to see if you are right. 11 
Lesson 16. 
Group children in pairs. Gi. ve each pair envelope number .lG. ~ay, 11'l'ake 
turns reading these words to your partner. ut them in three groups : (1) 
about a river, (21 about a house, and (3J about a circus. When you are 
finished, take out the "key," and check your words.·· 
Lesson 17. 
Group children in pairs. Give each pair envelope number 17. Say, "These 
words tell about dishes, a telephone call, and peonle. Take turns reading 
the words to each other ~ Put each word in one of these ~oups. \·1llen you 
you are flnished ~ take out the "key" and check to see if you are right." 
Lesson 18 . 
Group children in pairs. Give each pair envelope number 18. Say, "Put 
these words into three groups: things that are not living ~ things that 
can sleep, and words about the weather. Take turns reading the words, 
and when you have all of them grouped, take the "key'' and see if you 
are right." 
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Lesson 19. 
Group children in pairs. Give each pair envelope number 19. Say, "Take 
turns reading these words to each other. Put them in three groups: (1) things 
you can do, (2) things you can carry in one hand, and (3) things you can wear . 
When you have finished, use the "key" to check your work." 
Lesson 20. 
Group children in pairs. Give each pair envelope number 20. Say, "Take turns 
reading these words to each other. Put them into three groups: (1) things 
that are not always the same color, (2) things that walk on two legs, and 
(3) words that tell about tine. When you are finished, check you work to see 
if you are right . " 
Lesson 21. 
Group chi ldren in pairs . Give each pair envelope number 21. Say, "These 
words tell about work at school, things you might have in your lunch box, 
and people . Take turns reading the words to each other . Decide what group 
it belongs in. When you have finished all the words, take out the "key" 
and see if you are right." 
Lesson 22. 
Group children in pairs. Give each pair envelope number 22. Say, "These 
words tell about three things: (1 ) fun on the playground, (2) things in 
a lady' s harxibag, and (3) a homeo Take turns reading the words to your 
partner and decide where the word belonPs . When you are finished, use the 
"key" and check to see if you are r ight. n 
Lesson 23 . 
Group children in pairs . Give each pair envelope number 23 n Say, 11Take turns 
reading these words and put them in three groups: (1) taller tb.an an elephant, 
(2) smaller than a boy, and (3) words that tell how you feel . Group all the 
rrords and then take the 11key" to check and see if you are right . n 
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Lesson 24. 
Group children in pairs. Give each nair envelope number 24. Say, "Take 
turns reading these words to each other. They are about playing tag, eating 
a sandwich, and doing an errand. Put them in the three groups. When you 
are finished, take out the "key" and check to see if you are right. n 
Lesson 25. 
Group children in pairs. Give each pair envelope number 25. Say, "These 
words are about things that have two eyes, about taking a trip, and about 
a monkey in a tree. Take turns reading the words and decide which group 
is right for each word. When you are finished, take out the 11key11 to check 
your worko" 
Lesson 26. 
Group children in pairs. Give each pair envelope number 26. Say, "Today 
you will find two envelopes inside your large envelope. Take them out. 
One has a l on it. The other has a 2 on it. Do the words in one envelope 
at a time so you will not get them mixed up. 
Take envelope 1. Use these words to answer the question, 'Does it make you 
feel glad? • If the answer is yes, put the word under Yes. If the answer 
is no, put it under No. When you are finished with envelope 1, check the 
words with the "key," to see if you are right. Put these words away. 
Do the same with envelope 2. The question is, •Is it a good picnic place?• 
If the answer is yes, put the word under Yes. If it is no, put the word 
under Noo Check the words with the "key" to see if you are right. 
Lesson 27. 
Group children in pairs. Give each pair envelope number 27. Say, "Put 
the words into three groups: (1) things to buy, (2) people and (3) ways 
to feel. Take turns reading the words. Put them into groups. When you 
are finished, take the "key" and see if you are right." 
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Lesson 28. 
Group the children in pairs. Give each pair envelope number 28. Say, "These 
words are about things a boy would like to have, about a train ride, and 
about a house. Take turns reading the words. Put them in the groups. When 
they are finished, take the "key" and check to see if you are right." 
Lesson 29. 
Group children in pairs. Give each pair envelope number 29. Say, 11 Put the 
words in three groups. They can run in a race; are about a baseball game; 
and are things made of many pieces put together. Take turns reading the 
words. Decide which group each one goes into. When you are finished, check 
to see if you are right. 
Lesson )0. 
Group children in pairs. Give each pair envelope number )0. Say, "There 
are two envelopes in your large envelope today. Take them out. Do one 
at a time and then check yotn' work. Put that away, and then do the other. 
Nuni:>er 1 is •can it grow?• If the answer is yes, put it under !!!• If the 
ans·Her is no, put the word under ~ Check your work, then do the other 
The second question is 'Does it tell when?' Arrange the words 
der Yes or Noo Be sure to check to see if you are right. 
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SELF- CHECKING KEY 
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ml 
Woman Animal 
1ers Ann elephant 
dn Betty horse 
l woman wol.f 
l Mrs. sheep 
>W wife 
~e 
m 2 
1 of: 
:z House Child 
~s chinmey arms 
floor ear 
1ers light eyes 
-Y roof foot 
IW room hair 
stairs hand 
step legs 
mouth 
neck 
smile 
-
Do this Feel like this 
bark bite angry 
climb dig lazy 
drink hide mean 
bear listen nice 
move pull quiet 
reach rest tired 
roll smell 
spring stand 
start step 
swim trot 
turn wash 
4 
carried 
lS 
5 
carried 
1per bag 
6 
st 
Ways of moving 
slowly 
dance 
fast 
flash 
left 
pull 
pull 
quick 
right 
step 
suddenly 
turn 
Horseback ride 
care.f'ul 
horse 
move 
suddenly 
fast 
keep 
quick 
trot 
To wear 
clothes 
shirt 
tie 
dress 
suit 
watch 
Places to live 
country 
ranch 
room 
tent 
village 
island 
woods 
Building a house 
board 
dig 
fill 
floor 
hole 
stairs 
chinmey 
fence 
flat 
high 
side 
stick 
To walk 
field 
garden 
land 
road 
show 
tent 
floor 
island 
ranch 
room 
station 
village 
in 
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m 7 
deep 
drink 
hot 
river 
spring 
swim 
wave 
wet 
•n 8 
than one 
IS 
rrs 
.s 
IS 
her 
s 
9 
rd made from two 
didn't 
haven't 
I'm 
that's 
Wood 
bark 
fence 
roof 
step 
table 
board 
floor 
stairs 
stick 
Buildin~ some thins 
board build 
climb covered 
chimney cut 
dig even 
flat floor 
glass hammer 
long noise 
reach roof 
room short 
side start 
straight tap 
try turn 
use 
Thin~s zou can ~et 
clothes room 
sea station 
suit tent 
village 
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How much or How manz 
each 
enough 
only 
piece 
six 
twins 
eight 
most 
pair 
second 
together 
About the sun 
bright 
gold 
hot 
shine 
burn 
high 
light 
into Thin~ a do~ can do 
bark bite 
catch clean 
climb cut 
dig drink 
fall feel 
fill follow 
give hear 
hide hurt 
listen live 
move pull 
remember rest 
roll smell 
stand start 
step swim 
travel try 
turn wash 
>n 10 
box 
bread 
no candy 
clothes 
Lr food 
hammer 
tr money 
potato 
seeds 
si gn 
stick 
~s suit 
top 
air 
~e 
ln ll 
bird' s cage 
bird 
captain 
f amil y 
Indian 
light 
move 
river 
wings 
woman 
Summer day 
country 
hot 
river 
summer 
tent 
woods 
garden 
park 
sea 
swim 
travel 
In a man1s pocket 
cent 
candy 
hand 
nothing 
change 
dollar 
money 
Are round 
candy cent 
hole eyes 
flowers glass 
money pie 
potato roll 
shells stones 
wheels dollar 
Unpleasant 
angry 
don 1t 
frightened 
hurt 
trouble 
dark 
dirty 
hard 
mean 
won't 
Above the ground 
bank 
chimney 
garden 
light 
sign 
ranch 
bridge 
field 
high 
park 
stairs 
road 
Sounds 
bark 
joke 
roar 
shout 
talk 
telephone 
wind 
bell 
noise 
storm 
tap 
whistle 
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n 1.3 
uch? ~en? ~1here? 
t bite always beside 
deep fall middle 
r each late straight 
else end woods 
h even o 1clock near 
glass summer between 
nothing began high 
pair last through 
rest early station 
six minutes far 
d Saturday 
while 
nl4 
r is cross Riding on an elevator Something to eat 
because cl.own bread 
r can't himself breakfast 
Ill didn't Jim drink 
else Mrs. pie 
forgot. babies roll 
•t hear foot butter 
I'm Indian candy 
shall men food 
i than potato 
i trouble supper 
would 
15 
Feel like this on 
Put in the oven Christmas 
bread friendly 
.food great 
pie lazy 
roll right 
ham sure 
potato young 
glad 
ld.rrl 
nice 
silly 
wonderful. 
t 
-156 
tl 16 
no A House A circus 
~ bank burn circus 
7 deep clean elephant 
follow noor roar 
long roof s~ 
river stairs clown 
stick build noise 
travel cbinmey shout 
fence smile 
glass 
room 
step 
.. 
·---. 
l 17 
Tele;ehone call People 
answer I'm 
floiendly Indian 
talk 8lld.le 
·s tell seemed 
together own 
wait toot 
knew Mrs. 
d telephone IflJ. 
' told police 
use silly 
himself 
neck 
brothers 
flriend 
18 
~ Can sle!E Weather 
Saturday babies bird air blow 
'I station brothers oaptain bright dark 
tent David elephant tall hot 
family fellow light mean 
friend himself nice poor 
llorse Indian queer shine 
Jim llfJil spring storm 
Jhos. police SliJIIIMl' wet 
twins wife vonder.tul. 
volt woman 
AnD 
... .... _, 
. , 
157 
on 19 
Things you can carry 
&!! you can do in one hand Thin~a zou can wear 
oer bite bell clothes 
eve build bread shirt 
carried candy tie 
clean dollar dress 
h covered glass suit 
b dance letter watch 
fill potato 
bide bird 
joke butter 
live cent 
pull flowers 
en remember gold 
sell J'IX)ney 
show rope 
t smell 
stand 
t talk 
w tell 
wait 
wave 
knew 
20 
are not Things that walk Words that tell 
·one color on two legs about time 
olothes Arm babies early ever 
eyes Betty bird minutes light 
floor brothers captain sunnner o'clock 
hair clown Dand while winter 
roof fellow friend year Saturday 
stairs himself Indian :flash fall 
9 suit Jim men second late 
telephone Mrs. police short 
wheels twine WJ.f'e 
woman 
n 21 
11.t school 
t" began 
re best 
1l each 
enough 
cnm 
show 
sure 
tell 
try 
wait 
forgot 
letter 
l 22 
1 the playground 
caref'ul. 
climb 
23 
dig 
fall 
give 
joke 
reach 
talk 
travel 
sand 
whistle 
than an elephant 
D. 
'f 
In a lunch box 
bread 
candy 
food 
pie 
butter 
drink 
glass 
Things in a l&dy' s handbag 
candy' 
change 
hair 
money 
cent 
dollar 
hole 
Smaller than a boy 
bank bell 
bird flowers 
foot hamner 
hand money 
pie potato 
shells stick 
stones telephone 
wheels whistle 
arms change 
People 
Ann 
Betty 
clown 
Indian 
wii'"e 
police 
babies 
David 
fellow 
Jim. 
woman 
Mrso 
A Home 
board 
garden 
room 
stairs 
chimney 
floor 
roof 
seeds 
Tell how zou feel 
angry believe 
careful dirty 
friendly frightened 
glad kind 
lazy mean 
nice queer 
quiet silly 
well young 
real. 
158 
) 
on 25 
two eyes A trip Monkez in a tree 
es fellow air bridge climb 
friend country tar high 
hers horse fast field eyes 
Bin Indian .follow goes .foot 
n men gone island mouth 
hant wife land long hand 
wol.f miles minutes queer 
move ranch ear 
reach rest legs 
right left neck 
river road 
rode station 
travel woods 
n 26 
it make you .feel lad? Is this a sood Eienic Elace? 
No Yes No 
t angry country winter 
s been field would 
frightened garden trouble 
rs queer island telephone 
storm park such 
such ranch station 
trouble river chimney 
real sea knew 
le woods 
rful 
0 27 
9 to buy 
fast candy 
!IS dress 
hammer 
plow 
rope 
shirt 
stars 
supper 
top 
wheels 
le 
a 28 
would like 
bird 
candy 
dollar 
pool 
rope 
wings 
tent 
stones 
stars 
n 29 
un in a race 
People 
Ann Betty 
captain David 
family fellow 
friend himself 
men Mrs. 
police twins 
A train ride 
began blow 
bought end 
far fast 
nash found 
goes gone 
miles reach 
rode seemed 
sit slowly 
wait ..-quick 
A baseball game 
catch 
careful 
hand 
shout 
threw 
began 
most 
only 
arms 
captain 
caught 
field 
move 
throw 
covered 
even 
nothing 
enough 
tried 
right 
Ways to feel 
bright better 
careful clean 
dirty early 
friendly frightened 
glad great 
hurt kind 
lazy mean 
nice poor 
queer quiet 
right short 
small tired 
A house 
chi.lmey 
roof 
floor 
room 
stairs 
Made of many pieces 
put together 
bridge 
chinmey 
clothes 
dress 
roof 
stairs 
station 
table 
wheels 
1 60 
161 
l 30 
, ~ow? Does it tell when? 
No Yes No 
bell always answer 
!l'S bridge began because 
bought been between 
found last bought 
sign o'clock knew 
so.ft early near 
winter end needs 
ever care 
winter 
16. 
163 
Date 
---------------------------------------------- -----------------------------
the words. Read the sentences. On the lines write the words that go with the 
nces. Be sure to use each word. 
1. Father is a man. Dick and Joe will be men when 
they grow up. Write all the words that tell 
ers about boys and men. 
in 
ant 
2. Sally is a gir1o She will be a woman when she 
grows up. Write the words that tell about 
girls and women. 
3. A dog is an animal. A cat is an animal. Write 
all the words that tell about animals. 
1 
164 
Date 
------------------------------------------- -----------------------------
~he sentences . 
>rds . 
l e gs 
light 
men 
nos mouth 
~y Mrs . 
neck 
roof 
room 
smile 
stairs 
step 
twins 
wife 
woman 
Writ e the wor ds that go with the sentences. Be sure to use all 
1. Mother is part of a family. You are part of your 
family. Write the l-70rds that tell about parts of 
........ 
a family. 
2 . A door and a window are parts of a house o Write 
all the words that tell about parts of a house. 
3o You have many parts. You see with something you 
have. You hear with something. Write all the 
words that tell about parts of you. 
2 
165 3 
Date 
------------------------------------------ -----------------------------
he sentenceso Write the words that go with the sentenceo Be sure to use all the 
mean 
mouth 
move 
neck 
nice 
pull 
quiet 
reach 
roll 
smell 
spring 
stand 
start 
step 
swim 
tired 
trot 
turn 
wash 
1. Some of these words are about parts of animals . 
lfrite the words that tell about parts of animalso 
2 o An animal can do many things o Write the words 
that tell things an animal can doo 
3o An animal has feelingso Write all the words that 
tell how an animal can feelo 
16~ 
Date 
--------------------------------------- ---------------------------------
he sentences. Write the words that go with the sentences. Be sure to use all the 
sign 
slowly 
y step 
suddenly 
turn 
village 
woods 
1. You can carry many things. Write the names o£ 
things that can be carried on a bus. 
2. You can move in many ways. Write the wor ds that 
tell o£ ways you can move . 
3. You can live in many places. Write the words 
that tell o£ places people can liveo 
Date 
167 
5 
------------------------------------------ -------------------------------
he sentences. Write the words that go with the sentences. Be sure to write all 
rds. 
side Put these words into three groups. 
shirt 1. You can carry these things in a paper bag. 
1 spring 
'I stairs 
s stars 
stick 
suddenly 2. Words about a horseback ride. 
tie 
trot 
watch 
3. Words about building a house. 
1 68 6 
~he sentences. Write the words that go with the sentences. Be sure to write all 
1rds. 
room 1. We eat food . Write all the words that are 
shirt about things to eato 
:ast seeds 
show 
18 station 
suit 
supper 2. Mother bought Tom a coat. He has a new hat too o 
tent Write all the words that t ell about t hings to 
tie wear. 
village 
watch 
3. You can walk in many places. Write all the words 
that tell about places you can walk. 
~rords tell about three things. Some tell about "water", some about "wood", and 
ell "how much". Write each word in the right group. 
river 1. Words about water. 
roof 
sea 
second 
six 
spring 2. Words about wood. 
stairs 
step 
stick 
storm 
swim ). Words that tell how much. 
table 
together 
twins 
wash 
wave 
wet 
well 
169 7 
8 
the wordso Write them in three groupso Some tell about more than one thing; some 
about building something; some tell about the sun. Be careful where you write each 
s noise 1 o more than one 
t reach 
room 
sheep 
ed shells 
shine 2 o building somethins 
short 
side 
stars 
rs stones 
straight 3o the sun 
r tap 
their 
together 
twins 
use 
wheels 
w:mgs 
170 
~he wordso Then write them in three groups; 1 . one l-rord made from two 
netbing you can get into 3. something a dog can do 
all the words. 
es 
li 
't 
rest 
roll 
room 
sea 
station 
suit 
tent 
that's 
village 
won't 
1. One word made f'rom two 
2. You can get into this. 
3. A dog can do this. 
171 
9 
172 
10 
he sentences. write the words that go with the sentences. 
B 
'f 
money 
park 
pie 
potato 
river 
rope 
sea 
seeds 
shirt 
sign 
stick 
stones 
:med suit 
summer 
swim 
tent 
tie 
top 
travel 
trouble 
watch 
woods 
won't 
1. Tom has a box. He wants to ca:rry things in ito 
Write the words that tell what Tom can carry 
in the box. 
2. Summer days are fun. You can play out doors all 
day. Write the words that make you think about 
a summer day. 
3. There are some things we do not like. We say 
that they are unpleasant o Write all the words 
that make you think of something unpleasant. 
173 
ll 
the words. Put them into three groups. They are thinp,s that belong in a bird' s 
things you find in a man's pocket; and thingo that belong on the ground. Write 
ords . 
e 
e 
ey 
r 
n 
park 
ranch 
road 
sand 
seeds 
sign 
stairs 
stick 
wings 
1. Write the words that tell about things that 
belong in a bird's cage. 
2. Write the words that tell what you can find in 
a man 1 s pocket. 
3. Write the words that tell about things that are 
on the ground or are part of the ground, 
174 
12 
words will go into three groups; 1. things that move, 2. things that are round, and 
tnds you can hear. Write each word in the right group. 
shout 1. Things that move . 
storm 
tap 
ant telephone 
whistle 
wings 2. Things that are round. 
woli 
woman 
3 o Sounds you hear o 
) 
the words. Write them in three groups. 1. words that tell how much; 2. words 
tell when; and J. words that tell where. Each word goes into one o£ the groups. 
e 
en 
l" 
glass 
last 
late 
pair 
seconi 
Saturday 
six 
small 
station 
straight 
summer 
through 
woods 
1. Words that tell how much. 
2. \vords that tell when. 
3. Words that tell where. 
175 
13 
words belong in three groups. 1. words people say when they are cross; 2. some-
you can see going up stairs; ). something to eat. Write the words in groups. 
forgot lo When you are cross -- you say it. 
haven't 
se hear 
r I'll 
I'm 
fast isn't 
r men 
Mrs. 2. You can see it going upstairs. 
pie 
potato 
quick 
shall 
trouble 3o It is good to eato 
won't 
l'lb 
14 
177 
15 
the words. Then write them in three groups. The;y tell about a tree; about things 
er can put in the oven; and about bow you .reel on Christmas. Be Sllre to write the 
a in the right group. 
d 
b 
try 
d 
nice 
park 
pie 
potato 
road 
. roll"· 
I 
ndly straight 
t tap 
woods 
vonder.tu1 
young 
.. 
1. Words about a tree. 
2. It can p ia the onm. 
I • 
3. Ways yvu .t'eel em Cbristmaa. 
.. 
l 
178 
16 
1 these words in three groups. They are about a river, about a house, and about a 
ts. Be sure to write the word in the right group. 
miles 1. Words about a river o 
noise 
river 
l road 
roar 
roof' 2. Words about a house. 
lS room 
1 shout 
silly 
rtant smile 
stairs 3o Words about a circus . 
step 
stones 
travel 
wet 
179 17 
words are about dishes, about a telephone call, and about people. Read t he words o 
write them in the right groupo 
r Mrs o lo About dishes o 
ers own 
r police 
seemed 
silly 
rs smile 2. About a telephone callo 
. talk 
telephone 
d tell 
dly together 
told ) o About peopleo 
lf wait 
wash 
n wet 
~ words go into three groups; 1. things that are not living; 2. things that can go 
Leep and 3. words about the weather. Wri te the words in the right groups . Be 
to write all the words. 
1 . Things that are not living. 
ters 
dn 2. Thi ngs that can sleep. 
. y 3. Words about weather • 
g 
f'ul 
180 
18 
~ words are about things you can do, thin>'s you can carry in one hand, and thi~~ 
~'1 ~. vlri te each word in one of the groups. 
potato 1. Things you can do . 
tVe reach 
remember 
rope 
shirt 
suit 2. Things you can carry in one hand. 
leS talk 
throw 
wash 
3. Things to wearo 
ITS 
tr 
181 
19 
~ words go into three groups o 1 o things that are not always the same color; 
dngs that can walk on two legs; ). words that tell about time o Read the words o 
~ each word in one of the groups o 
r 
rl.n 
tea 
r 
trs 
es 
ck 
Saturday 
second 
suit 
swmner 
table 
twins 
while 
wife 
wings 
winter 
woman 
year 
lo This is not always the same color o 
2o This can walk on two legso 
3. This tells about time o 
182 
20 
183 
21 
the words. They tell a bout three thine:s: 1. uorld.ng at school; 2. things you can 
in your lunch box and 3. about people. Write the words in the right group. 
right lt. Working d."t scho 
tS start 
sure 
tVe tell 
try 
use 
2. Things in a lunch box 
tr wife 
woman 
'ul 
3. A bout people 
e 
184 
22 
the sentenceso Write the words that go with each sentenceo Be care:f'ulo Write 
rord in the right groupo 
! 
r 
f.'ul 
~e 
1ey 
)\l 
garden 
hurt 
money 
roof 
throw 
wave 
lo 
2 o 
Boys and girls play games on the playgroundo Write all the 
the words that tell about things you can do on the playground, 
Mother can carry many things in he:t" handbago Write all the 
things that a lady may carry in her handbago 
.3o Many words make you think o£ home o Write the 'WOrds that 
tell about homeo 
185 
23 
e words belong in three groups. Some are taller than an elephant; some are smaller 
a boy; and some tell how you feel. Write each word in one of the groups. 
y 
eve 
ge 
ful 
ney 
y 
ers 
ndly 
;htened 
hammer 
hand 
kind 
lazy 
mean 
money 
pie 
potato 
roof 
station 
telephone 
whistle 
young 
1. Taller than an elephant. 
2. Smaller than a boy. 
J. How you feel. 
" li"• 
the sentenceso Write the words with the right sentenceo Write each wordo 
t 
ht 
ed 
t 
9 
~ . 
piece 
smell 
sort 
sUddenly 
tap 
tried 
turn 
· wait 
lo On the playground we play tago Write the words that 
tell about playing tago 
2o For lunch I eat a big sandwich . \-/rite all the words 
that tell about eating a sandwicho 
3o Mother sent me to the store to do an errando Write 
the words that tell about doing an errando 
186 
l the verdAio Write the~~ ill t}lfee gl!Ollpa.. Some haTe tw 'C&l some make 
think about taking a trip; some tell about a meDkez iJl a ree. 
.e• her•e 10 Things that have twe eze• 
ls I• diu 
l«e island 
.hers legs 
mea 
lllile• 2. About taking a trip 
millute• 
meuth •• 
hant neck 
ranch 
d rlver 3. A m.nke1 in a tree 
read. 
statio 
weeds 
187 
25 
tse words make you .feel glad? Write the words that are hapoy words . 
joke 1. Happy words. 
queer 
smile 
storm 
trouble 
·s whistle 
,ened whistle 
wonderful 
.s a good picnic place? write the words that tell o.f a good place .for a picnic. 
ty ranch 2. Have a picnic here. 
"Y telephone 
trouble 
winter 
woods 
would 
188 
26 
~ words go into three groups: 1 .. thinps you can buy; 2 .. people; J. ways you feel., 
! each word in one group. 
~r 
r 
c.f'ast 
r 
Lin 
tee 
.y 
ttened 
kind 
lazy 
men 
Mrs. 
plow 
quiet 
ranch 
roll 
rope 
shirt 
twins 
1. Things you can buy. 
2o People 
3. Ways you feelo 
189 
27 
190 
28 
the sentenceso Write the words in the right groupo Each word goes into one groupo 
roof 
room 
rope 
tey sit 
Lr slowly 
stairs 
stones 
swim 
tent 
tie 
wait 
watch 
.... 
lo Tom likes to do many thingso Write all the words 
that tell about things a boy would likeo 
2 o Jack went t o town on the traino Write all the 
words tha. t make you think of a train ride o 
3 o These words are about a house o H'rite all the 
words that tell about a houseo 
191 
29 
the words. Some of' them can run in a race, some are about a baseball game, and some 
things that are made from many pieces . Write the words in the right groupo 
lge 
~h 
~t 
d'u.l 
mey 
;hes 
rred 
IS 
.d 
elf 
e 
twins 
wheels 
woman 
1 . Can run in a raceo 
2. About a baseball gameo 
J . Made of' many pieces put togethero 
the words. Write the ones that tell about things that can grow. 
found 1. These things grow. 
hair 
lt legs 
~e potato 
'lers sheep 
ly sign 
soft 
winter 
the word. Write the ones that tell when a thing can happen. 
er 
e 
en 
t 
ever 
knew 
last 
near 
needs 
o 1 clock 
winter 
2. This word tells when. 
192 
30 
SAMPLE OF TEACHER PLASH CARDS 
. . 
brought . 
chimney ·. 
didn't 
UJIPLB OP IIA'l'.IRUL lJDD 
BY CBIL1Btl:ll VOBJtiiii D PAIU 
il95 
Parts of things 
Family 
Lesson 2 
Parts of: 
Family 
babies\ 
Betty · 
brothers 
family 
fellOl!l 
men 
Mrs. 
twins 
wife 
woman 
2. 
House Child 
House Child 
chimney arms 
floor ear,_, 
light eyes 
roof foot 
room hair 
stairs hand 
step legs 
mouth 
neck 
smile 
19'7 
corDS r:. Dft8 
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INDIVIDUAL PHONICS TEST 
ame Schoo~ Date 
0 1 a e i b r t j u m h p 
e t 0 g X n v q d w y k £ 
th at wh sh br ch dr tr 
. 
ol fr gr pl am tl ale BW tw 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCORE 
1. 
te ____________________________________________ __ Boy __ Girl __ _ 2. _____ _ 
----------- School ________ City _______ _ 3. _____ _ 
T I. Hearing Sounds in Words 
B 
p b t n a 1. garrulous pertain warrant 
e p c d t 2 . milligram sweltering shrapnel 
d f g v h 3. chemist stereogram hydrocarbon 
g k v 1 i 4. ponderous spectacular military 
k r b d s 5. finesse intended rebuff 
0 s n b t 6. linoleum periwinkle cacaphony 
y l d f g 7. brethren noblemen burlesque 
r t j r b 8. premium gypsyism glaucoma 
.... d k m i 9. hexameter generation hydrogen .... 
f v p h 0 10. proficient presumptive dominant 
l v n t u 11. cavalry martinet castinet 
; q r z p 12. filiform felonious dec iduous 
:: m a b 0 13. meande r monotony rancour 
l m s e w 14. sheathing shame ful collateral 
n v e r a 15. bronchitis platonic breechblock 
l e h a 0 16. theorem reckon thermion 
y q j n e 17. drammock druidism pyrogenic 
1 s t y 18. eroded chiseled charbon 
GH 1957 
2. 
c 
1. ind r bl X l ing 7 . tion ex p l f h an 
2 . a m sp f d ng 8. ure g d SITI k in 
3. ar k st w ight p 9. op r en a 1 v 
4. ous b sh th f con 10. 0 b sp el er ist 
5. n ck for c l w ale 11. ent a be c n v 
6. in ep OW lw a fl 12 . d un gr b qu 1 
Score ____________ __ 
TEST II . Attitude Scal e 
1 . Do you l ike to have your teacher read a story to you? 
a b c 
2 . Do you like to take books from the l ibrary? 
a b c 
3. Do you like to read a story to th e class? 
a b c 
4. Do you like to have a child read a story to the class? 
a b c 
5. Do you like to gel a book for a pre sent? 
a b c 
6 . Do you like to have someone read to you at bedtime? 
a b c 
3. 
Do you like to r e ad by yourse lf when you stay indoors? 
a b c 
Do you like to r e ad in the summer? 
a b c 
Do you like to read to someone at home? 
a b c 
Do you like to learn new words each day? 
a b c 
Do you like to try to read the funnies by yourself? 
a b c 
Do you like to play reading games? 
a b c 
Do you like to read signs? 
a b c 
)o you like to do a reading paper? 
a b c 
)o you like to go to the library corner when your work is finished? 
a b c 
Score -===~----
4. TEST Ill. Applied Phonics 
1. glad pad mad Dad sad fa< 
2. jump pump clump stump lump du 
c 
3. must rust crust dust gust tr 
. 
4. look hook nook brook shook co 
5. hill fill kill thrill drill SJ: 
6. nest vest west zest test Cl 
7. found ground bound mound sound P< 
8. pig dig wig jig rig fi 
9. name fame lame flame game t<: 
10. eat treat meat heat beat n 
11. huff husk hunch hush hung h 
12. let lend length lemon less 11 
13. cat cabin canvas cast camp c 
14. box bottle bobbin bond bottom b 
15. wish wigwam width wicket wigwag \ 
Score 
----------------
Directions !'or 
TEST OF HEARING SOUNDS IN WORDS - GRADES 1-3 
Boston University - 1955 
he purpose of this test is to discover how well a child can identify sounds in 
words. If a child is unable to identify sounds in spoken words, instruction 
nics or word recognition will make little progress. The test is suitable only 
ose children who lmow the names or forms of letters. If a child does not lmow 
tters, the Murphy-Durrell Diagnostic Reading Readiness Test (World Book Co.) is 
~ended. 
·ive each child a marker of colored paper to use under each line. This 'Will not 
~lp to keep the child's attention on the correct line, but will also help the 
r to observe that each child has the correct place • 
. ions : PART A. 
>rint on the board the letters E b t ~ !_1 just as they appear on line one 
1 child 1 s paper. 
lay: "Today we are going to use our eyes and ears to see if we can find the 
right letters in words. You will need to listen and look care.f'u.lly. 
t.ions: 
Put your marker on the first line under the big letter A." (Check to 
see that each child has the right place). "I' 11 say a word and you are 
to listen to see if you can find the letter the word begins with. 
Listen - top. What is the first letter in top? Yes, t so you draw a 
circle around t on your paper." (Teacher draws a circl'e around t on the 
board). Check-to see that each child has circled the correct le"tter. 
"Now liiOV9 your marker to the next line below. Now I will not help a:r:ry 
more . Be sure you look and listen carefully. Ready. Draw a circle· 
around the first letter in cup . " Repeat the word, if necessary. Wait 
until the children have firu.shed making a circle around the letter. 
This usually takes not more than five seconds. Count five slowly on 
all later words in this test. 
Directi~ns for the rest of the words: "Move your marked to number 3. 
Find the first letter in dog." 
4. garden 9. machine 14. handle 
5. recess 10. fountain 15. every 
6 noise 11 .. vacation 16. olive 
?. lemon 12. polish 17. waste 
8. bacon 1) . absent 18. supper 
PART B 
Say: "Now move your markers up to number 1 under the big letter B." Write on 
the board the words garrulous pertain warrant. 
•Nmr this time you are to listen for the last sound in the word. Listen 
to this word - spoon. Which word on the board has the same last sound 
as spoon? Yes, thB middle one has the same lastsound as spo~ So we 
dra'if a circle around it like this . Now draw a circle around it on your 
paper." 
.. 
203 
B - continued: 
•Now move your marirf>r down to number 2 o List.en !or the last sound in 
this word - until . Find the word that has the same souriait the end as 
until. DraJi a cJ.rCle around it. 
Directions for the next four words: "lbve your marker to number 3 .. 
Which word bas the same last sound as visit? Draw a circle around it." 
3 0 visit 4. wonder 5o railroad 6 .. company 
)l number 1 and following, the chilu listens !or the first and last sounds. 
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Say: "Now on number 7, you are to listen for both the beginning and ending sounds·" 
Write on the board the words bretnren nobleliiiiii burlesque. 
"Wh:i.ch o! these words has the same beginning and ending sounds as between? 
(Wait for answers) . ll'!es, the .f1.rst one begins and ends like between. 
So we. draw a circle around it.. You draw a circle around it on your paper." 
Directions for the remainder of the words in PART B: 
to number 8. Find the word that begins and ends like 
9o happen 14. shovel 
10. present 15. break 
11. cabinet 16. thicken 
12 • .famous 17. drink 
13 . motor lB. child 
"l4ove your marker 
geranium." 
bions: PART C 
Jrite these letter8 on the board: ind r b1 x t ing. 
Say: "Now move your marker down to number 1 1mder C. Listen to this ward 
blinding . Draw circles around all of the sou'hds you hear in blinding." 
(Teacher circles ind bl ing on the boru d). '\f.low many of you circled 
these sounds?" - -
ag: 
Write on the board a m sp ! d or. Say: 11Now find all of the 
sounds you can in this wora::' spor&d:l.c'-"'7 Which did you cirdle? Yes, 
_!E, ~ and ~. The other sounds are not on your paper." 
For the rest o! the words, say "On number 3, circle the letters you 
hear in this word - starlight." 
3· starlight a. indenture 
h. continuous 9. envelopnent 
5. fortunate 10. elocutionist 
6. twinflower ll.. benevolent 
7. exemplify 12. unqualified 
FlRT A - Count the number correct. 
PART B - Count the number correct. 
PART C - Count the number of parts 
Maximum score-17. 
Maximum score-16. 
of words circled correctly. 
Ma.x:lmum score-33 • 
1. 
Test II, Attitude Scale 
Write on the board -
1 . Do you like to go in town with Mother? 
a b c 
2. Do you like to stay indoors for recess in winter? 
b c 
1'Vle are going to answer some questions about how you feel. There 
are no urong ana1-1ers . Let 1 a do the first one on the board together . Do 
you like to go in town with Mother? -- a b c 
" If you do not like t o go at all draw a circle around a, if you like 
to a little, draw a circle about b. If you like to very much, draw a 
circle around c. Let' a do the second one. I 1ll r ead the questions and 
the ansl'rers and one of you may circle the ana\-rer on the board. Do you like 
to stay indoors for recess in winter? 
a -not at all b - a little c - very much 
I will read each question in your book and the answers, listen care-
ful.ly and circle the one which tells how you feel . You will circle just 
one answer for each question. Listen carefully, be sure t o answer j ust 
how you feel. Open your book to page 2. Find question 1. Do you like to 
have your teacher r ead a story to you? " 
a - not at all b - a little c - very much 
2. Do you like to take books from the library? 
a - not at all b - a little c - very much 
3. Do you like to read a story to the class?' 
a -not at all b - a little c - very much 
4. Do you like to have a child read a story to the class? 
a - not at all b - a little c - very much 
5. Do you like to get a book for a present? 
a - not at all b - a little c - very much 
6. Do you like to hav<.: some r~nd to you at bedtime? 
a - not at all b - a little c - very much 
7. Do you like to read by yourself when you stay indoors? 
a -not at all b - a little c - very much 
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2. 
8. Do you like to read in SWill'ller? 
a - not at all b - a little c - very much 
9. Do you like to read to someone at home? 
a - not at all b - a little c - very much 
10. Do you like to learn new words each day1 
a - not at all b - a little c - very much 
ll. Do you like to read the funnies by yourself'? 
a -not at all b - a little c - very much 
12. Do you like to play reading games? 
a - not at all b - a little c - vCJry much 
13. Do you like to read signs? 
a - not at all b - a little . c - very much 
:ili. Do you like to do a reading paper? 
a -not at all b - a little c - very much 
15. Do you like to go to the library corner when your work is finished? 
a - not at all b - a little c - very much 
Test III, Applied Phonics 
Write these words on the board in a horizontal row: 
all ball tall fall wall call 
Say, "We are going to play a game using our eyes and ears. Look at these 
words on the board. The first word is all. I'm going to write 1 under all. 
Listen and see if you can find the next "WOrd I say, call. n 
Have a child find the word call and write 2 under it. 
"Now listen for Nurnbr->r 3 tall. Who can find tall and write 3 under 
it?" Have one child respond. -
"Listen f or Number 4 fall." Have a child find ~and write 4 under it. 
"Listen for Number 5 ball." Have a child write 5 under ball. 
'~Te are going to do some more on our papers . We'll listen, look, and 
find the word, and write the number under it. Probably you cannot find all 
of them. Do the best you can. Keady:" 
Row 1 . 1 . glad 2. pad 3. sad 4. mad 5. fad 
Row 2 . 1. j ump 2 . lump 3. clump 4. stump 5. pump 
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). 
Row 3. 1. must 2. trust 3. gust 4. rust 5. dust 
Row 4. 1. look 2. brook 3. hook 4. cook 5. shook 
Row 5. 1 . hill 2. spill 3. kill 4. thrill 5. drill 
Row 6. 1. nest 2. test 3. west 4. zest 5. vest 
Row 7. 1. found 2. bound 3. pound 4. sound 5. :mound 
Row 8. 1. pig 2. fig 3. rig 4. j ig 5. wig 
Row 9. 1. name 2. name ). fame 4. tame 5. game 
Row 10. 1. eat 2. beat 3. heat 4. :meat 5. neat 
Row 11. 1. huff 2. hunt 3. hung 4. husk 5. hunch 
Row 12. 1. let 2. lend ). less 4. length 5. level 
Row 13. 1. cat 2. camp ). cabin 4. cash 5. cast 
Row 14. 1. box 2. bobbin ). body 4. bottom 5. bottle 
Row 15. 1. wish 2. winch ). width 4. wicket 5. wigwam 
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TEST I. READING 
• Mew mew, says the 
.11 
b John writes w1th a 
book 
'Bow wow, says the 
2 John will ring the 
pencil 
3 Jack can read from his 
dish ball 
"'l.~he birds arc aslc~cp in their ~ {f) 
' . '-. - ~ 
:: :.: •. ,. • ~ I ~ • • 
5 ~!other baked some 
-6 -, I I ~~ .·· 
6 All<:c wc;.u::; J pretty 
Go right on to the nest page. 
l ~ I 
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s When it rains she carries her / 
··~ ~an-.bUJ!c his house of ~ . ~" ~ -utD •~ 
11 Mother buys bread at the 
~~ 
n The child cats soup with a 
Go ri~ht on to the nert pa~e. 
[ 3 1 
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16. The boy's name is 
Jane Jack Mary Dot 
16. I can sing a pretty 
sto ne song bel l t ree 
17. Ted loves to play in the beautiful white 
snow cake fields clo th 
18. If he doesn't hurry, he will miss the 
train c lock moth er slow 
19. I can fly. I can sing. I have a nest. I am a 
bee girl bird dog 
20. Most places are hottest in 
win ter su mmer March spnng 
21. When Janie found her doll, she felt 
sad glad carefu I sorry 
22. The bears hide in their 
barn cave nest boat 
23. If she does not have to stay home with her mother, 
she will come buy live bring 
N ed has a black pony. 
1s Prince. T he pony runs 
Ned is on his back. 
24. The boy's name is 
P rince Ben King N ed 
26. The boy rides on his 
pony car wheel sled 
H is name 
fast when 
[ 4 ] Go right on to the nut page. 
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Mother baked apples one day. She 
washed and cut the apples. She put 
plenty of sugar on them and put them 
in a pan. Then she baked the apples. 
516. Mother cooked 
peaches grapes apples corn 
i7. The sugar made the apples taste 
sweet sour bitter burned 
Henry and his brother Peter go to the 
country every summer. They go wading 
and fishing in the brook. One day Henry 
caught three fish and Peter caught five. 
18. This story tells about two 
boys fish farms brooks 
19. Who caught the more fish? 
Father Henry Peter Helen 
The farmer has a big barn. It 1s a 
good place in which to play. One day 
we went to the barn. I climbed into the 
hay wagon and hid in the hay. My sister 
Ruth ran after me, but she could not find 
me. Then I called, " Here I am. Come 
and find me." But she could not find 
me until I jumped out of the hay. 
80. I played in the barn with my 
cousin brother sister father 
81. I found a good hiding place in the 
house woods cellar wagon 
Si. I called from my hiding place, u look out " 
"come away" "find me" "stay here" 
88. The hay wagon was in the 
hayfield yard road barn 
[ 5 1 Go rlaht on to the nest paae. 
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Jack and Jill went to the country. They went 
coasting on their sled. Jack fell off the sled 
into the deep snow. Jill helped Jack get up. 
They got home late in the evening. 
34. The children coasted in the 
city country park yard 
35. One of the children fell into the 
coun try snow sled water 
36. The children reached home 
at breakfast time m the afternoon at noon after dark 
In the early days, the people who were known 
as cave men found dry, warm caves in which 
to live. They f ound it much safer to live in 
caves than on the open plains. Their chief en-
emies were wild beasts. They found that the wild 
animals were afraid of fire. So at night the cave 
men kept a fire before the door. \Vith the fire 
burning they knew they were safe from danger-
ous animals. 
37. Long ago people avoided danger by living in 
towers huts tents caves 
38. They had to defend themselves chiefly from 
wild men wild beasts fires giants 
39. The fire protected the cave men because it 
kept animals away heated their houses 
cooked their food lighted their houses 
One day th e butcher brought us some meat. 
Laddie took the meat from the tabl e and carried 
it to the garden. Soon we found that the meat 
was gone. We caught Laddie and spanked him 
so he would not take the meat another time. 
40. Laddie is a butcher man m ouse dog 
41. He stole our meat eggs fish fruit 
42. The meat was brought to the house by 
Laddie the butcher us a dog 
43. Laddie was praised killed 
[ 6 1 
punished - scolded 
Go ri~ht on to the next pa~e. 
M<tropullllD l 'rrm. II f{ 
In China many fl:lmilies live on r•vers. It is 
cheaper to live on water than on land because 
there is no landlord to collect rent. Whole 
families live on houseboats. The children play 
on the decks. Every child carries a tiny barrel 
on his back as a life preserver. \Vhen a child 
falls overboard the barrel enables him to keep 
afloat until someone pulls him out. 
44. In China many families live in 
trailers tents igloos houseboats 
46. As a life preserver, a Chinese child wears on his back a 
tube barrel bottle balloon 
46. Many Chinese people would rather live on water than on land because 
itis 
cheaper \\Ctter safer healthier 
My sister and I dccidt·d one early spr in g day 
to start a window garden. In planting our win-
dow garden we first put stones in the bottom of the 
box. Next we put in some moss and on top of 
that a layer of dirt. On the din we sprinkled 
some pansy seeds. \Vc covered them with din 
and then watered them. 0\ cr the top we put 
a newspaper to keep the water from drying out 
too rapidly . 
47. We planted our garden m a \\in dow box 
in the front yard at school on the farm 
48. The first thing we put in the box was 
paper moss stones peat 
49. A newspaper was used to keep the seeds 
cool clean dark damp 
60. The seeds were covered with 
blossoms moss stones dirt 
No. right . . . . . . . . Stand. JCOr( . . 
STOP/ 
C,. (quio. .. . . . . . . . Agt tquifJ . .. ... .•• • 
~ 7 J 
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TEST 2. WORD MEANING 
a. house boy stone coat man duck 
b. ball meat pm doll skates rose 
1. blow green paint brush blue brown 
2. gray cat wing ptg chicken grain 
3. for two five soon seven high 
4. June winter Christmas Easter ptcmc Thanksgiving 
6. Tom Geor-ge Mary Grace Alice John 
6. watch a~ple paper cocoa bake eggs 
7. pte milk water lamb ice lemonade 
8. where mme who that when those 
9. song trees floor boys boots flowers 
10. poem orange peach once plum ptece 
11. chair window stool lamp door bench 
12. ~encil park shoe pen cage chalk 
13. bunny kite lion butterfly skin robin 
14. gloves bow hat hands ca~ skirt 
[ 8 1 Go rlllht on to the nert page. 
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16. head arm bead toes air trousers 
16. car even pan oven stove stamp 
17. hog rug circus clock barn curtain 
18. rock coal wood cotton wool pillow 
19. doctor dollar mend nurse medicine nOISe 
20. machine magazme carpet envelope book chimney 
21. run stay c base still dash quiet 
22. marnage accident death growth blindness party 
23. bark hound howl collie kitten police 
24. turnip banana radish cherries letters lettuce 
26. handle tool candle lantern torch fountain 
26. short loud wide tell worse tall 
27. watchman infant pupil minister student teacher 
28. polite generous false courteous timid hood 
29. some fall marble 
No. right . . ..... . 
No. wrong .. .. ... . 
skip 
STOP/ 
. 
SWim foam 
Diff~rmu .. . . . . . . . St4tad. scort ... .... .. w. equio. .. .... ... Ar,l tquio •......... 
I 9 I 
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TEST 3. ARITHMETIC FUNDAMENTALS 
6 dots and 4 dots are -- dots. 
. ·t··· 
••••• 
Add 
3 and 2 are __ 
2 
+9 
43 
+ 33 
Subtract 
5 
+7 
35 
+ 23 
6 
+5 
57 
+ 42 
3 
+4 
12 
+ R7 
3 from 7 ]caves __ 
2 
- 1 
6 
-5 
8 
-5 
11 14 13 
-9 - -7 .... -9 
86 
-43 
58 79 
- 35 - 42 
9 
-4 
14 
-6 
52 
- 10 
5 and 1 are 
9 
+0 
38 
+ 11 
3 8 
+7 +R 
53 76 
+ 25 + 11 
2 and __ are 3 
5 
-3 
15 
-7 
7 
-2 
12 
-9 
97 86 
- 43 - 12 
I 
6 
-4 
13 
-R 
87 
- 11 
9 
+6 
36 
+52 
9 
-6 
16 
-7 
59 
-37 
[ ro ] Go right on to the next page. 
Multiply 
7 
x2 
Add 
7 
+44 
Subtract 
25 
- 16 
Divide 
2}4 
3 
X4 
3 
x6 
19 
+ 65 
35 
- 18 
1}5 
3" 
x2 
86 
+57 
83 
-76 
3)12 
5 
X 1 
43 
-4 
Mark the clock which says half past six. 
2 
7 
6 
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2 
x4 
2 
x6 
6 
7 
3 
0 
8 
56 
-28 
. 
5}IO 
4 
X4 
36 
42 
23 
152 
-§.? 
2)16 
Mark the figure which IS one-fourth shaded. 
IJ () 
STOP! 
No. right .... . . . . . Stand. Jr9rt .. . . . . . . . Gr. lquiv.. . . . . . . . . Agl lquiv . .. ..... . . 
( II ) 
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TEST 4. ARITHMETIC PROBLEMS 
1. 
2. 
4. 
(}])(}))()})(}})OJ)(j})(}])(}J) 
~tittt~tttittttt2f 
6. 
15 8 2 10 6 
7. 
11 6 12 5 8 
[ 12 ] Go ri~ht on to the next page. 
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8. How many pencils are 2 pencils and 8 pencils? 
9. Mother gave me 2 cakes. 
My sister gave me 3 more cakes. 
Then I had how many cakes? 
10. My lunch cost 8 cents and my brother's cost 13 
cents. Both lunches cost how much? 
11. I bought some popcorn for 10 cents, an 
4 cents, and some candy for 3 cents. 
things together cost how much? 
apple for 
All the 
12. We had 10 little chickens and sold 4 of them. 
We had how many chickens left? 
13. Ten children will be at my party. I need a chair 
for each child. I have only 6 chairs. How many 
more do I need ? 
14. My brother has 8 baby rabbits. He is going to 
give me half of them. How many shall I have? 
15. 3 children are coming to my house. 
to give each one of them 3 cookies. 
how many cookies for all of them? 
I am going 
I must have 
D 
pencils 
D 
cakes 
D 
cents 
D 
cents 
D 
chickens 
D 
chairs 
D 
rabbits 
D 
cookies 
16. My mother gave me 35 cents. I spent 10 cents D 
for a sandwich and 10 cents for a ride on the car. 
How many cents did I have left? cents 
17. A train went 45 miles the first hour and 63 miles 
the second hour. How far did it go in 2 hours? 
STOP! 
D 
miles 
No. right . . . . . . . . Stand . .rcort . . . . . . . . Gr. tquifJ. . . . . . . . . Agt tquifJ . . . .. . . .. . 
[ q ] 
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TEST 5. SPELLING 
SAMPLE. My brother well. 
1. The has four kittens. 
2. Did you like the ___________________ ? 
3. apple was left. 
4. The loves her child. 
5. The boy can spm his 
6. Buy a new 
7. The boy will a race. 
8. Children, drink your 
9. The man spent all the money he 
10. It is ten o 'clock. 
11. Where are you _____________________ ? 
12. The bird lS building a 
13. I live on a 
14. There are many children in 
15. can you come to see us? 
16. We clean our teeth meals. 
17. He is flying a 
18. Our flag is red, white, and ---------------
[ 14 ] Go right on to the next page. 
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19. The picture is by a wtre. 
20. He was lD the third 
21. They to the country yesterday. 
22. The is set for lunch. 
23. ts the second spring month. 
24. They went to the country 
No. right......... Stand. scort......... Gr. tquio.. .... .... .Age equio ......... . 
( I 5 j 
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Nantt ............................. . ..... Date ....... . .... . ... 19 . . 
Teachtr .. . ................... Gradt . ........ School .. . .. . ... . ... . 
City. . . . ........... . . County . ...... . . . ........ State . .. . ......... . 
INDIVIDUAL PROFILE CHART 
METROPOLITAN AclliEH.MENT TEsTs: PRI MARY II BATTERY 
* 
Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Tests AVE. * t READ- WORD ARJTH ARITII SPELLr ACII'T 
l NG MEAS. FUND I' HUB lNG 
10-7 - • f- - 6.5 - -10-0 
-
-
10-5 - -
10-4 - - -
10-3 - -
10-2 
- 1- 1- - 6.0 -10-1 -
10-0 - -
9-1 1 -
9-10-
9-9 - - 55 -
9-8 - -
9-7 
9-6 -
9-5 -9-4 - . 1- - 50 -9-3 - -
9-2 - -
9-1 -
9~ - -
8-11- - - 45 -8-10-
-8-9 - .. 
" 8-8 - ";I ] 8-7 - JJ 
S-6 - 1- - 40 ~ -.. 8-5 -:1 ... -
";I 8-4 - ";I -8-3 ... • - "8 ! 8-2 - f1 8-1 - 1- 3.5 .. -
r. ~ -
""' 
-
• 7-11 -
, . 
- ~ 7-10 - -
7-9 - -
7-8 - 3.0 -
7-7 - - -
7-6 - - -7-5 - -
7-4 - -7-3 - ' 25 -7-2 - - -
7-1 - c - -
7~ -6-11 
- -6-10- f- - 2.0 -6-9 - - -6-8 - - -
6-7 . 
6-6 . 
6-5 - - - - 1.5 -
6-4 . . . 6-3 . . 
6-2 . -
6-1 -
- -~-
- 10 -
* These two scales are independent. Only one should be used at one tune. 
In plotting this chart, put an X in the box above the scale which is to be used. 
tAn additional scale is provided here in order to make it possible to plot the 
chart in terms of norms other than those of age or grade. 
The Profile Chart is designed to furnish a graphic picture of the achievement of an individual pupil as 
revealed by his test scores. 1n plotting the equi\·alents (grade, age, or other type), open the test 
booklet and lay it fiat so that both the title page and the Profile Chart are in view. P lot the equivalent 
of each teat acore on the proper stave and jom these points to make the profile. 
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METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 
PRIMARY II BATTERY: FORM 5 
BY GERTRUDE H. HILDRETH, PH.D. 
With the cooperation of 
fREDERICK B. GRAHAM, RICHARD D. ALLEN, 
HAROLD H. BIXLER, and WILLIAM l. CONNOR 
Prim. II 
s 
Name . . ..... ..................... ... ..... ... Boy . .... Girl ... . . 
Teacher ... ... ........... Grade ..... .... School ................ . 
City . ...... ... ...... County . . ............. State .............. . 
STAN~)- CtADa 
'J'Esr A liD EQutV A • 
Sc:ou J.&MT 1---r- - ----
I. READ. 
____ , ___ --- ---
2. WoRD 
MEAN. 1---....l.---r,..-- -.--
AvER. READING 
r----:---r---
3. Aarrn. 
FuND. 
---r-----
4. ARITll . 
PROB. 
1-----L---1:-,.-- -. --
AvER. ARITH . 
r---.----4---
5. SPELL. 
A VER.ACE 1'-../ 
Acu'T I./".... 
• Do not include when fllurln& 
aYerace achJeyement. 
Year Month Day 
Dot~ of Tntint, 
Year Month 
Dot' of Birth 
Day 
Age .... .. yrs ....... moa. 
This test Is co/lvrighttd. TM repoduction of anv part of it bv mimrogroj)l1, hectograph, or in turt1 other 
IDGJI, whtthtT the reproductions are sold or furnished fret joT usr, is a violation of the coPflright law. 
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois 
Copyright 1947 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rit.hu rtutTJ~d 
PUNTED IN U.S.A. MAT PIUI. 0 ! .. Jl a 
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TEST I. READING 
-. Mew mew~ says the 
.M ~ -~
b John writes with a 
book pencil 
• Billy likes to ride on his 
dish ball 
a «ir-Sl 
2 May eats 
3T he baby plays with a 
~ c. .. ~ ;J!r~ 
4The hen Jays 
4~?~i ~I• ~,, -. .(' . - ... t!!!F 
5 \VJ1en it rains, carry your 
~ 
Lli5U 
6 Mary is a little 
[ z 1 
~ 
... ~;-
.. ~· . . . 
. . ' . . 
.,-~ ..,., 
Go right on to the next page. 
'The mother hen feeds her 
0i~ .. .. ~-~-"'-~ :..~ r, rf;S.s·:· ~ 
' .-. >\.,._ •. 
J; . • .• 
8 Father drives a big 
.~ ~ 
9 The farmer feeds his 
·~~ 
'
0 T he cat caught a 
"The tree has green 
«"t 
'
1 \Ve dig in our garden with a 
'
3 I wear a hat on my 
~~. 
•• At Christmas we lighted the 
[ 3 ] 
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11i ~~ ~~ 
~~  u~ 
' 
Go rf&ht on to the next pajle. 
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16. A girl's name is 
Bill J ane Pau] H enry 
16. The cow gives 
eggs grass mush milk 
17. A man built a big 
house nose hose mouse 
18. At night we light the 
bed food books lamp 
19. I am red. I am round. I am good to eat. 
I am an apple a ball a cak e a Rag 
20. If he doesn't come, I'll have to go 
alo ne around here under 
21. I am large. I eat hay. A boy rides on me. 
I am a bicycle w agon horse car 
22. He got caught in the rain, and he was soon all 
right wet alone togeth er 
23. The days are longest in 
w1 nter summer D ecember O ctober 
" Com e, li ttle yellow bird. C om e to 
m e. H ere is som e bread for you. Eat 
the bread, little yellow bird, then Ry 
3way hom e." 
24. The bird is big 
26. The bird ate some 
bread seeds 
red 
m eat 
[ 4 1 
brown small 
fruit 
Go ri~ht on to the nert pa~e. 
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At school Bob made an airplane. He 
u sed a barrel for the fron t a nd some 
boards for the scat and sides. He used 
a stick t o steer the plane. He took 
Dick a nd Betty and Ned for a ride. 
26. The plane was built by 
Dick Bob Ted Betty 
27. The front of the plane was made of 
a barrel canvas a chair boards 
28. How many children went for a ride with Bob? 
two five three four 
29. Bob made his toy airplane 
at home out of paper at school with glue 
Ned has a store. Jane went to the 
st ore. She bought potatoes. Tom went 
t o the store. lie bought some meat. 
30. Who owns the store? 
J ane Ned Tom John 
31. At the store Jane got 
carrots omons meat potatoes 
32. The meat was bought by 
Ned J ane Tom John 
Martin has a new toy. It has four 
wheels and a handle. He can give his 
sist er a ride in it. 
33. The toy is a 
wagon bicycle scooter roller skat e 
34. Martin is a 
baby fat her boy policem an 
I 5 1 Go right on to the n ext page. 
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36. 
36. 
A long time ago, many Indians lived in this 
country. Some lived in tents while others lived 
in h ouses made of bark. In the bark houses, there 
was a door in front, but there were no windows. 
In the roof, a hole was left for the smoke from 
the hearth fire. 
This story tells about the houses of the 
Gypsies Puritans Indians Chinese 
The houses were made of bark skin stones logs 
37. Smoke escaped at the window side top chimney 
Susie needs a new dress. Nellie will make her 
one from a pretty piece of blue ribbon. First she 
will cut out the dress. Then she will sew the 
seams together and the dress will be ready to 
try on the doll. 
38. Susie is a girl baby child doll 
39. The dress will be cut out and sewed by 
Mother Nellie Susie Sister 
40. The girl will use the ribbon to make a 
bow seam doll dress 
Generally speaking, the best watchdogs are the 
dogs with upright ears. They seem to be always 
alert and they hear the slig htest sound. The term 
" watchdog" seems to be a poor name, for a good 
watchdog is really a "listen-dog." Almost always, 
it h ears before it sees. 
41. It is said that the best watchdogs have 
long noses sharp eyes short legs upright ears 
42. According to this paragraph, these dogs should be called 
hound dogs listen-dogs spaniels seemg-eye dogs 
43. A watchdog usually hears before it 
eats bites sees runs 
l 6 ] Go rlaht on to the next page. 
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Many persons try to attract birds to their farms 
and orchards because they are useful in keeping 
insects in check. Other persons, who give li~tJe 
thought to the value of their feathered friends, pro-
vide homes for them and feed them because they 
enjoy watching them and listening to their songs. 
44. Insects are kept in check by 
birds homes songs other persons 
46. Often persons feed birds because of their 
flyin g insects singing feathers 
46. This is a story about 
life on the farm 
dangerous insects 
growing apples 
why people like birds 
Gliding is hecoming a very popular sport. A 
group of a dozen to twenty young men may form 
a gliding club and buy or make a glider. A glider 
is an airplane without a motor. It is launched into 
the air by being pul1ed rapidly over the ground 
until it gains flying speed. It is guided or steered 
like an airplane. By following rising air currents 
one sometimes may keep a glider in the air several 
h ours. Because of having no motor, gliders are 
less expensive than airplanes. 
47. The story is about sports cables gliding a1r currents 
48. Airplanes are expensive but gliders cost 
less m ore twenty dollars just the same 
49. A glider is guided like 
a bicycle an airplane an automobile a boat 
60. A glider is kept in the air a considerable time by means of 
a rope or cable a motor air currents clubs 
STOP! 
No. ril!,ltt . . . . . . . . . Stand. sror~... . . . . . . Cr. rquiv.. . . . . . . . . Agr rqu1·v .. ....... . 
[ 1 j 
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TEST 2. WORD MEANING 
a. house boy stone coat man duck 
b. ball meat pm doll skates rose 
1. very four fine late SlX nme 
2. bear ear half goat wolf gate 
3. Jack Anne Bill Carl Alice Betty 
4. worm woman mother lower cane Jane 
5. litde far large big city every 
6. beans books carrots wagon corn cart 
7. bed deck band table desk school 
8. come glad sad happy sorry cheerful 
9. bell soup nuts jelly drum puppy 
10. Thursday America February France Chicago China 
11. with which how yours why while 
12. butler president chef captain waiter general 
13. fox coat aunt deer mittens dress 
------------------------------------------------------
14. shoes trip apron jacket soap store 
[ 8 1 Go right on to the next page. 
~--------------------------~-
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16. daisy Dan tulip twig leaf pansy 
16. dishes drive pasture cupboard shelves orchard 
17. walnut sled branch oak willow sap 
18. ball chain catch tag mat trail 
19. fort plate knee fork knife cake 
20. key weed cellar child wall lily 
21. hoe sheep toe spade pool plow 
22. stones potatoes lemons onions pumpkins radishes 
23. fool theater coward pattern thief eastern 
24. business baker color building butcher carpenter 
26. sorrow health failure disease happiness success 
26. check cheek neck feather dance finger 
27. bucket bubble barrel break trunk trick 
28. here move there time beyond round 
29. grove poverty mtsery industry dwelling lying 
STOP! 
No. right.. . ...... . 
No. wro11g . ... . ... . 
Diffrrt1lU. . . . . . . . . Stand. scort. . . . . . . . . Cr. rquio.. . . . . . . . . .A gr rquiv .. ....... . 
~------~----------------------
[ 9 ] 
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TEST 3. ARITHMETIC FUNDAMENTALS 
7 dots and 3 dots arc __ dots. 
•••J • • • 
Add 
5 and 2 arc __ 
() 
+6 
23 
+ 16 
Subtract 
5 
+9 
64 
+ 1.5 
0 
+ 
12 
+ 74 
4 from 11 leaves __ 
5 
-2 
12 
-7 
99 
-81 
6 
-3 
15 
39 
- 23 
4 
- 1 
11 
-6 
49 
- 3R 
7 
+6 
•••• 
7 and 1 are __ 
+ 
8 
+5 
4 
+7 
23 43 75 24 
+ 32 + 22 + 12 + 35 
3 
-2 
13 
-7 
67 
-53 
2 and __ are 4 
8 
-7 
15 
-9 
98 
-25 
9 
-3 
14 
-5 
87 
- 12 
7 
-3 
16 
-8 
58 
-34 
7 
+5 
17 
+51 
9 
-7 
17 
-9 
69 
-13 
[ 10 ] Go right on to the next page. 
Multiply 
2 4 5 
X 2 x 2 x 1 
Add 
6 
+58 
Subtract 
36 
- 19 
Divide 
2)12 
69 
+ 25 
64 
- 57 
1}4 
6 
x 4 
47 
+ 34 
43 
- 6 
2 
x 7 
56 
- 47 
2)6 
3 
8 
5 
lhuopolh&D : Prim. D : S 
5 
x 8 
7 
x3 
6 
8 
0 
7 
3 
36 
- 18 
5)5 
4 
x7 
31 
43 
26 
162 
-85 
2}8 
Mark the clock which says quarter past six. 
Mark the figure which IS one-fourth shaded. 
[[) ~ A ~ M*DA 
STOP/ 
N o. right ... ... . . . Stand. Icore . . ... . . . . Gr. equiv. . ... . . . . . Ace equit~ . . . . ... . . • 
[ 11 1 
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TEST 4. ARITHMETIC PROBLEMS 
1 
2. 
4. (}))(}))OJ)(}))(}))(}})()})()}) 
~tttttltttittttt~t 
6. 
3 9 10 5 14 
7. 
15 8 2 10 6 
[ r 2 ] Go ri~ht on to the next page. 
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8. How many apples are 8 apples and 3 apples? 
9. Mother gave me 3 cakes. 
My sister gave me 4 more cakes. 
Then I had how many cakes ? 
10. My lunch cost 7 cents and my brother's cost 13 
cents. Both lunches cost how much? 
11. I bought an apple for 5 cents, a bottle of milk for 
9 cents, and a cracker for 2 cents. All the food 
cost how many cents ? 
12. Ten children will be 
cap for each child. 
How many more do 
at my party. I need a paper 
I have only 6 paper caps. 
I need? 
13. My aunt has 10 chickens. She is going to gtve me 
half of them. H ow many chickens shall I have? 
14. I had 14. books and sold 4. of them. I had how 
many books left? 
16. 3 children are coming to my house. 
give each one of them 3 cookies. 
how many cookies for all of them ? 
I am going to 
I must have 
16. M other gave me 30 cents. I spent 5 cents for a 
sandwich and 10 cents for a ride on the bus. How 
many cenrs ciid I have left ? 
17. An airplane went 90 miles the first hour and 105 
miles the second hour. I I ow far did it fly in 2 
hours? 
STOP/ 
D 
apples 
D 
cakes 
D 
cents 
D 
cents 
D 
caps 
D 
chickens 
D 
books 
D 
cookies 
D 
cents 
D 
miles 
No. right .. . . . . . . . Stand . .rcor~ . . . . . . . . . Cr. rquio.. . . . . . . . . Age ~quio . . . . .. ... . 
[ 13 1 
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TEST 5. SPELLING 
SAMPLE. M y brother well. 
1. The gives milk. 
2. Fruit IS to eat. 
3. lost her hat. 
4. Birds fly. 
6. The stop light is 
6. Sh e tore dress. 
7. T hrow me the tennis -----------
8. There are seven days l n a 
9. T h e child is very -----------
10. It was early when they 
11. H e a race. 
12. The pony gave Tom a fast 
13. The cook baked a delicious 
14. W e sold house. 
16. The stars come out at 
16. Please a message. 
17. My gloves h ave fu r on the 
18. The sun gives 
[ 14 ] Go right on to the next page. 
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19. I write with a -----------
20. See the flowers in our 
21. The grapes filled the 
22. days come with long nights. 
23. We buy sliced 
• 24. When you go away, please 
No. r~ght. . . .. . ... Stand. scort ......... Gr. tquio. .. . .. . ... Agt tquiv ... .... . [ rs 1 
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Nanu! . ...................... . .... . ...... Dati' .... . ....... .. . 19 . . 
Teacher . ..................... Grade . ......... School . ... . . .. . .. . .. . 
City . ............. ... . County . . . ..... . ......... State . . ...... . .. .. . 
INDIVIDUAL PROFILE CHART 
METROPOLITAN AcHIEVEMENT TEsTs: PRIMARY II BATTERY 
* 
Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Tests AVE. * t READ- WORD ARITH. ARITII. SPELL- ACII'T 
lNG !'lEAN FUND PROB lNG 
10-7 - ~ ~ - 6.5 -10-6 
- -
. 
10-5 - - -
10-4 - - -
10-3 
- - -
' 10-2 - ~ 
-
- 6.0 -10-1 
- -
-
10-0 - - -
9-11 - -
9-10 - -
9-9 - -I-
- --
- 55 -
9-8 . -
9-7 - - -
9-6 . -
9-5 - -9-4 
- + - 5.0 -9-3 - -
9-2 - - -
9-1 . . 
9-0 - - -
8-11- - - 4.5 -8-10 . . 
8-9 . - Cl -
Cl 8-8 . . . -;;; ~ 8-7 . u (/) 8-6 - - - - 4.0j -~ 8-5 - . -., 
8-4 - -i 8-3 - . "' 
·a ·a8-2 - 0' ll 8-1 - - j 3.5 ': -f., 8-0 . --=: ..:! --41 7-11 . . ,-.- . :! -7-10 - -rl - Cl -
7-9 . -
7-8 - 3.0 -
7-7 - 1- . -
7-6 - . 
-7-5 - - -7-4 
-7-3 - ~ 
- -
I 
2.5 
-7-2 - - . -7-1 - - -
7-0 - - -6-11 - - -6-10- - - 2.0 -6-9 - . - -
6-8 - (_ - -6-7 - - -
6-6 - - -
6-5 - - ~ - - 1.5 -
6-4 - - -
6-3 - - -6-2 - -
-6-1 - - ... 
6-0 -
-
~ 
- 1.0 l. 
*These two scales are independent. Only one should be used at one time. 
In plotting this chart, put an X in the box above the scale which is to be used. 
fAn additional scale is provided here in order to make it possible to plot the 
chart in terms of norms other than those of age or grade. 
The Profile Chart Is designed to furnish a graphic picture of the achievement of an individual pupil as 
revealed by his test scores. In plotting the equivalents (grade, age, or other type), open the test 
booklet and lay it flat so that both the title page and the Profile Chart are in view. Plot the equivalent 
of each test score on the proper stave and join these points to make the profile. 
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